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Note on Transliteration 

 

Sanskrit vowels: 

अ a 

आ ā 

इ i 

ई ī 

उ u 

ऊ ū 

ए e 

ऐ ai 

ओ o 

औ au 

 

Sanskrit consonants: 

क् k ट् ṭ ऩ ् p ष ्   

ख ् kh ठ् ṭh प् ph स ् s 

ग ् g ड् ḍ फ ् b ह् h 

घ ् gh ढ् ḍh ब ् bh क््ष k  

ङ् ṅ ण ्   भ ् m त्र ् ṛ 

च ् c त ् t म ् y ज्ञ ् jñ 

छ् ch थ ् th य ् r :(विसगग)  ḥ 

ज ् j द् d र ् l   

झ ् jh ध ् dh ि ् v   

ञ ्   ñ न ् n श ् ś   
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

 

The forest has always been seen as a space of uncertainty and awe; from the time of 

evolution of human beings on the earth to contemporary times, humans have tried to 

explore it for various means and with different intentions. Various anthropologists, 

sociologists, and historians have seen the idea of the forest from different points of 

view. For some, it is the place where human society evolved from a lower form to the 

upper form of civilization. While for others, it becomes a source of natural resources. 

Some have also tried to derive it as a place for understanding of non-material realities 

because of its distinct features away from common human-society. 

This research is an attempt to analyze the various meanings and understanding of the 

forest through the early Indian sources, particularly how the initial society/state 

society has perceived the forest from their own perspectives. If we see some of the 

early Indian texts like Vedas,          , and epics like M hābhār t  and  ā āy     

it is clear that the concept of the forest and its representations vary. The question that 

arises here is this and how the idea of the forest for and among early human societies 

has transformed with the changing historical context? What has been the relevance of 

the factor in human societies? Why a set of the Vedic texts were even called the 

Ara yaka? Ara ya is another relevant word used in literature alongside the vana.  

With the expansion of population and agriculture in the past, there has been a constant 

struggle between the idea of vana (forest) and k etra (settled area regulated by the 

state). The state-society always tried to interpret vana as an antithesis to k etra. The 

idea of periphery developed as a space of struggle between these dichotomous zones. 
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Through this research, we will also try to know what are the kinds of representations 

of forest and its various interpretations in early Indian Sanskrit textual traditions.  

The forest is also seen as a primary settlement of human beings with a subsistent 

mode of society and economy.  In this respect, with the emergence of the early state, 

society always attempted to penetrate and exploit the resources through various 

means. 

This is a study about ancient forest-dwelling societies and their encounters with non-

forest societies in order to understand the socio-economical complications through an 

analysis of various mythical stories and instances from Vedas to the epics, which were 

composed in different historical periods. The socio-historical process of expansion of 

political and social identities/hierarchies on the basis of settlements and life practices 

is also analyzed in this research. 

Through this research, an attempt will be made to correlate the philosophical and 

material understanding of nature and culture dichotomy particularly to explore and 

analyze the social/material transformations in the early societies where vana and 

k etra are epitomes.  

 

I.1 Sources and Discussion 

A wide range of ancient classical texts like - the Vedas (C. 1500-500 BCE)
1
, 

 rāh        r  y  a, and           (C. 1000-500 BCE)
2
, are analyzed for this 

study. These texts help us to look at the initial understanding of human- forest 

relationships.  

                                                           
1
 Singh, Upinder, A History of the Stone Age to the 12

th
 Century, Pearson Publishers, Delhi, 2009, p. 

18. 
2
 Ibid., p. 208. 
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There are various points of view regarding the time period of the above texts. 

According to Arthur Berriedale Keith,   -        h t  is the collection of 1,028 

hymns and it is considered as the one of the most important source of Indian religion. 

The Vedas were preserved in the early stages through oral tradition and they were 

regarded as too sacred to be reduced to writing down. He further argues that 

moreover, an invaluable form of control exists in the texts of the other Vedas, the 

Yajur Veda in its different recensions, the  āma Veda and Atharva Veda, all of which 

contain much of the matter of the  g Veda.
3
 While Alfred Hilletbrandt viewed  g 

Veda as a practical collection of hymns, arranged according to their connection with 

the sacrificial rituals, a            hitas except Atharva Veda which occupies a 

peculiar position, are definitely in their none-B āhma a portions manuals of the 

chants and formulae used by the priests in the ritual while the  g Veda is not a 

practical but a historical handbook.
4
 Hermann Oldernberg also believes that 1500 to 

1000 BC was the period when the Vedas were composed where the Vedic Indians 

settled on the banks of the river Indus and in Punjab.
5
   

According to R. S. Sharma, the earliest Vedic manuscripts are not older than the 10
th

 

century AD., and inscriptional evidence for writing in India between the 17
th

 and 3
rd

 

        BC             B         g Vedic gods are mentioned in the Mitannian 

inscription of the 14
th

 century BC., and the great reverential attitude to the  g Veda 

leading to its correct recitation and consequent oral preservation suggests that it was 

                                                           
3
 Keith, A. B., The Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and Upanisads, Motilal Banarasidass 

Publication, Delhi,   1989, p. 01. 
4
 Ibid., p.01. 

5
 Oldenberg, Hermann, The Religion of the Veda, Motilal Banarasidass Publication, Delhi, 1988, p. 01 
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compiled, at least orally, around 1200 BC. The later Vedic texts were compiled in 

western U. P.           d  f K      d Pā   āl.
6
 

Romila Thapar considers the Vedic corpus as the earliest body of texts from the 

Indian past. According to her, much of it was initially transmitted orally and later in 

written form. It can be viewed as the point of commencement of the It hā a-Purā a 

traditions, initiating forms that eventually become germinal to these traditions. 

Among them, mention is made of the  āna-stuti hymns, included in the earliest of the 

Vedas, the  g Veda; and, subsequently of  āthās and nārā    ī, all poems in praise 

of heroes and ā hyāna narratives that are associated with It hāsa. The  g Veda may 

have incorporated some themes from the oral tradition going back to earlier times, and 

reflecting some integration with other prior cultures. Until the Harrapan pictograms 

are deciphered we can, at best, assume only a marginal continuity of earlier traditions 

in the Vedic corpus.
7
  She argues that the  g Veda is frequently dated to 1500 BC, 

although it might be even later, given that its cognates in Old Iranian and parallels 

from Syria date to about 14
th

 Century BC. The substantial presence of Indo-Aryan 

speakers in North-Western India is from this period, although some minimal contact 

may have existed from the borderlands just prior to this.
8
 

The chronology of the Vedas is difficult to shift because of some later interpolations 

in the  g Veda which is known as the earliest one. In  g Veda which is earlier than 

the other three Vedas, there are sections in the first and tenth manḍalas that are dated 

later than the intervening ones. The verses although composed in the latter part of the 

second millennium BC were compiled and edited in various recensions in early first 

                                                           
6
 Sharma, R. S., Aspects of Political Ideas and Institutions in Ancient India, Motilal Banarasidass 

Publication, Delhi, 1959 p. 15. 
7
 Thapar, Romila, The Past Before Us: Historical Traditions of Early North India, Permanent Black, 

Ranikhet, 2013, p. 87. 
8
 Ibid., p. 88. 
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millennium BC. The corpus was edited with reference to people of diverse origins. 

Since there were earlier settlements of non-Aryan speaking peoples, whose presence 

is recorded through non-Aryan linguistic elements in Vedic Sanskrit, and on the basis 

of earlier archaeological sites, the societies reflected in the Vedic corpus were not 

culturally homogeneous as it is often assumed.
9
   

The books intended by reason of the dread holiness of their contents for study in the 

forest, and of these certain parts which bear more defiantly philosophical aspects were 

     d          ads. It is word apparently derived from the session of the pupils 

around the teacher in the process of instruction. Each Veda represents a school of 

thought which                   d          B ā        d            B ā    as      

       d                          d  f       ads, like  g Veda is associated with 

T  trtīr y   rāh   a and   t  th   rāh   a which is attached with T  ttīr y  

      ad and   h  ār  y         ad. The  ā veda has Chā     y        ad 

which is a major portion of J      y        ad Brā    a. 

According to A. B. K                      d          d          f             ads 

were prior to the rise of Buddhism, which is derived logically from the system which 

they contain, and as the date of the death of Buddha may be placed about 480 BC for 

          ads are a      d  T             f     B ā                           ads is 

beyond doubt, and thus a lower limit of 600 BC for the latest B ā       is 

obtained.
10

  

Efforts to establish an earlier date for the    hitās and the  rāh   as have naturally 

been made and of these two may be mentioned. Jacobi has insisted that the post- 

Vedic period may be dated from 800 BC on the strength of the fact that the end of the 

                                                           
9
 Ibid., p. 89. 

10
 Keith, A. B., The Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and Upanisads, Motilal Banarasidass 

Publication, Delhi, 1989, pp. 19-20. 
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Vedic period is marked by the simultaneous appearance of the  āmkhya, Yoga and 

Jaina philosophies, and the later can be carried back to 750 BC. The second line of 

argument is based on the war which forms the main topic of the M hābhārata; by 

various modes of reckoning of d              d d        P  ā ās the date of 1000 or 

1100 BC is attai  d f          d         Pāndus are unk               hitās and the 

B ā    as, it is contended that they must fal    f             f K       d Pāndvas.
11

    

R. E. Hume in his earliest book Th  Th rt     r              ads have assigned the 

time period of 6
th
         BC f                    f        d   H              „       

contemporaneous with that remarkable period of active philosophic and religious 

thought the world over, about sixth century BC., when Pythagoras, Confucius, 

Buddha, and Zoroaster were thinking out new philosophies and inaugurating great 

religions, there was taking place in the land of India, a quiet movement which has 

exercised a continuous influence upon the entire philosophic thought of that country 

and which has also been making itself felt in the west.
12

 

S. Radhakrishnan says that           ads form literature which has been growing 

from very early times. Their numbers may exceed two hundred, though the Indian 

tradition puts it at one hundred and eight. Muhammad Dara Shikoh collected and 

translated f f          d  into Persian (1656-1657) and then into Latin by Anquetil 

D          8  - 8      d             O          T   P                d         d    

           kara commented on eleven, I    K     K thā, Pr      Mu  aka, 

Mā  u y   T  tīr y   A t r y   Chā    y     h  ār  yaka, and Śvetasvatara. He 

also refers to the K u  t     J bā ā  M h  ār y  a and Paingala       ads in his 

commentary of Brahma Sutra  T               ads which have come down are more 

                                                           
11

 Ibid., pp. 20-21. 
12

 Hume, R. E., The Thirteen Principal Upanisads, Oxford University Press, London, 1921, p. 01.  
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religious than philosophic    T                       P  ā a and the Tantra than to 

the Vedas. They glorify Ved        Y            ā       x                 f Ś     

             hnu.
13

 

According to Signe Cohen, The Upan  ads are among the most sacred fundamental 

scriptures in the Hindu religion. They were composed of 800 BC onwards and 

                 f              d                 ff          d   “      d          ” 

on life, death, and immortality. While they are essential to understanding Hinduism 

and Asian religions more generally, their complexities make them almost 

impenetrable to anyone but serious scholars of Sanskrit and ancient Indian culture.
14

 

After the Vedic and later Vedic texts, the Epics are the main sources with this 

research is dealing. Romila Thapar has said that these are not historic per se, but they 

incorporate fragments of narratives pertaining to what was believed to have 

happened.
15

  Various scholars have attempted to fix the dates of these epics whereas 

C. V. Vaidya in his book Epic India: I            r b      M hābhārata and 

 ā āy  a, have given the time period of 3000 to 300 BC for these both texts and 

assumes the date of M hābhārata war in 3101 BC.
16

 

Traditionally the  ā āy  a is regarded        d                    f Kā       

opposed to the M hābhārata which is an It hās.
17

 The text of the M hābhārata has 

been studied seriously by some western scholars in the early nineteenth century as by 

                                                           
13

 Radhakrishnan, S., The Principal Upanisads, George Allen & Unwin Ltd., London, 1953, pp. 20-21. 
14

 Cohen, Signe, The Upanisads: A Complete Guide, Routledge, London, 2018, p. 01. 
15

 Thapar, Romila, The Past Before Us: Historical Traditions of Early North India, Permanent Black, 

Ranikhet,  

2016,  p. 144. 
16

 Vaidya, C. V., Epic India: India as Described in The Mahabharata and Ramayana, Radhabhai 

Atmaram Sangoon, Bombay, 1907, p. 01. 
17

 Sharma, Ramashraya, A Socio-Political Study of the Valmiki Ramayana, Motilal Banarasidass 

Publishers, Delhi, 1986. p. 02.  
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Moriz Winternitz and Hermann Oldenberge
18

, while the earliest serious research on 

socio-political conditions of  ā āya a was done by scholars like P. C. Dharma and 

S. N. Vyas.
19

  

William Buck in his book M hābhārata has given the time period of these texts 

between the second century BC and second century AD.
20

 R. S. Sharma has argued 

regarding the dating of the M hābhārata as it is difficult to use the material drawn 

from the M hābhārata for one particular period, for its narrative portion looks back to 

as early as the 10
th

 century BC and didactic and descriptive portions belong to as late 

as the 4
th

 century AD. Original                    d  f 8 8   ś              d  4     

ślokas, and finally inflated to 1, 00,000 ślokas, though the critical edition by V. S. 

Sukthankar c         f        78     ślokas.
21

  

James L. Fitzgerald has looked into the M hābhārata through a critical perspective 

and have argued that “the G     B ārata was subjected to deliberate extension or 

updating, at least once after the original creation of the text, for there are certain parts 

of it which, while not deviating significantly from the basic thrust of the text as read 

without them, do not seem to have the same general measure of inter-dependent 

continuity with other parts of the text”.
22

 Fitzgerald fixes the date for this updating of 

the text as argued by some royal houses for important symbolic or propagandistic 

purposes in between 100 BC to 350 AD.
23

 

                                                           
18

 Hiltebeitel, Alf, Rethinking the Mahabharata: A Readers guide to the Education of the Dharma 

King, The University of Chicago Press, 2001, p. 01.  
19

 Sharma, Ramashraya, A Socio-Political Study of the Valmiki Ramayana, Motilal Banarasidass 

Publishers, Delhi, 1986. p.03.  
20

 Buck, William, Mahabharata, University of California Press, California, 1981, p. XIV. 
21

 Sharma, R. S. Sharma, Aspects of Political Ideas and Institutions in Ancient India, Motilal 

Banarsidass Publishers, Delhi, 1959  p.18. 
22

Fitzgerald, James L., I    ’  F fth     : Th  M h bh r t ’  Pr    t t     f It   f, in Essays on the 

Mahabharata edited by Arvind Sharma, Motilal Banarasidass Publishers, Delhi, 2007, p. 154.   
23

 Ibid., p. 154. 
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Romila Thapar has discussed in detail the dating of epic M hābhārata, and according 

to her, there is no agreement on the date of the                           K    śetra. 

One view holds that it marks the end of the Dvāparayuga and the beginning of 

Kaliyuga. This has been calculated as the equivalent of 3102 BC. The theory of four 

yugas or time cycles described in the epic is however late and is dated to around the 

Christian era.
24

     f                   “        e structur   f               B ā     

ā    /    ā was doubtless known by the mid-first millennium BC, and inclusion of 

the  hāgawata cult would date to the rise of  hāgawatism at the end of the first 

           BC” 
25

  

While Upinder Singh argues that the similarities in language and style suggest that the 

 ā āy  a and M hābhārata emerged from a common cultural milieu. The 

M hābhārata refers to  ā  ī ī   d      ā āy  a    d              Rāma story in a 

section called the  ā     hy   . The  ā āy  a, in turn, mentions the Kurus 

Hastinapur and Janamejaya, although it does not mention the M hābhārata war. The 

two epics were clearly aware of each other, at least in there later stage of 

development. The composition of M hābhārata can be placed in between 400 BC to 

400 AD, and the  ā āy  a in between 5
th

 century BC to 3
th

 century AD.
26

 

Regarding the dating of epic  ā āy  a, Romila Thapar has used various textual 

sources from Jainism as well as from Buddhism; she argued that the different phrases 

of  ā āy  a composed in Sanskrit are dated to be 400 BC to 400 AD. She further 

     d           ā  ī ī  ā āy  a has been evolved in five stages. The initial version 

of the story was the narrative in books 2-6. This was put together in the 5-4
th

 century 

                                                           
24

 Thapar, Romila, The Past Before Us: Historical Traditions of Early North India, Permanent Black, 

Ranikhet, 2013, p. 161.  
25

 Ibid., p. 162. 
26

 Singh, Upinder, A History of Ancient and Early Medieval India: From the stone age to 12
th

 century, 

Pearson Longman Publishers, Delhi, 2008, p.  
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BC and revised with periodic interpolations from the third century BC to first century 

AD. The text was by then in written form, in the subsequent two centuries; books 1 

and 7 were added. From the fourth to twelfth centuries AD small passages were 

interpolated.
27

     

In this research, we are a          K       ‟  Arth  āśtra which is known as the book 

of statecraft in ancient India, particularly during the time of Chandragupta Maurya to 

understand the relevance of the forest in ancient Indian social structure. The existence 

of the Arth  āśtra of Kautilya in the past has been proved by the texts written 

between the 4
th

 and 14
th

 century AD, though the actual Arth  āśtra was discovered in 

1905. The reference about Arth  āśtr  and its author are found in the Kamandakiya 

N t  ār   Kā   b r   f  ā bh tt   P   ht  tr         v ’  N t v  y  r t  

Kathasaritsāgar, and Nandisutra.
28

 The Arth  āśtr  was looked upon as the product 

of the Mauryan age almost by all the groups of historians. According to S. C. Sharma, 

the text has been stated variously either to be pre-Pāninian or post Dāndin or 

anywhere between these two extreme limits. Thus it has been variously placed 

between from 700 BC to 700 AD.  

Dr. R. Shama Shastri who brought this great work into the light in 1905 argued 

regarding the dating of Arth  āśtr                       “f    I d    epigraphical 

researches it is known beyond doubt that Chandragupta was made a king in 321 BC 

  d     Aśokavardhana ascended the throne in 296 BC. It follows; therefore the 

                                                           
27

 Thapar, Romila, The Past Before Us: Historical Traditions of Early North India, Permanent Black, 

Ranikhet, 2013, pp. 208-220.  
28

 Mishra, S. C., Ev  ut     f K ut  y ’  Arth    tr : A  I   r  t      A  r   h, Anamika Publishers, 

Delhi, 1997, p. 17. 
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Kautilya lived and wrote his famous work the Arth  āśtr , somewhere between from 

321 to 300 BC.
29

  

 Upinder Singh has critically observed the whole development of the text she put forth 

the major problem with the text as a source of history because of the differences of the 

opinion regarding date and authorship of the text. As per the traditional view, the text 

is a work of 4
th

 century BC, writte     K                       C ā        

                        C   d        M     ‟      f           f                

overthrow the Nandas.  

However, over the years, this view has been questioned on several grounds. It has 

been pointed out that there is no reference    K           P    j   ‟  M hābhāsya 

which mentions the Mauryas and the assembly of Chandragupta and also 

M                                     d      C   d       ‟         d        

mention Kautilya in his Indica. The Arth  āśtr  does not contain any references to the 

Mauryas, t             C   d            Pātalipura. This could be because it is a 

theoretical, not a descriptive work.
30

 

R. P. Kangle has pointed out to support the traditional view, which places Kautilya 

and the Arth  āśtr  in the Mauryan period. On the ground of style, the book seems to 

be earlier than  ā        ‟  Kāmasutra. It is probably earlier than the Y j  vālkya 

   iti, and probably also the Manu Smirti. The mention of the  jivikas as an 

important sect fits in with the Mauryan period, as do the references to sangha polities 

and the discussion of the large scale establishment of agricultural settlements.
31

  

  

                                                           
29

 Unni, N. P., Kautilya Arthasastra: A Study, Bharati Vidya Bhawan, Delhi, 1983, p. 12.  
30

 Singh, Upinder, A History of Ancient and Early Medieval India: From the stone age to 12
th

 century, 

Pearson Longman Publishers, Delhi, 2008, p. 322. 
31

 Ibid., p. 323. 
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I.2 Historiography 

The forest has been an integral part of human society because human societies have 

actually developed themselves around them and form different kinds of settlements. 

From the time of the Vedas,          , and Epics, their socio-political 

understandings have come under various transformations, and these transformations 

have been studied by various scholars and historians to analyze and observe the 

patterns of change in the idea of a forest. 

D. D. Kosambi has looked over the primary settlements in India in order to 

understand the means of production among the inhabitants and have described them 

as ‘tr b   I           ty’
32

 because they did survive on the food gathering and they 

know their places in a jungle as well as they also know over a hundred other natural 

products beyond the staples which may be gathered without cultivation: fruit, nuts, 

roots tubers, honey, mushrooms leafy vegetables, etc.
33

 He has also argued how this 

tribal Indian society has      f    d              „    -tribal peasants farming the 

poorest land, though they were known as good archers, hunters, fishermen, and food 

         ‟
34

.    

The forest has been a major source of natural resources on the basis of which 

„                   ‟ as they were called evolved from subsistent production to surplus 

production in order to maintain their growing population and its demands.  Societies 

developed from various stages of the mode of productions like tribal, pastoral and 

agriculture, and made their settlements as per their mode of productions in a long 

historical period. Those who adopted their particular mode of production and 

                                                           
32

 Kosambi, D.D., The Culture and Civilisation of Ancient India in Historical Outline, Routledge and 

Kegan Paul, London, 1965, p. 33.  
33

 Ibid, p. 34. 
34

 Ibid, p. 35. 
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settlement for a long time, have also developed their specific socio-cultural domain 

                            f ‟               d                -cultural demands.  

The particular mode of production also derives its particular superstructure and 

because of that the societies who remained in a tribal mode of production still 

remained with primitive social and cultural structures dependent on the forest 

products completely. Instead                            d    d „         ‟            

cattle as their main feature and came out from the jungles for the pasture/grasslands 

and formed moving settlements at the periphery of the jungles. Finally, the 

agricultural societies came into existence with their permanent settlements as 

k  tr / rā  /    r  and further developed superstructures like State to maintain the 

law and order in the society. Therefore, the dichotomy of vana and k etra allowed to 

earlier representing the nuances of different socio-ecosystems which evolved 

gradually.  

Gunther Dietz Sontheimer in her classical article ‘Th           K  tr ’, has also 

explained the above dichotomy which is based on the idea of the kinds of settlements 

in relation to the forest and non-forest spaces. According to her, the terms vana and 

ara ya seem to be used or less as equivalents in late Vedic and the post-Vedic 

literature. K etra means well-settled space with regular plow agriculture; vana means 

„   d      ‟  f         j                        „         ‟                      yā   

and the  śr   
35

. She further argues that the dichotomy of vana and  ś tr  is not 

mutually exclusive but it is rather complementary or a continuum similarly as the 

continuum from tribe to caste
36

. 
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Sontheimer in her same article argues that the vana- k etra dichotomy is a nature-

culture dichotomy, a theoretical expansion of material creations in order to understand 

and analyze the concept.  

She further explains that in the past vana was the realm of tribals and the roots of 

much of Hinduism in the worship of the spirits of mountains, trees, animals, the 

y  ś  , snakes and their homes, hermitage mounts, but also defied clan ancestors. The 

more the k etra spread into vana, the more the tribal cults were integrated by an 

exceedingly slow, but a steady process over centuries. As indicated, the assimilation 

of tribal cults in the k etra meant only a transformation, but not abolition. They were 

reinterpreted in terms of the cults and rituals of the k etra. The unbound elements of 

nature became regulated through myths and different rituals which were handled by 

ritual experts. Such rituals found detailed elaboration in the Vedic rituals. The vana 

had its ambivalence and ambiguous values as seen from the k etra: it may be 

considered deadly, chaotic, primordial, full of bhutā ,    tyā , and rā      , but it 

also had its positive value. It was the source of creation and renewal of life. The 

                      ā                  mpared with the forest
37

.  

On the basis of the above explanation by Sontheimer, it seems very clear that the 

dichotomy between vana and k etra has a very assimilative kind of relationship 

instead of being antagonistic in features. She tried to understand the cohesive 

character of vana on the basis classical Sanskrit literature that the forest was also the 

place for the  śr    of the       and Sanskrit  āvy  literature abounds in descriptions 

of the vana and upavana. The forest is also the abode of the ascetic, the renouncer of 

    ār , of worldly life in the k etra. The dangers and deprivations of v   vā  , of 
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the life in the forest or on mountains and the direct access to the divine, attracted the 

ascetic to perform tapas. In the wilderness, the normal rules of     ār  were not 

applicable from the point of view of the settled people and it was thus the normal 

abode of the ascetics, the renouncer of     ār .  

According to Sontheimer the highest ascetic of the Veda which is known as the Vedic 

R d      Ś    with his polymorphic manifestation was originally beyond the 

Brahmanical fold and the k etra. Rudra was thus to say, between the vana and the 

k etra was in the contact with all communities from highest to the lowest. It was he 

who could hold the two different ecological, cultural, and religious areas together. On 

the other hand, one of his manifestations is the k  tr  ā   and he is the protector of 

B ā    as. He lives in the border between vana and k etra. It is common to identify, 

at least partially, the outlandish rā    a     urā  or daitya who infest the vana, with 

the god who is victorious over him. These entities, thus, becomes a source of 

            R d  /Ś             f  f d          d       d                    f        

point of view of people in       ā         k etra. The rā     s came from the realm 

of the y  ś   or bhūtā . The latter in turn were often identified with outlandish people 

like tribes or pastoral groups.
38

  

Romila Thapar in her article ‘P r   v    th  F r  t    E r y I    ’ has also discussed 

the idea of vana and k etra and has extended the argument of Sontheimer. She argued 

that though the duality has existed for many centuries, the perceptions accompanying 

it were neither static nor uniform. The forest was seen in multiple ways, and historical 

change altered the focus. Where it was romanticized it became an imagined 

alternative, a fictive paradise, which expunged the inequities of civilized living. 

Alternatively, it was seen as the fearful habitat of demons.  
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According to her, the dichotomy between the vana and the  rā a evolved in early 

times when the village constituted the settlement. With the emergence of urban 

centers, particularly in the early centuries, there was also a growing dichotomy 

between the  rā   and nagara-the village and the town respectively. At the same 

time, vana and  r  y  had ecologically different from that of the settlement and 

would have included the desert and the semi-arid pastoral regions as well. Another 

dichotomy, discussed in the context of ecology and medical knowledge, was that it 

was a jungle and   ū   the forest and marshland
39

.  

Romila Thapar also looks at the various kinds of historical change that occurred in the 

popular and textual meaning of forest. She argues that the reason for a change in the 

connotation of the forest is the demand of civilization to impinge on the forest; the 

perceptions of the forest and its people have also changed. The forest, therefore, is not 

                        „         ‟                                 f                f-

understanding of the settlement and these change with time and with intention. She 

further states that, when the monastic system came to be established, despite the 

           f d    d                       d                          ā         d    

image remained that of monks in forest monasteries
40

. 

Some scholars have made a further distinction between the two categories. Grā   

and  r  y , as more widely inclusive terms, are seen as dichotomous; whereas vana 

and k etra, being more specific, are viewed as interactive or even as a continuum. The 

dichotomy is also suggested by the statement in the Ś t   th   rāh     that the 

sacrificial animal at the yajña should be from  rā  , for while a domesticated animal 

eliminates the undesirable, the sacrificing of a wild animal from the forest has a 
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negative effect
41

. On the basis of this, we can say that the two complementary ways of 

obtaining meat for eating were hunting and the sacrifice and through this vana and 

   tr  are closely in interrelations. 

The notion of dichotomy was also extended to the major opposition in societal terms, 

that of the   h  th  (householder) and the     yā    (ascetic or renouncer). The 

householder has to observe the social obligations of the  rā   and of the dharma and 

has a schedule of daily rites, but the renouncer living in the forest is free of these. And 

the logic of the duality was that he who had renounced the practice of social and 

sacred obligations would have the forest as his habitat since the forest does not require 

these. The eventual crystallization of these ideas was the theory of the four stages of 

life- the four āśr                             j         f    ‟    f            

spending, one way or another, in the forest
42

. 

A      T     ‟                                                          tions which 

play on the dichotomy and the complementarity of the vana and k etra, but it also 

tends to change the orientation somewhat from that of Vedic corpus. Many forests are 

mentioned each by name, suggesting that the forest was not an undifferentiated 

expanse but had its own categories of identity. In early India, the forest was the 

context for at least three activities: the hunt, the hermitage, and the place of exile
43

. 

               x       f     Śā                                        D ś       

                                                           
41
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hunting in the forest where the vana was the unknown territory, peopled by 

    h rvā   y  śā   rā             ā ā . 

There are also some incidents in the epics with the vivid description of the destruction 

of a forest like the Khā   vavan burnt by Agni and latter cleared forest became the 

           f   I d     ś     d         fd    f     Pā   v   established. It has been 

also argued that the burning of forests was an attempt to destroy the resource base of 

hunter-gatherers even if forested land was easily available or it might be an attempt to 

clear more land in the vicinity for overpopulated areas.  

It has been accepted by the scholars that the war of M hābhār t  was actually for the 

access over land and there was also a battle between the ganadharvas and Kurus over 

the rights to the interior of the forest and Kurus were eventually defeated. Cattle raids 

and claims over forest lands were essential to chiefdoms. The gandharvas in this 

narrative have an ambiguous identity, for they are likely to have been forest dwellers 

rather than celestial beings
44

.  

The dichotomy between vana and k etra has also led to creating strong identities 

between the peoples those who inhabited outside of vana or within the vana. The 

people dwelling in the forest sufficing themselves by hunting- the  yā h  N  ā h, and 

similar other communities and entities are regarded with contempt, treated as uncouth 

and sinful, and subordinated to low caste status. It is the king who had to conquer it 

and refashion the chaos in to order.  

The rā    ā  have generally been described as the reason for the chaos in the forest 

and shown as demons unreal. But given the perception of the forest in the epics, they 

are likely to be the forest-dwellers who obstructed hunting expeditions and hurrahed 
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those establishing settlements in the forest, for example,       establishing āśr    , 

etc. 

In the narrative of Ś  u t  ā, the ferocity of hunt is contrasted with the gentle 

calmness of the heritage, each presenting a different view of nature. The hermitage is 

situated so deep in the forest that it is almost another world. This is liminal space, the 

threshold between the two contrasting ecologies of the vana and the k etra. But at the 

same time, „                               f                      d        r hār  : 

   d               B ā                      f               d              f          d 

land an intrusion into the forest by the peoples of the  rā  ‟
45

.  

The early           use the dichotomy to differentiate the path of the soul where 

rebirth is associated with the  rā   but self-realization in the forest ensures a release 

from rebirth
46

, whereas, exile was a device to use commonly by bards and poets to 

stretch the story in the epic traditions. The forest was where anything could happen 
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                  d          d     d                 d      f    ‟ 
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and in each retelling of the story, fresh incidents could be added. For the hierarchies 

and regulations of the  rā   were not observed, thus, exile became an experience in 

forging and testing of human values
47

. 

K            seen the forest on economic perspectives for the state he advised to settle 

 ū r  peasants on wasteland or land which has been deserted for the purpose of 

extending agriculture and in order to bring large revenue from their natural products 

such as timber, elephants, veins of semi-precious stones and mi     K             

suggested that these activities of state may have met with some opposition from the 

forest dwellers so that the king should not tax those areas which had been laid waste 

by the    v   / forest dwellers. 

Alok Parasher Sen in his article ‘Of tr b  ’ Hu t r        rb r    ’ has dealt with 

the Mauryan state policies in relation to the forest dwellers on the basis of textual and 

                 d     H  q      T         „    M                                 

nature that initiated conquest and control of the other areas, the territorial expansion to 

      z                                                       ‟                     

that in this interpretation of the Magadha empire given an opportunity to look deeper 

into the complex relationship between the dominating and the dominated regions of 

the empire which were held together not merely by military strength.  

He argues that, however powerful an ancient empire, it always had difficulties in 

containing diverse ethnically powerful populations. On the basis of these two 

arguments, it is important to observe and analyz       „                      d     

dwellers and sought to subordinate and assimilate them
48

.  
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According to Sen, it is from literary sources that we can try and understand the ways 

of the dominant community as to how they have constructed and defined themselves. 

There were various kinds of forests inhabited by various tribal and ethnic groups. 

Fragments of Megasthenes depicting conditions in the third century B.C. inform us 

that the Indians were surrounded by barbarian tribes who differed from the rest of the 

            Aś      d       d Arth  āśtr  clearly shows that the traditional rules of 

excluding the tribes from the imperial territory. There also desired to differentiate 

different types of tribal groups through various generic names and by such general 

terms as  r  y   r ,    v , and    v   .
49

 

Forests between villages of the same Janapada     d        f                       

  d  d        d       d      d     d f      z     K                          f         

of each Janapadas were to heavily guard against attack from savages or foreign 

enemies. The territory between frontier and fortress was to be guarded by V  ur  ā   

Ś b r    Pu    ā   Cā  ā    and by  r  y   r  (forest dwellers).
50

  K             

differentiated the kinds of forests in order to categorize them on the basis of resource 

production for the state; dravyavana (material forests) for metals like iron, copper and 

lead, h śt v    (elephant forest), etc. In the same line of thought, Sen also points out 

that even though there was state practice to clear the forest for land but in the case of 

elephant forest, they were not to be cleared strictly because elephants were 

indispensable to the army, not only in battle but for heavy transport and building 

bridges.
51

    

                      Aś     R    Ed    XII      d        d      d                  

between the Magadha state and forest tribes.  
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“E                     d            d  f     G d                    exercise 

patience as far it is possible to exercise. As far as the forests (tribes) which are in his 

empire are concerned, the beloved of the Gods conciliates them too and preaches 

      T                d                    d d                   ” 

                         f Aś     R    Ed    XII  XIII      A       d          

distinction between the people inhabiting the borders of the empire and the tribes in 

the interiors of the empire. The list of these people like the Y  ā   Kā b j    

N bh ā    h j    P t    ā , and    hrā  was engraved on Rock Edict XIII, Sen 

f                   Aś                                        f                       

 f        K     ā                as still powerful and that they had to fall in the with 

his policies. He certainly did not want to subdue these forest tribes through force and 

bloodshed.  

On the other hand in the second separate edict, he made an appeal to all unconquered 

peoples on is borders not to fear him and to fallow the Dh   ā initiated by him. The 

Dh   ā M hā   rā  were advised to inspire confidence among those who lived in 

the borders and induce them to practice the moral principles laid down in his policy of 

Dh   ā. No derogatory terms like Mlechha         d    Aś                     

describe the forest tribes, the aim being to win them over through the spread of his 

idea on Dh   ā.
52

    

Nandini Sinha Kapur in her book ‘      tructing Identities: Tribes, Agro-Pastoral 

    E v r     t    W  t r  I    ’
53

, has discussed the transformation of the forest 

tribes into the agro-pastoral communities. She argues in the introduction part that, the 

trade routes which cut across hill and forests brought the tribes close to the 
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„      z       ‟ f       C          f           d                     f                   

such as N  ā    and Pukkusas generated tribal societal economic interdependence. 

Such interdependence brought tribes and their geographical locations within the 

  ā               d        f     d      rīt  texts and works of grammar. Process of 

„     d       ‟   d             f             N  ā     Cā      , and Pukkusa   d    

               f   f f                -Vedic time. These tribes were accorded a 

mixed-origin v r  -     r  jāt                            M      d Yāj   ā       

  j   N   ‟  ‘Purā        A  u tur t   : A H  t r   -Anthropological 

P r    t v ’
54

 is a landmark work on the history, acculturation, and assimilation of 

the                            B ā                          I d        d             

emergence of the                   q      f         -              x   d             d 

        B ā            f         d      :        -process in the history of the 

subcontinent. Nath opines that any change in the mode of production had to be 

accompanied by a partial restructuring of the tribal social base and traditions which 

were rooted in the cultic beliefs and practices. If acculturation means a process of 

accommodation in cultural contact, this cultural phenomenon was visible in the 

Vedic/post-Vedic periods, when acculturation turned central to most religio-social 

formations of the time. Nath believes that economic expediency spread Sanskritic 

culture into the peripheral zones and acted as a catalyst to the forces of acculturations. 

Economic forces were compounded by political forces of the processes of the state 

formation operating during the Vedic/post-Vedic periods.  
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Makhan Lal in his article ‘Ir   T      Forest Clearance, and Urbanization in the 

G    t         ’
55

, he is dealing with a very serious question that how the process of 

urbanization taken place irrespective of deep and dense monsoonal forest in the 

Gangetic region. He mentions that in the context of urbanization in Gangetic plains 

during the period of first millennium BCE, it has been repeatedly argued by some 

archaeologists and historians that the urbanization was possible only because of 

widespread use of advanced iron tools which helped the people in clearing the dense 

forest of the Gangetic plains, and widespread use of iron tool was possible only when 

the mines could be explored in the middle of first millennium BCE. However, some 

scholars have argued that it was not the technology alone but the establishment of 

strong social and political institutions. 

He argue that after observing and analyzing the settlement patterns and systems in 

G   ā        d      f                BCE      f    -hand knowledge of the setting of 

archaeological sites, excavated archaeological materials, and intensive exploration in 

    G   ā           d                              -called extensive use of iron tools 

and large scale clearing for human settlements is nothing but a myth. The problem of 

clearing of forests for human settlements and agricultural land and a few references 

found in literature, that is Ś t   th   rāh    , have been blown out of proportions. 

A careful analysis of archaeological data, locations and density of settlements, and an 

approximate estimate of population on the basis of size of settlements, and an idea of 

land requirement for agriculture purpose to support population are bound to give us a 
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fairly good idea about the problem of large scale use of iron tools, deforestation, and 

urbanization
56

.     

Lal concludes his article with some important arguments on the basis of 

archaeological findings and data analysis like, there was never any need for large 

scale forest clearings in any period. Whatever little forest clearing was needed could 

be done with the technology available to PGW people. He further counters the 

          d         f f                       “               z        f G   ā        

was not due to iron technology and the overexploitation or extensive tilling of 

agricultural land for the surplus, but mainly due to the culmination of several social, 

political, and economic factors that were operating over many preceding centuries to 

channelize the energy, resources and generate a need and ci           f            ”
57

.     

T      R  T            „E   h  t      th  M ury  ’
58

 have explored the 

relationship between Mauryan state and the importance of forest elephant 

(H śt v   ). Here Trautmann have taken the accounts of Strabo, the historian and 

geographer who lived in first-century BCE         d   d       d Pā          

(Palimbothra) on an            B  d  ā    M              C   d          d      

from Arth  hāśtr  to collect information regarding the mutual relationship between 

Mauryan state and elephants. 

Trautmann mentions that according to Arth  hāśtr , the state makes possessions of an 

element forest on the attributes of the typical kingdom, recommending that its 

superintendent keep a census of its wild population, and imposing the death penalty 
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on anyone who kills an elephant
59

. He further describes the details of elephant forests 

in the Mauryan period that there were eight kinds of elephant forests these are:  

1. Th  Prā y  v    or eastern forest bounded by Brahmaputra River and confluence 

   P   ā                     H  ā       d G   ā                d         

2. Th  K     ā v                ḍ    M         C         M            d   d    

the eastern sea.  

3. The Cedikasura vana          M      T        D  ś             d     

           ā        

 4. The Darsan vana                       f D          d     M  ā             ḍ    

M          d         ā     R      

5. The Angarya vana             d      d     N    dā R      B        dhana and 

the Pariyatras. 

6. The Aparantaka vana, between Sahya Mountain and Bhragukaccha. 

7. Th    urā  r    v                          f A         d     N    dā  D ā    

and Arbuda Mountain. 

8. The Pancanda vana,             K    ś               d     K    ā f           

Ś  d     d     H        

These elephant forests were preserved directly under the state power and maintained 

in order to have a good count of elephants so that they could be used for various 

purposes like from war to royal ceremonies etc. from this point of view we can see the 

direct relationship between kingship and preservation of forest, particularly for 

elephants as Trautmann has discussed. 
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The above correlation between state and Kingship has been also taken up further by 

Nancy E. Falk in her article ‘W    r         K    h        uth A   .’
60

 According to 

her, it is customary to think of forested wilderness of old India as something kept 

separate from civilized life, ordinary people avoided the wild spaces because of the 

cannibalistic y  ś   and rā      . In general, only ascetics took on the wilderness 

directly, and when they did so they broke with the common structures of the 

community. She argues that there are traces of another kind of practice in South Asia 

in which the separation was not so distinct. In particular, it seems to have been a 

complex relationship between wilderness and kingship, an institution squarely at the 

center of settled activity. It appears that a king had to have some kind of a transaction 

with the wilderness and the beings that inhabited to acquire or hold his kingship. 

                 ‟     q      f        d                    d     W        d        

ancient myths and motifs from India and Sri Lanka she found that there are two basic 

variations on the motif. Firstly, the kingdom is to be carved out of the wild space 

themselves, and the pacification of the wild being is demanded by the situation. And 

secondly, the kingdom to be won is already in existence, and the encounter with the 

wilderness is just a preface to its assumption
61

. The first myth is from the account of 

M hāv     of the settlement of Ceylon where prince Vijaya, who was himself the 

grandson of a Simha. As yet there was no human settlements island. Instead, like 

many other uninhabited areas, it was overrun by ferocious y  ś   and y  ś  ī . But 

Vijaya manages to get the y  ś  ī and made her his wife, but now fears the other 

rā      , hence decides to make sure that he will acquire the kingship. She takes him 

to y  ś  city where a wedding is being celebrated and instructs him in the means of 
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killing all the y  ś   present. He succeeds, even though the latter was invisible; puts 

on the garments of y  ś  king; and then goes off with his follower to find a city. The 

second myth is from M hābhār t         Y d           d                q     

weapons in the wilderness that were crucial in the Great War
62

.  

When we analyze these two myths as discussed by Nancy, it appears that the 

distinctiveness between forest and kingship seems to subsume each other in order to 

produce the reason for the germination of state or to produce a strong effect on the 

existing state. 

 B. D. Chattopadhyaya in the introduction of ‘ ur        ty      r y      v   I    ’
63

, 

describes the kinds of settlements to understand the basic idea of features, on the basis 

of which, one can differentiate the settlements and their inhabitants. According to 

him, from the time of the Buddha, the sphere where accepted societal norms could be 

prevalent was a Janapada, and the three distinct types of settlements which 

constituted the Janapada were  rā                    r . Ar  y  the forest was in 

sharp contrast to Janapada. Ar  y  was not a non-living space; it was also not simply 

a recluse for the hermits, although the stereotype of the hermit-forest equation 

continues in early medieval literature. He also argues that the proximities between 

forests and communities significantly change as simple communities moved towards 

greater complexities, best exemplified by the emergence of the state in other words 

„f     ‟                                                           „     ‟       f     -

dwellers.
64
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If we carefully analyz  C       d      ‟           es we find that there was a 

continuous process of state to encroach towards the forest,              f   „   d ‟ 

because the new lands were in demand for the agriculture as well as population 

adjustment into virgin lands through land grants to       and brāh     . 

Shubhra Sharma in her book ‘L f     th           ’
65

, has written about the forests at 

the time of             d      d          „f          r  y   were becoming 

increasingly popular at the backdrop for new philosophical thinking as is evident from 

the genre of literature called  r  y    ‟
66

  According to her, the wandering ascetics 

frequenting these forests had grown by scores in the            period but no names 

are mentioned. The only exception is the Naimisha forest where a sacrifice is reputed 

to have been performed.
67

  

नैमभमळमानाभुदगता फबूल68 । 

The Chā    ya text tells us, the people who live in the forests practice faith and 

austerity goes to the path of the gods. Whereas the person who lives in the village 

performs sacrifices and works for the public utility and practice charity goes to the 

path of the manes.
69

 

मे चभेेSयण्मे श्रद्धा तऩ इत्मऩुावते । 

मा इते ग्राभे इष्टाऩूते दत्तमभत्मुऩावते70
 ॥ 
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These two statements from Chā    ya          clearly indicate that there was a 

sharp distinction between village life and forest life instead both were gaining almost 

equal virtue through the performance of duty as prescribed according to the 

settlements and the texts are full of such references. 

The    h ār  y             mentions about the different classes of ascetics as 

Paulkasa, Śr     , and Tapasa.
71

 It means within the ascetics there were differences 

which show that either they were different sects following different modes of 

penances, or it might be on the basis of their settlement relations particularly for alms 

and other important things. 

Mangaldeo Shastri extends the above argument and believes in the co-existence of  ī ī 

traditions of the  ry   and the Muni traditio    f N                     d d          

to give the Ar  y     and          . 

V. S. Agarawal in his book ‘I           w  t  Pā    ’
72

, have critically looked about 

the terms those who have been used in the context of forest and he found that the two 

common Sanskrit words for the forest are ‘    ’ and ‘Ar  y ’, there are           

like Nār    r vy            (3.90), J bā         (2.1), J bā ā  r  y          

(5.4), in these           the term ‘    ’ have been frequently used, while 

Chā    y        (2.9.3) and    h  ār  y            uses the term ‘ r  y ’. 

According to Agarawal, there are other           those whose are talking about 

different kinds of Vanas like in K   h         and  ā h         there is a discussion 
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      „     āv   ’ where the term       ā’ is denoted as Tulsi (the sacred plant) 

and      āv   has been regarded as the habitat of tulsi. 

Agarawal has also analyz d             d „    ś  t ’ which is very common in 

          like Śv t  t r         (2.1),     h  ār  y   u        (3.2.13), Gāy tr  

  h śy          , all they have mentioned the term     ś  t  in various contexts. 

Here it seems that the uses of different terms to represent the forest have evolved 

during the          period with the changes in the settlements of inhabitants  

While we talk about the forest in the time of Vedas we get much information from the 

book ‘Th               Ph      hy  f th                     ‟
73

 by A. B. Keith. 

According to him, Vedic people have shown their concern for the forest and forest 

dwellers through praising and caring for the earth. The goddess P īthv          

                   d                  d   x           f                   d            

Dyaus
74

. They have discussed about the forest dwellers as ‘G   h rv  ’, and these 

Gandharvas have been shown in relation with the water or water sources; either water 

of the sky are the basis on which his activities have been transformed to the waters of 

the earth/P īthvī  or his association with the A ś rā  has led to his connection with 

the waters
75

.  

Most of the references about the forest in Vedas have come in the contexts of the 

healing power of some plants and also spirits of the forests, trees, and plants. 

According to Keith the references to the worship of trees and plants are very scanty in 

Vedic rituals and mythology. A long hymn in the last book of         is devoted to 

the definition of the plants with special reference to their healing properties; the same 
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thing also appears in Atharva Veda. In    Veda, Soma is the king of the plants and 

they are called mothers and goddesses the Atharva Veda poetically describes a plant 

as a goddess born of the goddess earth. The cult of trees and above all of the forest 

trees,     ś  t  is recogniz d         d     II  34, 23; X. 64.8)
 76

 

In the later    h tā  as we have seen trees are the favorite homes of the A ś r   and 

Gandharvas. The T  ttīrīy     h tā  assigns to them as their homes the trees, 

Aś vth   Nyagrodha, Udimbara and Plaksa. When the wedding possessions pass by 

large trees these deities are to be sought to afford then favour. More directly in some 

ceremonies, in some accounts, the tree is solemnly honoured on the fifth day after 

marriage with the gift of flowers and offered food and clothing. The part of the 

marriage ritual is one of the commonest features of Indian marriage, particularly 

among the tribes
77

. The         preserves one hymn in its last book which is 

d              f        dd     „Ar  yā  ‟                  d               
78

. 

Keith further argued that the forests were being treated as scared place and because of 

that, the            traditions were directly associated with forests. The lessons of 

the teachers to his pupils were not public in the ordinary space of the world. They 

have been the witness that certain texts of special importance were to be taught to the 

             „f     ‟, not in the normal space. These forests as well as the           

were later being known as ‘Ar  y    ’ and Ar  y     were specially intended for 

study by the  ā  rathis.
79

 In order to understand the relationship between Ar  y     

and  rāh     , Keith states that as the distinction between Ar  y      d B ā       
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is not as absolute, though the Ar  y        d                  d     d d              

B ā        

Vijay Kumar Gupta has also discussed in detail about the forest and its aspects in his 

book ‘F r  t     E v r     t    A     t I     ‟
80

 She is trying to look over the 

hymns, in which there is an adverse relationship between Agni and P īthvī, according 

to him Agni (the god of fire) next to Indra is most prominent in the Vedic gods being 

celebrated in more than 200 hymns always invades the forest and shave the heir of 

earth.
81

  

The relationships between Agni and P īthvī have been interpreted by Vijay Kumar as 

the constant process of deforestation in Vedic age. The legend as described in the 

Ś t  th   rāh     clearly indicates that as a result of the pressure of the expanding 

population the process of deforestation started as a major factor. The myth of the fire 

god Agni moving from the bank of the Ś r śv t  up to the    ā  r   G  ḍ          

burning the forest on his way significantly tells us the story of the clearing of Jungle 

to accommodate the growing population.
82

 

 He also finds the epithet of     ś  t  as the lord of the forest. Among the large trees 

mentioned in the        ,                           „Aśv tth ‟            d          d 

fig tree, its fruit is described as sweet and wood was used for Soma's vessels. The 

later Vedas tells us that the gods are seated in the third heaven under the Aśv tth .
83

 

This description shows the importance of fig tree in the Vedas and still, it is known as 

scared in present. Apart from the plants for medicine and trees for its sacred value 

animals were another asset from the forest mentioned in the Vedas. As to the Atharva 
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Veda and Yajur Veda, the elephant is quite familiar for it is not frequently mentioned 

but the adjective ‘h śt  ’ became used to designate animals.
84

    

The P īthvī  ū t  in         is most important for the understanding of human-

ecological relationships. In this  ū t , the poet sees the earth in close relation with 

f      „                                              f                            d f    

(V-27). The poet sees the earth as the home of a pluralistic society. In brief, the 

P īthv   ū t  is the epitome of the later Vedic attitude towards forest and 

environment.
85

 W         d         d   d      d     f     f               d       

B ā                                                      d  ribes as Paricakra 

mentioned in Ś t  th   rāh     (13-5-4/7) Various tribes mentioned in    - 

   h tā   d            d                  B ā               d     f              

tribes of the    h tā period are; the Anus, Druhyus, Purus, Turvsus and Yadus.
86

 

A                             d ff      f         d      d         j   K    ‟  

argument on the basis of textual analysis of Vedas that, there were different kinds of 

forest in different regions of ancient India. He has mentioned about some of the 

forests like;  A j  āv    (natural forest) existed in M  hy   ś  Kuruj      (wild 

forest) spread over realm and extended as Kā y   forest, Parileyyakavana (elephant 

forest) at some distance from K u ā b  and on the way of Ś r v t , Lumbinivana 

(natural forest) situated on the bank of Rohini river,     hyā  v  (Vindhya forest) 

surrounding the Vindhya range through which lay the way from Pā     utr  to 

Tā r    t , it was a forest without any human habitation.
87
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D. D  K                                „T   A                        

M hābhār t ‟
88

, have critically analyzed the mentioned communities in 

M hābhār t  particularly residing in the forests. He has tried to read between the 

lines and interpreted the mythological characters and events in order to understand the 

 t h  -  urā   tradition. Kosambi is first trying to decipher the Nā ā  which have 

been mentioned throughout the classical writings particularly in M hābhār t  as 

inhibitors of the forest. According to Kosambi, Janamejaya III performed a yajna fire 

sacrifice to encompass the destruction of the Nā ā , long after the fighting was over. 

These Nā ā  were demonic beings who appear simultaneously in the guise of poisons 

cobras and also in human forms. One of the T  ś   had caused the death of King 

Parikshit II, J    j   ‟  f        

The Nā ā  (taken as the primitive tribe and people) established themselves at 

T          d        d H     ā            d                P  j   K   d        

played so prominent had fallen, but Janamejaya defeated them and peace was made. 

Nevertheless the principal Nā ā T  ś     d ces special friend had gone to 

Kuru   tr    d                  f                                     d    Aś    f    

J    j   ‟  f                                Nā ā  were killed.   

Kosambi further extends the relation of Nā ā       K    ; K    ‟  relation to the 

Nā ā                               T       d K           d d             d     Nā ā 

Kā  y , who prevented occupation to Yamuna bank and ceases to the river pool. He 

f       d             B   ā                         Nā ā  and argues tha    f   f        

     K    ‟    d           B   ā        d                             Nā ā incarnate, 
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there must have been some later synthetic accord between the groups of Nā ā       

  d                        K           

This would be incomprehensible without a corresponding rapprochement between the 

distinct but configures human groups that held two distinct sects of cults in respect. 

B   ā                plough on the implement of no use to human Nā ā  if they 

remained food gatherers. The previou                 K       d I d               

Govardhana episode. The multiple struggles for cultivable territory show a curious 

alliance.  

Jungle life of the modern Nā ā tribes would suggest that the Nā ā  were food 

gathering aborigines ready to change over. The name must indicate in a group many 

               d                   d                    d                       ‟     

who had a snake totem or snake worship practices. 

By associating the above three myths of the Nā ā  in epic traditions Kosambi argues 

     „                  f           f                                       d        f 

the Nā ā      d   d        f                          d f   Ś                  

  d    d           j   ‟
89

 evolved from forest-dwelling tribal groups. 

Kosambi al                         f D      ā       M hābhār t  very critically and 

connecting him to the community of forest living N  ā          d           D       

B ā d  j                     (ayonisambhava). His birth from a wooden vessel 

(drown) which conceived from the seed of a      stimulated by sight of A ś rā  

D                    f                                             f     

autochthones N  ā                 B ā      T      d j              Aś    ā ā 
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bore like any Nā ā         d f   d                         D   a was aryanised in the 

epic.
90

  

Kosambi in his writings has also explored the context of the clearance of forests in the 

first millennium BC with various aspects. According to him, the best land there could 

not have been cleared without an ample supply of cheap metal namely iron. The 

heavy rainfall and excellent soil guaranteed a dense forest covers in pre-history. 

Primeval forest (M hāv   ) covered the greater part of the region in the 6
th

 century 

BC “    B dd       d      d     d                     f      d         ”
91

  

The Indus basin has no source of iron, while food gathering was rather easy to the 

eastern river valley. This easy of food gathering not only means less urgent need of 

plough culture but also undertaking the  ā  r  th  retreat and the rise of median 

sects in sixth century Magadha. 

Vivekananda Jha in his article ‘Fr   Tr b  t    t u h b   : A C     f N  ā   ’
92

 in 

         „Indian Society: A historical probings in memory of D. D. K    b ’; have 

also examined the N  ā    in ancient India as in the above discussion Kosambi has 

d      A    d       J          d                                     f     is the 

N  ā    mentioned as early as the  u rā hyāy of Y jur    h tā. Whereas most other 

autochthonous groups are noticed quite surprisingly in the later Vedic texts and 

generally appears as victims at the symbolic human sacrifice in the  āj     y  

   h tā and T  ttīrīy   rāh    , the N  ā    are referred to a number of times with 

a full-f  d                                              f          T          d   d 

several scholars to presume that the N  ā    signify at this stage aborigine in general 
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rather than one particular tribe with a separate entity. They base their hypothesis on 

the Nirukta   f              A          ‟   x           f Pañch Janya in the    

Vedic passage as four   r    and the N  ā   .
93

  

The process of acculturation of forest-dwelling N  ā    seems to have started in the 

later Vedic period, although the A t r y  rāh     speaks of them as marauders 

operating in the forest. As per the M hābhār t , it also contains numerous references 

to the N  ā    coming in to clash with both the Kurus and Pā  v  .     Parva also 

mentions the Adhipati of the N  ā   , Eklavya the son of N  ā hrāj. On the basis of 

these references about N  ā   , hypothetically we can say that they were the earliest 

forest dwellers with ample affinities towards state organiz        d     ‟           

have been recognized by other contemporary states. 

Alfred Hillebrandt in his book ‘      Myth    y’
94

, has studied the Vedic Mythology 

and came out with important speculations about Asuras and D vā . He extends the 

argument of Asuras as beings of the forest with a lower level of material productions. 

According to him, Asuras have their stronghold and hunts in mountains and caves. In 

the bowels of the earth do they dwell in the region of Pātā   where they have several 

large cities; H r  y  ur   Prājy t  h, and Nirmochana.
95

 They are described as very 

powerful in the battle they uproot the trees and hurl the tops of mountains against 

their enemies.
96

       

Hillebrandt has interpreted some the mythical stories according to their descriptions in 

the Vedas that they give very different meanings because the way other scholars have 

shown the forest dwellers as a primitive stage of social formation with a subsistence 
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level of economy with submissive features against other developed states. Instead of 

that, there are two examples from the Vedic myths which show a very different 

picture of forest inhibitors. Alfred has discussed the two mountains from Veda: 

Mountain Meru and Mountain M   ārā.     

A    d         x  „                       Meru of blazing appearance and looking 

like huge heap effulgence, the rays of the Sun falling on its peak of golden luster. 

Abundant with gold and of variegated tints, that mountain is the hunt of gods and the 

Gandhravas  I                    d                      ‟   f     fold sins. 

Dreadful beasts of prey inhabit its breast, and it is illuminated with divine herbs of 

healing virtue standing high for infinite ages upon it once all the mighty celestial sat 

them down and held a conclave. They came in a quest of Amrit/ambrosia they who 

have practiced penance and observed the rules according to the ordinance seeing the 

                        x                   ‟
97

  

The next is Mountain M   ārā;             d       d    „                       

M   ārā adorn with peaks like those of the clouds. It is the best of the mountain and 

is carved all over with intertwining herbs and these beasts of prey roam about. The 

gods, the   ś rā  and the kinnaras visit the place upward it raises eleven thousand 

yojanas and descendent downward as much.
98

  

These two mountains have been described in detail and shown as an oasis within the 

forest where divinities were residing; these kinds of descriptions about forests open 

our pre-established theories/hypotheses regarding the understanding of forests and 

their people.   
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S. N. Vyas in his book ‘I        th   ā āy       ’
99

, discussed in detail about the 

peoples of forests of the  ā āy    age. He has critically analyzed the so-called 

Aryan culture and the forest culture through describing various kinds of living beings 

in the vana particularly jana,    ā     vā  rā   rā  hā         h rv  . According to 

him the Ar  y  ā    (forest sojourn), K      hā ā   (alliance with vā  r  ) are 

typical forest events dominated the nature of forest directly.  

Vyas describes that there are numerous incidents which shows a continuous process 

from the mainstream story for the access into the forest like; at the age of D      

forest, Rā                 x        āśr    inhabited by anchorites devoted to a life 

of spiritual discipline. After accepting their spontaneous hospitality and benedictions 

Rā            d      the    d f                      f     d        dd           

    d    Rā     d L            d       d        d     āśr    sage Sarbhanga who 

was waiting for his arrival before departure to the next world.
100

 On another incident 

R                                f                    ś    Rā                  d  

of hermitages of various orders living in the area who sought his protection against 

the rā    ā , wh                       d d                            Rā         d 

them for protection and promised to rid the wood of all evil beings.  

 ī ā                            Rā                          -violence should use 

his arms against the rā    ā  especially when they had given him no offens   Rā   

 x      d      “              d   d                                             f     

rā    ā , all the more as he had given his words of honours. 
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These incidents of  ā āy    have explained the way of encounters that have 

happened in the forest between nature and culture as what Romila Thapar has 

described in her writings earlier. 

   ā                 d                                          f      d           

the  ā āy    with their special features, these are  ā    ā ,  ā  rā , N  ā   , 

Gradharvas, Ś b rā , Y  ś  , D vā , G   h rvā , K    rā ,     hā , and 

A ś r  .
101

  

 ā    ā                    x  d       f Rā           d d         ā āy   . The 

 ā    as     d      d      f                                      f           

                       d                   f B ā                                d    

changing their form while.  

Next to the  ā    as, the  ā  rā  play an important part in the epic these were other 

        f D       T         d                          d     d  d       f     f 

          ā     d     īv were their chiefs to all intents and purposes. They were the 

woodland inhabitants of Vindhya Range wearing the tail as their tribe totem or 

identity and not actual  ā  rā  and monkeys as they are generally described.
102

  

Instead of  ā  rā , N  ā    were more close to the Aryan culture they lived on the 

   d     f     K ś      d G   ā                              f                

presumably their capital city and Guha their chief. The N  ā    were good archers 

and they even prepared themselves to op     B ā                     C           

Their culture was probably Neolithic seems to have been semi Aryanized by their 

close proximity to the Kingdom of Kosala.
103
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Some of the nomadic tribes of ancient India were called after the names of birds 

(Gr hrā ) on account of their migratory habits. In the  ā āy    age the Gr  hrā  

frequented in the Western Ghats and the western seaboard of the peninsula. They 

         d                 ā     d J  ā     d                     x                 

death. 

Ś b r   were      f      d         Rā     d L       d             andering in 

        f  ī ā        d               d               f P   ā L     T          

occupation was hunting; they are still represented as tribes in central India. The story 

 f Śabari is typically a non-Aryan tribe fully influenced by Aryan culture. She is 

styled as    yā    who led the pious and virtues life of     yā    and considered 

      f       d                     Rā    

The Y  ś   insignificantly form the point of view of numbers and influences were 

noted for their extraordinary beauty and physical strength. They and  ā    as were 

probably kindred races and the epic furnishes several instances of a marriage alliance 

between them. Kubera the king of Y  ś  is said to have been a stepbrother  f Rā   ā    

Another tribe perhaps contemporize with Y  ś  was the Nā ā  with the serpent as 

their totem. The Nā ā rose to prominence in the South, some part of Lanka and 

Malabar were their territories occupied by them,  ā u  , T  ś  , Sankha, and Jali 

were famous Nā ā chiefs.
104

 

 ā āy    distinguishes between Asuras and  ā    as, though both these have been 

described as identical. The Asuras                               d          -       

  d              f     B ā        T          f     D      for      q     d Rā      

extirpate the Asuras.  

                                                           
104
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Apart from the above tribes, there were other tribes as mentioned in the  ā āy    as 

G   h rvā , Kinners, and A ś rā  they have been mentioned by the poet several 

times on various occasions. Since they were docile in order to accept the so-called 

A                 ‟                             d                                

main characters in the epic. 

 

I.3 Chapterisation 

The Thesis has been divided into seven chapters including the introduction and 

conclusion. 

The first chapter deals with       d      d     f „     ‟   d                  -

historical connotations. It is an attempt to theorize the idea of space with social, 

economic and religious perspectives particularly in the context of the forest as a social 

space in ancient India. In this chapter an attempt has been made to look at the process 

and consequences of historical change in the Idea of the forest as a space from Vedas 

to Epics. On the basis of observation and critical analysis of the texts like        

           Ar  y    ,  ā āy     M hābhār t , and Arth  hāśtr       d    f „f      

          ‟ f   f      d          d    -forest settlers would also be the aim of this 

chapter. 

The second chapter is a critical survey on classical texts to find out the kinds of forest 

resources available in the first millennium BC In this chapter the idea of forest 

resources would be explained in detail. The study of the Forest food culture and the 

aesthetics of forests through various myths and events form Vedas and Epics would 

also be the centripetal idea in this chapter.  
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The interrelation and cross product of the ideas between the Forest and state has been 

the subject of great interest to scholars, and the third chapter of the thesis tries to 

explore this issue with to see and analyz              f „f        d      ‟    an entity 

under the influence of each other in first millennium BC, particularly from the 

narratives of M hābhār t  and  ā āy    where state has been seen as in expansion 

towards the forest to derive new ideas of identity and knowledge. 

The fourth chapter speaks about the forest and the people. An attempt would be made 

here to identify the various kinds of communities, those which were presented as the 

primitive inhibitors in the texts. The creation of various identities on the basis of their 

dwelling practices and economic exercises are the main areas to be discussed in this 

chapter. Mythical identities and their place in the epics in order to explain the 

variation in social formation will also be expressed in this chapter.  

The exile and renunciation have often been related to the forest, both in the ritual and 

philosophical texts and certainly in poems, dramas, and the epics of India. The stories 

and episodes of renunciations are also the central topics of many of the Sanskrit texts 

which speak of the forest in both intimidating and triumphalistic terms. Chapter five, 

therefore, deals with the idea of exile and renunciation and understanding of  śr    

system as the fourth stage of life as prescribed in the classical texts. How the idea of 

exile prevailed in the epics in order to explore and exercise the forest space and 

material/products; and how the renouncer has extended the idea of morality and 

virtues in the forest as a place for the production of knowledge is the main intention of 

this chapter.  

An attempt has been made here to look at the ancient texts and to understand the 

relations between the forest and humans; as well as to see how the changes occurred 
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in this relation in the course of time. An attempt is also made to analyze whether the 

meaning of the forest has changed in the historical understandings and if there is any 

link between these changes and relations with material reasons. 
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Chapter Two 

Forest as Space 

 

 

II.1 Theorising Space  

The forest as space has captured the imagination of the human mind for as long as 

human history can be remembered. From being a plethora of resources to sheltering 

various forms of human and animal lives, the forest appears before us a place of 

mystery, myths as well as realities. The forest both hounds, intimidates us, and it also 

beckons us, it draws us towards in with fear and respect. No ancient Indian text can 

shape itself in the absence of the forest. The forests have been also residing place of 

various tribes and still in different parts of India various tribal groups call the forest as 

their home. When we try to understand and explore the idea of the forest the first 

                                  d             “f                ”              

words, it is a kind of place where trees, plants, rivers, animals, fertile land are in 

abundance and accumulates as one entity. 

In order to understand the idea of the forest one need first to understand the idea of 

space about which it evokes. The idea of space is a very complex concept in itself, 

and various scholars particularly sociologists and historians have tried to unfold this 

mysterious idea. 

 T             d „     ‟               d              -dimensional space where matter 

and time play a major role in the construction of a material world. There could be 

various kinds of spaces; it means multiple space formations with a particular kind of 
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relation in-between time and matter, for example, social space, cultural space, 

technical space, democratic space, etc. each of these terms have a particular meaning 

to describe the particular kind of event and matter.  

The concept of space has been discussed from early Greek times when the Greeks 

dwelled elaborately on the nature and types of knowledge. That theory of knowledge 

is regarded to be particularly illuminating even today.
105

  

T   G         d              d „        ‟ f         d              „       ‟    d 

they        z d „       f         d  ‟               d   
106

 The concept of space in 

ancient and Greek classical thought was not a social space as we have conceived it 

today. The concept of space was ultimately mathematical and had strict geometrical 

meanings like an empty area.
107

 However, in Indian conceptions of space, it acquired 

even greater significance beyond a geographical and inhabitable space. Space 

becomes also a place for rituals and spiritual activities. Such a notion is not unknown 

to western traditions.       

On the basis of these critically scientific understandings of space, it is very essential 

to understand the classical difference between the terms like space and place. When 

we try to describe the term space it gives no clear meaning that what it refers to and 

for what it belongs to and that is why it is just an abstract idea which can only be 

explained through mathematical narratives. Instead, when we try to describe the term 

place, it has some kind of belongingness to something, it is a well-defined area where 

a particular kind of event or material production is taking place.  
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Again, for the classical understanding of the idea of space, we find that the philosophy 

of space was accompanied by certain qualitative, adjectives and descriptive terms as 

Euclidean isotropic or infinite which had strict mathematical connotations: space was 

mathematical homogenous and infinite. For the Euclidean geometrical understanding 

of space, space is space of ordinary experience having physical properties in all 

directions. Euclidean space is defined by its isotropy and a property which guarantees 

its social and political utility.
108

  If we will try to understand and unfold the meaning 

of Euclidean space then it becomes clear that he is trying to give a humanistic 

meaning to space where the human activities, emotions, and social productions are 

being placed and working simultaneously for self-reproduction.  

An Indian parallel to such a notion is possible as well, we shall explore this later. For 

Euclidean, space pre-exists and all human emotions and expectations are made 

tangible through it, yet space is empty and that is why space is always unaffected by 

whatever may fill it.
109

  

Plato and Aristotle have also made an attempt for a similar analysis of the concept of 

space. They both had a difference over their point of view for the understanding of 

space. As we have discussed that it space was believed as an abstract with directions, 

left and right, high and low and these directions have symbolic force and therefore for 

Plato space is a thing and related to cosmos, his work Critias offers descriptions of 

cosmic space and a space of a city as the reflection of the cosmos.
110

 Aristotle held the 

view that both space and time are categories that facilitate the having and classing of 

the evidence of the senses.
111
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The basic difference in the views of Plato and Aristotle is the perceiving of the space. 

For Plato, space is an independent entity that is like the universe and as per his 

explanation, the small space is the reflection of the universal space where city or 

human arrangements on that space is the reflection of cosmos. While Aristotle is 

seeing space in terms of inter-relations with time because time and space both are 

abstracts and both give meaning to each other. Space-time relation is one of the 

classic relations in western philosophy from where scientific knowledge of the 

universe begins. 

There is also another view on space apart from the Greek philosophers, like for 

Alexander Koyare space is a mental category, differentiated set of inner-worldly 

places. Alexander in his work from the closed world to the infinite universe observed 

that the seventeenth-century mental revolution in Europe brought two fundamental 

changes- the destruction of cosmos and geometry of space; the breakdown of infinite 

hierarchically ordered cosmos and the emergence of the infinite universe.
112

    

The Enlightenment philosopher Rene Descartes advanced the Euclidean conception of 

space with new meaning that the space as absolute and a form emerges as a substance 

bringing an end to the Aristotelian tradition which understood space purely as a 

mental category.
113

  

Henri Lefebvre in his classical book the production of space has critically analyses all 

the major scholars those who have worked on the idea of social space particularly 

from Greek traditions as we have discussed above and have come out with his own 

understanding of social space and some basic questions which need to be answered. 

According to Lefebvre social space is a social product that is affected by human 
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activities but at the same time-space also affects human activities and emotions as 

      T            d      d                                d    L f     ‟           

towards space. 

Karl Marx has also tried to explain the idea of social space on the basis of economical 

understanding of space, for him space is binary whereas both a means space and force 

of production under capitalism, in which this dual characteristic of space as both a 

product and a means of production.
114

 

Marx has just changed the perception through which earlier scholars were looking at 

space. He has included the economical point of view into the explanation of space 

particularly with the arrival of capitalism how its meaning and nature have changed is 

an important aspect in the process of theorizing the social space.  

Dialectical materialism represents the philosophical basis of Marx. It may be recalled 

that G.W.L. Hegel, a famous German philosopher, believed that the idea or 

consciousness was the universe; it was the force behind all historical development. 

Marx rejected this view and postulated that matter was the essence of the universe, 

which embodied the force behind all manifestations and social change. For Marx, 

each stage of social development represented the corresponding stage of development 

of the material conditions of society
115

. From this point of view, Marx believes that 

social space is the product of economic and material exchanges between societies.    

Marx has insisted on the importance of separation on town and country as the greatest 

division of material and mental labour because on the basis of this separation he 

demonstrates the results of labour on a particular kind of space. It means for a town 

the kind of labour either mental or material is different from the kind of labour either 
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mental or martial from the country. As the process of material production holds the 

          ‟           f                                           f                  

development.  

A  M  x        f        d: “I                d        f their life men enter into 

definite relations that are indispensable and independent of their will, relations of 

productions which correspond to a definite stage of their material productive force. 

The sum total of these relations of production constitutes the economic structure, the 

                                    d                          ”
116

    

Marx has connected the idea of the political economy with the idea of space in his 

above explanation while Lefebvre has interlinked space with time. 

For Lefebvre this is an important point; space and time are inextricably linked in 

                 d   d         d    f    d        L f     ‟           d      d  

the production of space as emphasizing the need to consider space as both a product 

(a thing) a determinant (a process) of social relations and actions.
117

 

Space is also the product of ideological, economic, and political forces that seeks to 

delimit, regulate and control the activities that occur within and through it. For 

Lefebvre space is the center of continuing social and historical processes, involving 

conflict and struggle over meanings and values.
118

 Lefebvre has given a new meaning 

to the production space through including socio-economic and political spheres to the 

definition of social space.  

Scholar David Harvey has given a new dimension to the theoretical study of social 

space and has extended the ideas of Marx and Lefebvre. Harvey has tried to establish 
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historic-                                             d       M  x‟      d     f 

capitalist accumulation to include the production of space in the production and 

reproduction of social life.
119

   

H     ‟     d    d                    f                                 d     d        

of questions; like he has replaced the question of what is social space? By the 

question of how it is different human practices create and make use of distinctive 

           z       f        H     ‟              f  d            M  x              f 

the role of space in the process of accumulation and circulation of capital, of the 

products, of the built environment and class struggle.
120

  

The basic idea of social space is that it is the product of social factors and behaviors 

accumulated around socio-economic and political inter-relations ant that is why as 

well as the society have developed the meaning and understanding of social space 

have also developed and become more complex in comparison to its earlier 

definitions as geometry and geography of area to the modern concepts of social 

production of space.   

 

II.2 Idea of Forest Space in Indian Understanding  

In the first section of this chapter, we tried to look at the theory of social space, how 

the idea developed from various philosophical understandings and gradually modified 

with the need of time. Since in this chapter we are trying to understand the idea of 

social space particularly in relation to the Indian forests so that we can know which 

kind of understanding was there in ancient India in regards to the forests. In this 
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section, we will try to unfold the ideas from ancient Indian traditions about the idea of 

space particularly in relation to forests.  

The Indian texts have always talked about the dichotomy with respect to space; as 

Gunther- Dietz Sontheimer had drawn attention in his writings, namely the 

relationship of the forest to the settlements, the vana to the  ś tr / rā  . This 

dichotomy between vana and  ś tr / rā   evolved in early times when the village 

constituted the settlements. According to Romila Thapar, with the emergence of urban 

centers and particularly in early centuries there was also a growing dichotomy 

between gram and nagar, the village and town respectively. At the same time, vana 

and  r  y  had ecology different from that of the settlement and would have included 

the desert and semi-arid pastoral regions as well. Another dichotomy discussed in the 

context of ecology and medical knowledge was the Jungle and   ū  the forest and the 

marshland.
121

  

Here it is important to understand the essentiality of the forest as space because other 

spaces were being identified and explain in relation to forests. For example, space 

which is not forest must come under k etra or  rā   where things are just opposite to 

the forest. Gram is considered to be a place of civilians or  ā  r   where things are in 

order and under control, while the forest is to be considered as a place of uncertainty 

and disorder, where animals have occupied the forest spaces. When the demands of 

civilization begin to impinge on the forest, the perception of the forest and its people 

changed over time.  

A    d       R      T      “         d                              d            -

pastoral society referred to in the Vedic corpus but come to fruition in the discussions 
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which took place in urban centers, which could only be established through clearing 

    f       ”
122

     

Charles Malamoud has argued for a dividing line between the  rā   and the ara ya 

and linked it to Vedic Ideology. As per his argument, these were not merely spatial 

differences. Stability in the  rā   grew out of cohesion of the group rather than the 

limitation of space and was maintained by dharma. The ara ya are any wilderness, it 

                        d             „         ‟  W                    d d        

settlement belongs to the forest. The forest is thus not only the space between 

settlements but is characterized by being strange, remote wild and different.
123

 

The dichotomy is also suggested by the statement in Ś t   th   rāh     that the 

sacrificial animal at the Yajña should be from the  rā  , for while a domesticated 

animal eliminates the undesirable, the sacrificing of a wild animal from the forest has 

a negative effect.
124

 From this explanation, it is very clear that the rituals are actually 

supporting this kind of dichotomy and obligatory methods are actually enhancing the 

distinction more sharply. 

Epic literature is among the early composition which plays on the dichotomy and the 

complementarities of the vana and k etra, but it also tends to change the orientation 

somewhat from that of the Vedic corpus. Many forests are mentioned, each by name 
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suggesting that the forest was not an undifferentiated expanse but had its own 

categories of identity.
125

  

In early India, the forest was the context for at least three activities: the hunt, the 

hermitage and the place of exile. The descriptions of the hunts of the rajas in the 

M hābhār t  have a ferocity which can only be described as there being a surrogate 

raid on nature. The narrative of Ś  u t     f    x                  D ś             

into the forest.
126

 Here it is important to analyze the narratives which have been used 

in Epics to introduce the forests and forest people & places that are very distinctive. 

Always a kind of need is there in the narratives to visit forest; either as a fourth and 

last stage of life which is called vā  r  th, or as a kind of punishment for v  vā  it 

means to lives within the forest for a certain amount of period. Forest has been an 

essential part of main societies in the Epics and has been celebrated through various 

subtexts within the main texts. 

In Epics the vana /forest has been described as the unknown territory, peopled by 

rā     . The vana has been explained vividly during the destruction of Khā   v    

         A    “    f        d f   d      d                                      T   

Pā  v   were presented with stunningly splendid weapons and the massacre began. 

Not only did animals and birds lose their lives but the gandharvas, y  ś    rā     , 

and  ā ā                              d ”
127

  One the basis of this wide description 

about the Khā   v burnt from M hābhār t  we can analyze the forest was seen as 

also a place of living for various societies as mentioned above the gandharvas, y  ś   

and  ā ā , are the people who were actually residing inside the forest space.  
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Apart from them, the hunt introduces us to the forest dwellers. These tended to be 

either creature of imaginations such as the rā      or it might be they were the forest 

dwellers who obstructed hunting expeditions and harassed those establishing 

settlements in the forest, for example,       establishing āśr    .  Here it is very 

important to questions their very identity if the rā      were forest dwellers or they 

were the societies contrasted with the monarchy, such as the more sophisticated 

rā      of the  ā āy   . Moreover, is the hunt also an aspect of the subordination of 

nature to culture? If the forest is seen as a place that is without order or discipline, 

then it is required to the raja to control it and the hunt becomes the beginning of such 

control, even if it is initially chaotic.
128

 This subordination was also achieved, perhaps 

less traumatically, through the setting up of āśr     in the forest and gradually 

converts the forest space as a social space for the civilians and  ā  r    .   

The settlements of hermitages inside the forests are a clear sign of encroachment into 

the deep forest. But at the same time, the choice of the forest and the symbolic ac   f 

             f      f                f              d                           

          A                       d     d     d            d ff                    f 

the soul where rebirth is associated with the  rā   but the self-realization in the 

forest ensures release from rebirth.
129

 In Chā    y           and    h ār  y   
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         the importance of forest has been detailed and it has given more priority for 

the realization of self and meditation.  

Nature has been intimately connected with life in Indian tradition; Mountains 

particularly the Himalayas are said to be the abode of gods, rivers are considered and 

         d        dd                                  G   ā;   d f                    

abode of great sages. Forests were the centers of great intellectual activity as per the 

Vedic literature. Most of the gurukuls were located in the forests. Under socially 

sanctioned patterns of individual life-span management (āśr   system) every 

individual after the age of 50 was expected to go to the forests in search of the truth. 

There, in fact, arose a whole tradition of intellectual activity called tapovana forests in 

which certain texts were prepared and studied only in forests came to be known as 

 r  y     (belonging to forests).
130

  

 If we try to interpret the socio-historical forest and non- forest place and its 

interdependency on the basis of production relations then we would find that the 

continued encroachment of state-society towards forest has actually increased the 

struggle between the forest people and none forest people. There was an attempt to 

socialize the forest space as per the requirement of state-society, and it is clearly 

visible from the Vedic to later Vedic texts that how the process of hunting, hermits, 
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and renunciation have actually changed the understanding of forest and its space and 

bring it unfolded for the state society for exploitation of natural resources and 

expedition of new lands. 

The idea of new land is very important in Indian history because with the continues 

enhancement in the population of state-society there was the need for new land and 

new social spaces and virgin soils and that could only e possible after the 

encroachment and clearance of forests. The problem of clearing of forests for human 

settlements and agricultural land and a few references found in the literature that is 

Ś t  th   rāh     have been blown out of proportions. A careful analysis of 

archaeological data, location and density of settlements, an approximate estimate of 

the population on the basis of the size of settlements, and an idea of a land 

requirement for agricultural purposes to support the population are the main reasons 

for the massive deforestation and urbanization.
131

 

T                                    d    f f      f      d             dic periods and 

the way a process of colonization of forest space has started has actually reached its 

zenith during the time of Arth śātr   T            f       x              f            

              d         f          d     x     d P  ā              f         d      d 

         d   f d        d           f  x    f     f                 d     d      I     

K       ‟  Arth śātr  which for the first time stresses the economic importance of 

forests in the formulations of principles and policies of the state.
132

 

According to the Arth śātr  in ancient India, the forest was considered as one of the 

four land categories: arable land ( ś tr ), homestead land (vā tu), pasture (gocharan), 
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and forest ( r  y ). In the Vedic texts and epics forests mainly features as a habitat 

for hermits, demons and rā     , and a place of exile for criminals and unfortunate 

kings. It is the Arth śātr   f K              f           f                       

significance of forest in the economy of the state.  

A      K               orization of forest are mainly of four kinds; the forest of wild 

animals (  śuv   ), forest of domesticated animals (     v   ), economic forests 

(dravyavana), and elephant forest (h śt v   ), economic forests (dravyavana) and 

elephant forests (h śt v   ).  

K          x    f                f f                            d    d                

landmark. While describing the forest dwellers as trappers, Ś b r    Pu    ā   and 

Cā  ā     K u   y  points out that they reside in the intervening region between the 

frontier (of the kingdom) and the durga (fortified urban center, capital). This evidence 

is indicative of the fact that forests acted as a buffer zone between the forest and the 

durga. As the forest is considered one of the seven sources of revenue in     

K        ‟  Arth śātr  these forest dwellers, it seems, paid revenue to the state. This 

fact is corroborated by the Indica of Megasthenes, who refers to hunters and 

husbandmen as the third group among the seven divisions of the Indian population. 

According to one summary of Megasthenes, they keep the country free from 

obnoxious birds and beasts. Those who are employed by the king are exempted from 

paying any taxes, but the rest have to pay a tribute in cattle.
133

 

From the above-mentioned references, it is very clear that there has been a continuous 

effort to bring the forest land into the use of main society, either it was through the 

hunt, hermitage, renunciation or maintaining of various state forests as referred in 

Arth śātr .   
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The use of forest land has come under various kinds of transformations due to the 

change in the mode of production in human society. As from Vedic to later Vedic and 

from later Vedic to epics there is a sharp distinction in the social mode of production. 

It was a series of transformation from nomadic society to pastoral and then pastoral to 

a settled agricultural society. It was necessary to make the forests a social space 

through various human activities for the maintenance of new socio-political needs. 

 

II.3 Forest as Space in the Vedas 

The Vedas are often regarded as abstract and mysterious sacred books. The Vedas are 

an oral tradition and that applies especially to two of the four: The Veda of verses (   

Veda) and the Veda of Chants ( ā       ). Another anachronistic idea is that the 

Vedas are    uruś y , of non-human origin.
134

 Various scholars have studied the 

Vedas on various perspectives some have looked at them to study the early migration 

of Indo-European peoples and on the basis of the various linguistic theories that ha   

     d       d                  x              d        d      d           I d    

                 d            d         d               d      d      d           

d            f P  ā      d  f          d    

According to Hermann Kulke, the Vedas are the most important source of information 

about the Vedic Aryans and at the same time their greatest cultural achievements. 

This treasure of sacred literature encompasses four categories of texts: holy words 

(mantras), commentaries on the sacrificial rituals (brāh    ), esoteric philosophical 

treaties (         ) and the instructions for rituals ( ūtr ). These categories also 

reflect the stages of development of this sacred literature in the various phases of 
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cultural evolutions of settlements of Indo-Aryans from their first migration into the 

plains of Northwest to the reclamation of land in the Ganges valley and the 

establishment of their first little kingdoms in the sixth century BC.
135

    

The         is composed by the families of priests who offered prayers to the gods 

either on their own behalf or on behalf of the tribal chiefs who rewarded their priests 

handsomely.
136

 The hymns of the         may be divided into three classes, those in 

which are especially lauded the older divinities, those in which appear as most 

prominent the sacrificial gods, and those in which a long weakened polytheism is 

giving place to the light of a clearer pantheism.
137

 

It is very clear from the above discussions and analysis by scholars of Veda that their 

society was actually at the edge of transformation from wondering tribal society to the 

settled agriculture society. The most significant thing about the Vedic culture is the 

absence of Iron, although the term ayas is used in         which is supposed to be 

copper. In that sense, it was not easy to clear the forest until the discovery of tough 

metal, Iron, though forest burning has been mentioned frequently in the various 

hymns of the Veda. 

In Indian Philosophical discussions, the entire Vedic knowledge is considered as the 

M  ā  ā School, which later divided into two parts, first is the Purv  M  ā  ā and 

second is the  tt r M  ā  ā. Pūrv  M  ā  ā believes in the ritualistic and sacrificial 

aspects of Veda as the pure form of knowledge while  tt r M  ā  ā School is the 

f         f       dā                d                         d                 

from the spiritual understandings of truth, wisdom, and reality of the internal as well 
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as the external world. Purv  M  ā  ā advocated and propagated the knowledge of 

the Veda, through their etymological and hermeneutic interpretation, to reach the 

essence of a Vedic utterance.  

Since the early Vedic people were nomadic and they do not have settled life they were 

wandering into the forests and that is why the Vedic hymns are full of vivid 

descriptions of the forest as place. They developed their own understanding regarding 

the idea of forest and its various aspects. Their early gods are just various forms of 

nature like Agni who is produced      f     f     ;              d R d                

ferocious form of nature; they worshiped Soma which is a plant drink. Each and 

everything was related to the forest and from here we can argue that the Vedic people 

have a very strong idea about the forest as space and they have described them at 

various places in various hymns.   

In this section, we will try to understand the Vedic approach towards the forest as 

space where things are happening, space which is continuously being produced and 

re-interpreted for the new meanings of things and ideas.  

The term Van/लन which means forest has appeared frequently in the Vedas and as we 

know in the          it appeared for 1805 times, in  ā        it is mentioned for 83 

times, in Yajur Veda it is again 83 times, while in Atharva Veda it is there for 21 

times.
138

 The frequency of the term Van in the Vedas is a clear indication that Vedic 

people were very much concern about their space and that is Van. 

There are various hymns in the Vedas which indicate to us about the importance of 

the forest and their various aspects which were being worshipped by Vedic people. 
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For example, the first hymn in the         where the term Van is mentioned is from 

        1.3.2. 

अश्वलना ऩुरुदॊववा नया ळलीयमा धधमा । धधष्ण्मा लनतॊ धगयः139
 ॥ 

      d    3    

I             G d    Aś     K       d P    d  /I d     d           ś         

According to the translation by H. H. Wilson, this is a prayer where a devotee is 

           q              d Aś       d              d                       d   

endowed with fortitude, listen with un-averted minds to our praises. Here the term 

                        f                Aś            f                              

nature through showing their might at the hills and forests. In this hymn, devotees are 

requesting the gods for their well beings and these gods are powerful enough to 

control the mountains and forest which is the living place of early Vedic people. 

Forest has been depicted here as an abode of Vedic people and its importance has 

gradually increased in the text as well as the sacrificial ritual increases.  

The Vedic people were curious to understand nature and its aspects, they always tried 

to understand things that were happening around them, and that is why they started 

worship of all the forms of nature. T          d               d            f       

Agni, Plants as Soma or forest as     ś  t . Since the forest was the most important 

place for them because it is the place where they got shelter, food, and medicines and 

that is why they personified the place as a living god     ś  t . 

                                                           
139
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T                       d d     d        f        d     ś      I               there 

is a hymn 1.13.11         where there is a clear indication of personification of the 

f         f        d     ś      

अल वजृा लनस्ऩते देल देलेभ्मो शवलः । प्रदातुयस्त ुचतेनभ ्140
 ॥  

      d     3     

As per the translation of H.H. Wilson this hymn is about the divine god     ś  t   v. 

Here the devotees are praising the god     ś  t   v so that they could receive true 

knowledge in their lives. When we analyze this hymn in order to understand the idea 

of the forest as space then it becomes very complicated to unfold the meanings and 

metaphors from the mantra.  

The Vedic mantra s are mostly prayers and for a historian, it is difficult to follow a 

proper and specific meaning of a specific term, and that is why the ancient India 

Philosophers were known to apply there M  ā  āic approach towards the validity of 

knowledge because words cannot be the sole carriers of knowledge however as Prof. 

Matilal ha       d           d      d    d               d    d            d Ś  d  

Shakti. While M  ā  ā        f                    d     f „          ‟   d „  j   ‟ 

f         d      d     f            d    T    d    f „          ‟             d ff      

to understand in the whole historical development of various Indian school of 

thoughts particularly among the N     Mū    schools or the schools those have faith 

in the divinity of the Vedas.  

I   dd             „           ‟          f              d          f    wledge admitted 

by the M  ā  ā, namely, inference (  u ā  ), comparison (u   ā  ), verbal 

                                                           
140
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authority or testimony (ś b  ), postulation (arthapatti) and nonperception 

(  ū    b h )
141

. These are important means/tools to understand the meaning of 

Vedic hymns/mantras because as we have already mentioned that the Vedas are 

      ś            d                                d        q             

understanding from the M  ā  ā School of thoughts.  

Now when we look at the above mantra where the Idea of     ś  t   v  has emerged 

very clearly from the forest space, we can argue that the idea of the forest as space 

had well developed in the Vedas. According to Frits Stall the first poem of the    

Veda  R              A                A                            ; A       f    

and receiver of oblations and a link to all the gods.
142

 A                  d 

A    ā 
143

  d     A            d                     f            f        f            d 

A    ā  
144

  

In the Vedic world, fire is the most important element; they use it for protection from 

wild animals, for the production of light and to cook food. Since the origin of Agni 

has been mentioned as to be in the forest, therefore the Vedic people treated the forest 

as    ś   t   v. It means that the space of the forest has been properly imagined as a 

spiritual space where Agni appears for the well being of humans as well as for the 

fulfillment of rituals. In that sense, we can connect the Idea of forest space with the 

idea of god, Agni. Forest as space has been seen by the Vedic people as a place full of 

natural resources, place of the production of fire, food, and medicine. Another mantra 

from  g Veda 1.28.8 explains the importance of the forest as a place of the 

preparation of Soma for Indra.  
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ता नो अद्म लनस्ऩती ऋष्लालषृ्लेमबः वोतमृबः । इन्द्राम भधभुत्वुतभ ्145
 ॥  

( g Veda 1.28.8) 

H  H  W                   d                 „D          f         d   f          f    

                                                J     f   I d  ‟  A    d            

mantra, there is mention of two gods, one is Indra and the second is     ś  t   v in 

one place. As we all know that Indra has been considered as the most powerful god in 

the Vedas and he is known for his interest in Soma.  

Soma is strongly connected with the worship of Indra and Agni. Soma is considered 

as the intoxicating and personified drink by the Vedic people. It is said in the         

that Soma grows upon the mountains of Mujāv t          ‟         f         P  j      

the Rain God and the waters are his sisters. Indra intoxicated by Soma does his great 

deeds, and indeed all the gods depend on Soma for immortality.
146

   

The importance of Soma has been explained at various places in the Vedas but here 

                                         ś        d I d    A                             

Indra has been explained above, the question arises why in the above mantra it has 

been associated with Vana god or     ś  t   v? Here it is quite interesting to search 

for the reasons and for the connection between them because Soma has already been 

personified with moon god and     ś  t   v  as the god of the forest but still, Soma 

is dependent on the forest god because ultimately it falls under the category of plant 

and     ś  t   v is the god of all the plants in the forest or in the mountains. 

T                               d    39 5    ch indirectly indicates us about the 

idea of the forest as habitat or space of living.  
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प्र लेऩमश्न्द्त ऩलवताश्न्द्ल वलञ्चश्न्द्त लनस्ऩतीन ् । प्रो आयत भरुतो दभुवदा इल देलावः वलवमा 

वलळा147
 ॥  

      d    39 5  

It is saying that the Marut is so powerful that they make the mountains tremble; they 

drive apart the forest trees and devotees are requesting to Marut to go somewhere 

elsewhere with his progenies.
148

 This mantra is very important in order to understand 

the idea of the forest as a space for Vedic people. First, we need to look upon the 

meaning of Marut and its understanding that who were Maruts. 

According to Uma Chakravarty,
149

 the         dedicates thirty-five hymns to Maruts. 

The two major aspects of          Maruts character are, firstly they are storm gods 

  d               I d  ‟               d f    d   I                     f         f     

of nature and they were always a threat to the Vedic people and settlements. The 

Maruts have been divided into various forms on the basis of their characters. They 

have been classified as bright Marut, Rain Marut, Fearful Marut, and Maruts as 

birds.
150

   

Maruts were been disastrous to the forest trees, plants, and settlements of the Vedic 

people that is why they are requesting Marut to move somewhere else so that the loss 

could be reduced and minimize.  

This hymn shows us a struggle of the Vedic people to protect their place and the 

environment from the Maruts and its various forms. Here we can strongly argue that 
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the fear of destruction by Maruts is actually working upon the Vedic people and that 

is why they are worshipping the rough form of nature as Marut. In this hymn, the 

forest has been presented as living and occupational space where things are in order as 

per their human requirements but the disorder is prevailed by Maruts by uprooting the 

trees and destruction of natural habitats.   

In the Vedas, the forests were not only a minimal space instead they gradually 

enhancing their form as social and economical space by space production. According 

to D. D. Kosambi in the Vedas the principal Vedic god is Agni, the God of fire; more 

hymns are dedicated to him than to any other. Next in importance comes Indra who 

resemblance a human war leader.
151

 T               f    “          f     f   d A    

             f     f   d I d  ”                      d        f         d  d         

with time.  

According to R. N. Dandekar, the ancient Vedic Ᾱryans lived with an overwhelming 

feeling of awe with the cosmic order; it was but natural that their religion and 

mythology should have been dominated by the concepts of Agni,  t  and   ru  . As 

against this in the new phase of their cultural life, the Vedic Ᾱryans were mainly 

required to encounter various forms of opposition and obstructions, both natural and 

human. They, therefore, sought a new kind of religion and god was needed. Then 

Indra came to born in the          Pantheon and gradually he becomes the foremost 

among the Vedic gods.
152

  

We can                                                f                     f             

T               d       A            d                                   f   f   d   
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people when their society being developed in the primitive stage, where the forest is 

the only space of all the kinds of natures action and as well all the kinds of human 

reactions.    

There is another hymn in the         which is also important to see the balance 

between the Agni and     ś  t .  

लनस्ऩततयलवजृन्द्नुऩ स्थादश्ननशववलः वूदमातत प्रधीमबः ।  

त्रिधा वभक्तॊ नमतु प्रजानन्द्देलेभ्मो दैव्मः ळमभतोऩ शव्मभ ्153
 ॥  

      d    3      

If                                     f                    „M       A           

    ś                  f                        d                     f     d     the 

victim, may the divine immolator convey the burnt offering to the gods, Knowing it to 

have been thrice consecrated
154

‟ H                          d      A          ś         

      A                     ś        f                             f A          h 

dry plants and trees were very common in nature. In the sacrificial rituals, Agni has 

been also considered as the carrier of gods who take the offerings from the devotees 

and give it to gods.  

After the critical analysis of this hymn, we can see a balance between the ‘I     f 

    ś  t ’ and ‘A   ’. We can describe them in phases where the first phase was 

about the pastoral and un-settled economy depended on the forest products and 

habitats, while the second phase is about settled agriculture and development of Vedic 
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         f   I      f                                     ś       d A                

antagonistic in nature while in the second phase due to the increase in the sacrificial 

rituals and settled human life there is a kind of balance between them.   

The idea of space and space production has been continuously changing in the Vedas; 

forest has always been the centripetal place for human actions and deeds, as there was 

change in the mode of production as we have discussed pastoral to agriculture there 

was a visible change in the idea of social space particularly related to the forest and its 

importance.  

There are various hymns regarding Vana and    ś  t  in the Vedas but they have 

been used in numerous senses and meanings. What we are looking for is the 

production of social space in the Vedic age in context with forests. On the basis of 

some of the examples from        , we can argue that the idea of the forest as space 

had well developed during Vedic period and gradually after the agricultural mode of 

production a sharp change has been noticed that there is an idea of social spaces out of 

it various social institutions emerge. For example, the social institutions   bhā  

Samiti, Gopati arise to exploit the social space and for its further continuation.    

 

II.4 Forest as Space in Upaniṣads 

The Upani ads are the most important literary products in the history of Indian culture 

and religion, both because they played a critical role in the development of religious 

ideas in India and because they are valuable as a source for our understanding of the 

religious, social and intellectual history of ancient India.
155

  B f               d    
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  d      d            d    d       f                  f           d             d   

about various kinds of later Vedic texts.  

The later Vedic literature comprises of four classes of writings;    h tā    rāh       

Ar  y   , and            T         ā                         f       d     d        

gods individually or collectively composed by the different families of          T   

B ā        x        d       f            f                   x                  f       

 f               T   A           f                               d        f f      

d         T          d                  d  f   d               d     philosophical 

speculations regarding the beginning and end of the world, the transmigration of the 

soul and the ultimate unity of the individual with the world soul.
156

    

T               d                                    d   d      d                   

t        x   f              d      d         A    d          R d                   d 

       d    d     d f     upa) near, (ni) down, (sad) to sit, i.e. sitting down near. 

Groups of pupils sit near the teacher to learn from him the secret doctrine in the 

qu    d   f f                  T                 f          d           

propounded by Ᾱd  Ś         q     d ff      f               Ś       d              d 

       d                  f                d   „         ‟                  d             

upa and ni         f x  If      d                    d         d         r h   

K  w     ” by which ignorance is loosened or destroyed. The treaties which deal 

with   r h   K  w     ”                d  
157

     

From these two derivations, it is obvious that the idea  f        d           d        

teaching of secret knowledge by the teachers to students. But question is that for such 

kinds of teaching and philosophical speculations one needs to be distant from the 
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regular life makings and society and for that what sho  d                 f        

             d           d    f     f                                             

       d    f        d    

I                                 d      d     f                               f   

       d              d    d      What is the material as well as philosophical 

reasons them to choose the forest as a teaching place and how there is continues the 

evolution of a new social space within the forest? For the better illustrations regarding 

the connections between Forest spac    d        d                       j   

       d    d              f                       x               d   

   h  ār  y                    f                 d   d                     d   

Scholars believe that it was composed during 700 BCE, It is dealing with the most 

serious and secret subject which is Ᾱtman or Soul. The literal meaning of 

   h  ār  y            is  Gr  t W    r      r F r  t”. It is the compilation of six 

           d                      d         Yājñ                       gue that like 

      d        d  ‟                       f          x    A                           f 

  h  ār  y   it is very clear that it was composed somewhere in the deep forest 

which was not common access for all.  

There are hymns in this Upanishad which directly or indirectly indicates their strong 

relationship with the forest. For example, in the   h  ār  y            the total 

count of word Van is 67 which is a good number to establish an interrelation between 

           d   d f        
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ॐ उऴा ला अवलस्म भेध्मस्म मळयः ॥ वूमववचषुलावतः प्राणो व्मात्तभश्ननलैवलानयः वॊलत्वय 

आत्भावलस्म भेध्मस्म ॥ द्मयः ऩषृ्ठभन्द्तरयषभुदयॊ ऩधृथली ऩाजस्मॊ ददळः ऩावल ेअलान्द्तयददळः 

ऩळवल ऋतलोऽङ्गातन भावावचाधवभावावच ऩलावण्मशोयािाणण प्रततष्ठा नषिाण्मस्थीतन नबो 

भाॉवातन ॥ ऊलध्मॉ मवकताः मवन्द्धलो गुदा मकृच्च क्रोभानवच ऩलवता 

ओऴधमवच वनस्पतयश्च रोभान्द्मुद्मन ऩूलावधो तनम्रोचञ्जघनाधो मद्वलजमृ्बते 

तद्वलद्मोतते मद्वलधनूुते तत्स्तनमतत मन्द्भेशतत तद्लऴवतत लागेलास्म लाक् ॥158
  

In the first hymn of   h  ār  y            there is the presence of term Vana or 

forest and as per the translation of Max Muller, there are happenings of multiple 

natural events like rising of Sun, the sacrifice of a fit horse, and rain sounds, and all 

this was happening at one place and that is a forest. 

अथ लॉ ळः ऩयततभाष्मात्ऩयततभाष्मो गौपवनाद्गौपवनः ऩयततभाष्मात्ऩयततभाष्मो 

गौपवनाद्गौपवनः कयमळकात्कयमळकः कयश्ण्डन्द्मात्कयण्डन्द्मः ळाश्ण्डल्मात्ळाश्ण्डल्मः 

कयमळकाच्च गयतभाच्च गयतभः159
  

(BU 4.6.1) 

In another hymn from the same text and according to the translation of Patrick 

Olivelle, here is an interesting point about the names of sages as given in the hymn 

4.6.1. There is a name which is Gaupavana. He was the first sage in the line of 
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part of the horse. When the horse shakes itself, then it lightens; when it kicks, it thunders; when it 

                     ;                    ‟ Translated by Max Muller, The Upanisads Part 1, (Sacred 

Books of East Vol. 15),    h ār  y           , 1.1.1, Kanda I, First Brahmana, 1884, p. 74. 
159

 „Now follows the stem, (We) from Pautimâshya, Pautimâshya from Gaupavana, Gaupavana from 

Pautimâshya,‟ Translated by Max Muller, The Upanisads Part 1, (Sacred Books of East Vol. 15)  

B   dā              d  4 6    K  d  I  F     Brahmana, 1884, p. 186.  
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tradition of Pautimasya.
160

 When we analyze that how a sage has been named as 

Gaupavana           d                                 d                     d   

      f  dd                              ś    ś  d           G    +      H         

is working as a suffix to the name of sage.  

On the basis of the translation and speculations of Patrick Olivelle and the laws of 

Sanskrit grammar, we can argue that since the sage was associated with a long time to 

forest or Vana that is why the suffix sound of Vana is there in his name. Forest was 

the most important place for the sages during the age of        d          f         

tapas and renunciation as well as for philosophical speculations they needed a place of 

silence and less crowded from human interventions and that is why they have chosen 

forest. 

अथ म इच्छेत्ऩुिो भे कवऩरः वऩङ्गरो जामेत द्लय वेदावनुब्रुवीत वलवभामुरयमाददतत दध्मोदनॊ 

ऩाचतमत्ला ववऩवष्भन्द्तभवनीमाताभीवलयय जनतमतलै161
 ॥  (BU 6.3.15) 

A hymn 6.3.15 from   h  ār  y            indicates with very much clear view 

that how the forest space was occupied by followers of Vedic tradition that they even 

called a particular forest as Vedavana, which means (Veda+Vana); a vana which is 

dedicated to the knowledge of Veda and filled with the Vedic sages.   

After   h  ār  y                  x                   d    Chā    y            

I          d            d  f „         f  ā    d ‟  A    d       P       O           

section of Chā    y           which is Chā    y   rāh     belongs        

                                                           
160

 Olivelle, Patrick, The Early Upanishads, Oxford University Press, New York, 1998, p. 148. 
161

 BU 6.3.15  
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Tā ḍ           f  ā    d  
162

 Like the   h  ār  y  , the Chā    y  is the work 

of editor or a series of editors who created an anthology of passages and stories.  

In the Chā    y           there is a very special term N     ā has been used for the 

representation of sacred forests. According to Patrick Olivelle, it is the name of a 

special sacred forest, it may have been located somewhere along the river 

Ś   ś     
163

 N     ā f                                            f                    

mentioned        f       f      f      T   P  ā       d                 N     ā as the 

venue where thousands of Vedic seers congregated.
164

  The context of N     ā is very 

important as well as interesting because in Chā    y           it has been shown as 

a differen     d  f f             I            f            f                d           

     d       d                 d                f P  ā                 f      f       W    

        z             d        d          f      f      N     ā                       

      f                   d                          d                  f       f   

       d           d                     d                               f         f   

Vedic ritualistic and sacrificial form of religion as well as non-ritualistic and non-

sacrificial philosophical interpretation of religion, they both had presence in the 

forest.  

F        d           f N     ā f                               f                 

classifications of forests according to the followers of particular sects and 

philosophies. Here we can also argue that there might be some struggle for the forest 

spaces among the sections of Vedic sages so that they could get their hermits near a 

water body and fruit trees with less carnivorous animals around them.  

                                                           
162

 Olivelle, Patrick, The Early Upanishads, Oxford University Press, New York, 1998, p. 166. 
163

 Ibid., p. 505. 
164

 Sharma, Shubhra, Life in the Upanishads, Abhinav Publications, New Delhi, 1985, p. 41. 
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There are also                               d  f                                  f 

forest representation and its assimilation into human lives. There is a story in the 

K          
165

 where it has been mentioned that how beautiful forest was at that 

time, even Indra was interesting to call his assembly at Nandanvan of A  rāv t .
166

 

Here we can see how the idea of the forest as a place of ascetics and sages is been 

gradually changing. Now the idea of aesthetics is coming to overtake the claim for 

f              I                                                         A   ā     

which is clearly a later interpolation in the story but the place Nandanvan is an 

imaginary forest space in various classical Sanskrit works of literature.  

On the basis of the story and the terms used to represent the forest, we can see a sharp 

shift in the understanding of forest space. Earlier it was shown as a silent place 

suitable for penance and spiritual discourses, now the forest has become a place of 

         d j         I d    A ś  ā     d G  d                       f             

We can also argue that in the later Vedic period there was settled agriculture and land 

was required for more production since Iron was not discovered yet it was difficult to 

clear the lands and therefore forest not remained only for the sages but other human 

groups were also claiming the space within the forest.  

Forest was full of natural resources like firewoods, fruits, water, meat, and land. As 

well as the economic prosperity was beginning the idea of space was also changing. 

Here we can argue that as well as there was a shift from the sacrificial to 

philosophical approach towards religion, also there was continues human penetration 

into deep forests particularly for the claim over natural resources not only for the 

spiritual and philosophical gain.  

                                                           
165

 Kenopanishad, Part III, Yakshopakhyan, with Shankar Bhashya, Gita Press, Gorakhpur, 1992, p. 87.   
166

 Shastri, Rampratap Tripathi, Stories from Upanishads, Lok Bharati Publication, Allahabad, 2011, p. 

02. 
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The idea of forest and its aesthetical importance have already developed in the Vedas 

and it is important to discuss here a Vedic story from                             

                    f P         d        
167

  In this story the beauty of forest has 

been explained in detail and forest was represented as an abode of beautiful 

Gandharvas. 

Stories are important links between myth and                        f      d     d 

       d                   f       f          T                      f    Ait rīy  

         which opens a new kind of understanding for us in the context of the forest 

as space. It is a story of Sunahsepa
168

 which form          d          f      f     

A    d                           d          H      C   d       d   f         d        

             f                   B                R                                ff 

the fulfillment of his promise. At length when th                        f      

      d                   d       f             f     R                     d        

f                  d   d f     x                  f           ff     d      d         

        A           f                       B                    d             f     

   d  d                                                     d         „A B ā      

                     K      ‟  f                      f   d                   d   d 

everything falls correct.  

While we analyze this story                   f      -             d      d         

                                    d  f        d                              

d                f        d   I                          f                  d        

attention to analyze the various aspects of post-Vedic society. Here it is been 

mentioned that Rohit escapes for the forest and stayed there for six years, it indicates 

                                                           
167

      d     95  -18 
168

 Gupta, Vijaya Kumar. Forest and Environment in Ancient India, B. R. Publishing Corporation, 

Delhi, 2010, p. 43. 
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that how there were two kinds of parallel society was running together. One is the 

mainstream society where King Harish Chandra belongs, a society where law and 

order, as well as social promises, are prime attentions, second is the forest society 

where Rohit lived for six years.  

Now the question arises that if there was no forest society and the availability of basic 

socio-           d          f                 d            f                     N   

                   d               f         d        d           d        d      d  f 

forest society had appeared which was giving space to the cultural raw materials as 

well as social by-products of mainstream society. 

A    d       R                         d                             f „Yj     d 

A             B ā    ā              d ‟          d           d          f 

sacrificial rituals, conducted by priests and mainly meant for tribal chiefs and 

princes.
169

 I                                d  f        d                           

                                                          f      -         F        

     -        d            d          f                d     can argue that there 

was a gradual shift in some basic ideas related to the forest, particularly forest as 

social space. 

The idea of the forest as social space was continuously changing; earlier in the Vedic 

age forest was considered as a ferocious and dangerous place, it was called as the 

origin place of Agni, it was being worshiped as     ś  t   v . A              f 

       d                                           d                              d 

by sages for deeper philosophical studies of earthly as well as unearthly subjects. 

Earlier myths were dominated by supernatural forces, like the sun, the moon, thunder, 

etc. But after the change in the mode of material production from pastoral to 

                                                           
169

 Sharma, R. S., Material Culture and Social formation in Ancient India, New Delhi, p. 64. 
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agriculture there was also change in the popular myths and one of the biggest 

 x                              f P          d     ś                                   

of the         but certainly, it was the beginning of Upanishads.  

Now the forests were not ferocious or dangerous places instead as argued by Romila 

Thapar they become the subjects for poets and writers because in the art of prose, 

passage or story the idea of uncertainty is to be considered as a prime requirement, it 

creates gravity and attention to the listeners. Since the forest was full of uncertain 

t                                f                               T              f 

  d             d    d f     ā  ī        d    ā    d f    Kā  dā     Dā ḍ       

have chosen forest as their favorite destinations to tell a story. 

A sense of aesthetics and                  d                               d d f          

          d d                f        d   W                      d        d      f 

the forest by the great sages but at the same time still, they remained as a space of raw 

and disorder whic               f                    f                              

                d          

 

II.5 Forest in Epic traditions  

                           

 ā āy   
170

 & M hābhār t 
171

 are the two great epics of Indian culture; they are full 

of narratives and meta-            T    ā  ī    ā āy    is arguably the most 

                                                           
170

 H    I          E                    f         R            W       B   ‟  Ramayana: King 

    ’  W y, Published by American Library, New York, 1978.  

The second translation I am using here is by Sheldon I Pollock, Ramayana Book two Ayodhya by 

Valmiki, Published by Princeton University Press, New York 2005.  

The third translation I am using is by John Brockington and Mary Brockington, Rama the Steadfast an 

Early form of Ramayana, Published by Penguin Books, London, 2006.  
171

 For Mahabharata, here I am using its English translation by Kirari Mohan Ganguli, The 

Mahabharata of Krishna- Dwaipayana Vyasa, Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers, New Delhi, 2001. 
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important and most widely influential text ever written. For the impact of this poem 

and countless other works, it has inspired the religions, the arts and the social and 

political thought of much of Asia.
172

 Still, it is the inspiration for morality and religion 

as well as for new literary creations. 

The M hābhār t  is a tradition of religious epic that has lived in numerous different 

cultural niches; some oral, some written, some Sanskrit, some vernacular in South 

Asia. The M hābhār t           d   f  d                       d “         ”    

defining the Hindu world.
173

 It  is also considered to be one of the great socio-political 

drama as well as a family struggle for dominance over land and kingdom. 

M hābhār t  is also important on the religious point of view because within the 

M hābhār t  there is a subtext which is      d    Gī ā                d  f           

and spiritual interpretation of various Indian philosophies explaining three roads for 

an escape from this material world; these are Gyā   ār  , K r    ār    and Bhakti 

 ār  . 

Here, in this section now we are trying to look into these two epics to know about the 

kinds of presentation of the forest as space in various instances. Within  ā āy    

and M hābhār t , both the author has used extensively the forest as a major plot in 

their stories. In these two epics forests is playing a major role during the period of 

    ā     f              O                       z                         

particular prose and passages that how the idea of the forest as space has prevailed in 

these two epics.  

In the  ā āy    forest has appeared again and again that that is why some scholars 

also called it the book of the forest. For example in the  ā  ā     Rā     d 

                                                           
172

 Goldman, Robert, P. and Sally J. Sutherland Goldman, Ramayana, p. 280. 
173

 Fitzgerald, James, L., Mahabharata, p. 52. 
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L                    f                     ś          d           d d     Tāḍ  ā  

               f       ā  f                       Rā  ‟    f   ī ā    d             

 ī ā             f                                            f       ā  ī     

In all these instances the only one thing which is common in the forest. The story has 

been plotted beautifully around the forest some time they have projected forest as a 

place of love beauty knowledge and care, while some times it has appeared as the 

dangerous place of demons and disorder. 

व लनॊ घोयवॊकाळ दृष््ला नय लयात्भजः। 

अवलप्रशतभैक्ष्लाकः प्रऩच्छ भुतनऩुन्द्गालभ174
 ॥ 

 (Bā   ā d   C        4            

T    ś                               ā āy    particularly in the context of forest and 

   d        A    d                        f      ś                                    

f          Rā              d     f                               f                 

        T            f                f Rā     d L               f        H        

representation of forest for the readers is not much explanatory, instead, the author 

has used the one-word expression which is घोयवॊकाळ which means horrible or 

dangerous.  

अशो लश्न्द्भदभॊ दगु ंझीश्ल्रका गण वॊमुतभ  

बैयलै षऩदे कीणव ळ कुन्द्ते दारुणायाले175
  ॥ ( Bā   ā d , Chapter 24, Verse 13) 

                                                           
174

 „He who was a descendent of Ikshvaku and son of the best of kings, (Dasaratha) having seen that 

un-trodden and dreadful forest asked the foremost of the ascetics:‟ T        d    P  f  P  G         

Prof. K. Kamala and Shri V. V. Subba Rao, under the guidance of Prof. H.K. Sathapathy VC, Rashtriya 

Sanskrit Vidya Peetham, Tirupati in a project developed by Indian Institute of Kanpur (IIT) which is 

available at www. Valmiki.iitk.ac.in  
175

„What a wonder this inaccessible forest echoes with the (shrill) chirpings of crickets it is filled with 

ferocious beasts and birds producing fearful sounds ‟  
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नाना प्रकाये ळकुनेलवमद्वलयबेयलस्लने176
   (Bā   ā d   Chapter 24, Verse 14) 

I      ś       3   d  4  Rā       x                        f     f               f      is 

not easy to walk, there is continues sound of crickets with dangerous and violent 

animals. Birds are also making dangerous sounds around us. This explanation or vivid 

d            f     f         Rā      d          x               d      d      d    f 

the forest as space in the age of  ā āy   . When we critically analyze the way how 

the author has an approach towards the forest and what are the things upon which he 

has a focus at first sight then we found that there were actually unexplored virgin 

forest lands and the fear was particularly from the uncertainty that anything could 

happen there.  

T                       d  f                        f        d                  

complete transition in the terms of forest, still, they were adventures place for human 

beings and the forest was only a forest space at all, have not converted into forest 

places.  

There is a difference between ‘f r  t         ’ and ‘f r  t           .’ As well as the 

story moves ahead of the idea of ‘f r  t         ’ was overtaken by the idea of ‘f r  t 

          ’. When we say forest as space, it has a different meaning and connotation 

because space is the geometrical representation of three-dimensional external worlds; 

it might be anything with a height, width, and length, associated with forest. In other 

words, we can say that forest as space gives a sense of less human interaction.  

Forest as a place emerges in the latter part of the text where each and every space was 

          d     ā        d                  f       x       d  es forest space with 

                                                           
176

 „It resounds with the frightful shricks of various kinds of birds. Lions, tigers, boars and elephants 

prowl about ‟ 
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names and nature, and it indicates its previous connection or interaction with human 

           L             x  ś                  f        d            f Pañchvati, the 

author has a quite different approach towards the opening of sentences for this place. 

 

ततः ऩॊचलटी गत्ला नाना व्मार भगृा मुताभ ् 

उलाच रक्ष्भण याभो भ्रातयॊ दीप्त तेजवभ ्177
 ॥ (A      ā ḍ   C        5           

 

आगतः स्भ मथोदृदट भुतनयब्रलीत178
  

अमॊ ऩॊचलटीदेळ वयम्म ऩुश्ष्ऩतकानन ॥    (A      ā ḍ   C        5           

 

वलवतः आस्चामवता दृष्टी कानने तनऩुणों ह्लवी 

आश्रभ कताश्स्भवन नो देळ ेबलतत वम्भत179॥  (A      ā ḍ   C       5        3  

 

N                              ś      f    Ar  y  ā            f     ś     L       

is describing the forest very minutely and pointing out that; this forest is full of 

           d   f            d           d f     f       f   d   ‟   H            

notable point is that either it is a dangerous forest but it is a famous forest that is 

k               ś ā       T    f                             f     d      d 

dangerous tracks and animals instead of its beauty and natural prosperity suitable for 

hermitages and sages. 

                                                           
177

 „On reaching Panchavati, which was full of various vicious animals, Rama said to Lakshmana, his 

brother who was glowing like fire ‟ 
178

 „O handsome one, following the directions of the great sage, we have arrived at Panchavati, a place 

full of blossoming trees.‟ 
179

 „O Lakshmana cast your eyes all around the forest for a suitable place (for building a hermitage). 

Indeed, you are good at judging things ‟ 
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T        d ś                    f     f        ;                     d  hat this forest has 

been visited earlier by sage Agastya and as his guidance, this is the place of Pañchvati 

         f      f                  d   f f         d f           T    ś             

arguing that this is not an unknown forest instead it is a place called Pañchvati.    

I          d ś      Rā                L                  f        d                   

            f             ś                  f         Ar  y  ā   is an important 

book within the  ā āy   . It is quite obvious from its name                       f 

f             j        f Rā    L          d  ī ā          f       F                    

ś                                       d                                f         

                                  d P ñ                   ‟  land but even though it 

                  A         d        ś ā       I       d                           d 

 f            f         d    f               d    f                          f „     ‟ 

and its enhancements in the grammar of any language is the sign of discovery of new 

things, new places or new ideas.  

If                 z      ś       f Ar  y  ā         ī ā       d    d    Rā         

shows us another level of human understanding for the forest. Forest has been 

       f  d        „       f       ‟ was been in the Vedas.  

मिा न भगृमभाणस्तु  नाववाद लने वप्रमाभ  

ळोक यक्तेषण श्रीभान नुन्द्भॊत इल रक्ष्मते180
 ॥ (A      ā d, Chapter 60, Verse10) 

 

लषृाद लषृॊ प्रधालन व धगरयषाऩी नदी नदाभ  

फभ्रॊभ वलरऩन ्याभ ळोकऩॊकाणव लप्रुतः181
 ॥ (A      ā d, Chapter 60, Verse 11) 

                                                           
180

 „He ransacked the forest, yet did not find his beloved. He appeared like a mad man, his eyes turned 

red with tears of sorrow.‟ 
181

 „Running from tree to tree, hill to hill, and river to river and weeping, Rama was immersed in a sea 

of sorrow ‟ 
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T         ś                                f f                        f          f      

was a space waiting for human intervention, and then it became a place of sages and 

then after human forest relations becomes the ultimate aesthetics in the literature. In 

          ś            ā  ī            d                                         f 

forest trees.  

A    d                        f       ś       Rā          d f    ī ā everywhere into 

    f             d d ‟  f  d       d          eyes become red. He was running from 

here to there, he was in utter pain after missing  ī ā and certainly, he started to ask for 

 ī ā to every possible object and material. He was asking to the trees, mountains, and 

rivers, he was asking particularly to Kad           A j          Aś       d Tā       

because  ī ā was so close to these trees for woods, leaves, and flowers. 

W                       z            ś             d f   d                         f 

economic activities and the human will to exploit the forest lands had lead various 

kinds of changes in the understanding of forest and forest resources as well. Human 

beings were fascinated with the beauty of the forest because it was undiscovered and 

unaffected by the mainstream societies, and that is why now a strong connection was 

being established in between humans and forests and it has become very clear with 

                  f Rā                            d                         

Now we will discuss the idea of the forest as space on the basis of passages from 

M hābhār t . However, these two texts are representing a state society through the 

lineages and war for property and state but also they are indirectly talking about forest 

and forest societies which are below the sociological ladders in comparison to other 

state societies. The M hābhār t  went through the stage of classical heroic epic and 

was partially transformed into a religious didactic people. There is no other epic in the 
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world that combines, in the same way, the features of all three main historical stages 

of development; archaic, classical and late.
182

  

In this section, we will focus on the idea of forest and its representation in 

M hābhār t  through some of the important passages and would also try to see the 

transitions in the idea of the forest through the socio-political changes in the basic 

structure of society.  

ततः वॊप्रश्स्थते ति धभवयाजे तदा नऩृे 

जनाः वभस्तास्तॊ रष्टू वभायरूशुयातुया 

ततः प्रावाद लामावणण वलभान मळखयाणई च  

गोऩुयाणी च वलावणण लषृाॊनन्द्मान्द्वच वलवळः  

अधधरुशा जनः श्रीभानुदावीनों व्मरोकमत183
 ॥   

 M  ā  ā      A  d         69        3   

 

T                    ś        M hābhār t                     f        d       

“d        ”                   d            f f                  f     Pā ḍ      T    

                   f                 f           ā           f        d             

looking into them from various places like; palaces, home terraces, and also from the 

top of the trees. These kinds of descriptions of cities clearly make a distance between 

                 f f         d         H                             ā                   

the stage for a new world where the city structure will not be present and the 

                                                           
182

 Fitzgerald, James, L., Mahabharata, p. 53. 
183

 At the departure of those foremost of men from Hastinapur, lightning flashed in the cloudless sky 

earth began to tremble. Jackals, vultures and ravens began to shrink from the temples of the gods, from 

the tops of scared tress and from walls and housetops.  As translated by M. N. Dutt, The Mahabharata, 

Elysium Press, Calcutta, 1895, pp. 105-106.  
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dichotomy between city and forest would become more clears if one has the memorial 

imprints of city structures.  

Since M hābhār t  is covering all the three stages of historical developments as we 

have argued above, now from a historical point of view as well as there was an 

extension in the blood relations as shown in M hābhār t  kinship and struggle for 

private property rises. The idea of forest and state or city dichotomy can be 

understood clearly on the basis of private property
184

. City/states place which is full of 

private properties but the forests are not like that, there is no claim over the 

things/material in the forest, while in the city-states the center of all struggles are 

property, as the whole story of M hābhār t                                  ś       

we can understand that how the Idea of forest space was evolving in comparison with 

the ideas of settled societies.  

न शी यथ्मास्ततः ळक्मा गन्द्तु  फशुजनाकुरा  

अरुशाते स्भ तान्द्मि ददनः ऩवमश्न्द्त ऩाण्डलभ ् 

ऩदातत लश्जवत छिॊ चरेबूवणलश्जवतभ ् 

लल्कराश्जन्द्वॊवलतभ ऩाथे दृष्टा जनास्तदा  

उचलुावशुवलधा लाचो मभ्रवोऩशतचतेवः185
  ॥   M  ā  ā      A  d         69        33  

 

The forest and city-state d                                               d        

      Pā ḍ                          f       A    d       ś     33  Y d             

                                                           
184

 The Idea of Private property is taken from Friedrich Engels, the Origin of the Family, Private 

Property and the State. 
185

„I      d ff                                      f         d                       Y                

compassion, he was walking without any royal clothes or jewellery, now he was covered with deer 

     ‟    
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walking on the road with no silky clothes and pieces of jewelry on his body, he wore 

deerskin as forest dwellers and people were looking on him with full of grief.   

द्लादवेभानी लऴावनी लस्तव्मभ तनजवने लने  

वभीषादध्ल भशायण्मे देव फशुभगृाद्वलजनभ186
 ॥ 

 M  ā  ā    , Arjunarbhiganam Parv, Chaturvisho, Verse 2) 

 

फशु ऩुष्ऩॊ परॊ यम्मॊ मळलॊ ऩुन्द्मजना लतृभ ् 

मिभेा ळयदः वलावः वुखॊ प्रततलवेभदश187
 ॥ 

 M  ā  ā    , Arjunarbhiganam Parv, Chaturvisho, Verse 3) 

 

इदॊ द्लैतलनॊ नाभ वयः ऩुन्द्मजरोधचतभ ्

फशु ऩुष्ऩ परॊ यम्मॊ नानाद्वलजतनऴेवलतभ ्188
 ॥    

 M  ā  ā    , Arjunarbhiganam Parv, Chaturvisho, Verse 10) 

 

A           ś         3   d          f           x             f                d ff      

                                        ś       f                 f      Y d         is 

asking to his younger brothers that, they should search for a good place within the 

forest where various animals and birds are staying as well because they will have to 

be there for next twelve years.  

                                                           
186

 „W                                    f      f               ; d      f  d                  f        

spot, charming , auspicious and abounding in many deer, birds, flowers and fruits, and filled with pious 

                               f                   ‟ A           d    M  N  D     The Mahabharata, 

Aranyakparva, Elysium Press, Calcutta, 1895, p. 36. 
187

 Ibid., p. 36. 
188

 Here is the lake called Dwaitvana, resorted to by the pious, abounding in many flowers and fruits, 

charming and inhabited by birds of diverse species. As translated by M. N. Dutt, The Mahabharata, 

Aranyakparva, p. 36. 
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I          d ś      Y d         is again saying that, search for a place which is full of 

colorful flowers and a pleasant place to stay for a long time, which should be the 

   d   f              I            ś                 d            f Dvaitvan, the 

meaning of Dvaita            f                f     f f      f         d      f           

               f           ā          l.  

W            z              f   ś      f                                   

dedicated to the beauty of Dvaitvana, we found that how the idea of the forest has 

been shifted from the space to beautiful space and natural order which is called 

aesthetics came out from raw and disorder as the earlier forest was mentioned in 

 ā āy    as well as M hābhār t .  

E       d            d     d        d        d              f              d         

fringes of forests, they have not intervened in the deep forests for various reasons. But 

                 f       ś      f       f                                    d      d    

f                 d          D          G  d           d    f „          ‟   d 

„      ‟           d       d           d    f     f              mal or neutral space.   

On the basis of these pieces of evidence from M hābhār t  and particularly from 

 ā                                                                         d    f     

forest as space. Form  ā āy    to M hābhār t  forest was under strong socio-

political impact from state society. Regular interventions of sages and hunters into the 

forest had intensified the exploitation of forest space. And as these texts are 

suggesting that there was a transformation into the idea of forest space and it has 

      d    f         „     ‟  

We have already argued that during the epic ages the idea of uncertainty and ferocious 

dangerous aspects of the forest have been overtaken by the idea of beauty and 
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aesthetics. It was happened due to the change in the mode of production and 

requirements of virgin lands for agriculture propose. Kinship relations and 

enhancement in the family blood relations were also the reason behind the 

sociological development of socio-political institutions which were the main reasons 

behind the human intervention into the deep forest.    

 

II.6 Conclusion 

The idea of the forest as space developed through various socio-historical stages. 

Development of human society and the understanding of surroundings in relation to 

the material production raise the level of our pursuing, particularly the external world. 

The idea of forest in Indian understanding was always under the process of         

T     d                 d                 f            d                           f 

epics its wild nature and inhabitants increased.  
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Chapter Three 

Forest as Resource 

 

 

III.1 Introduction 

Forest is a place that has been known for its uncertainty, ferocity and deep dark 

unrevealed undiscovered truths and realities. It always creates a quest within the 

human mind to explore the hidden meanings and materials as well as it has been a 

wonderful subject for the poets and writers from the beginning of the first millennium 

BC for their literary creativity and still it imposes the natural feature of attraction for 

the same.  

Apart from the literary production and provocative features for the human mind, the 

forest has been important for humankind from the beginning of the evolution of man 

on the earth. The early humanity was totally dependent on the forest and forest 

products. With the development of civilization, the process of food-gathering has 

transformed into agriculture. Men came out from the forest and settled themselves in 

the form of communities, but still, the idea of the forest was prevailing in their life for 

survival.  

 With the emergence of space dichotomy as village and forest, the proximity of 

human inclination was diverted more towards village rather than forest and 

subsistence economy. This was totally based on forests converted to surplus 

production and market economy with time. But even after this larger historical shift in 

early societies the value of forest and forest products remained/maintained and 
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demands from the forest were always high for societies as well as for early states. 

There are a good number of evidence from early literary sources which tell us about 

the various kinds of demands and supply from the forest, and that is why forest has 

been considered as the land of resources. 

If                          d           d     d E                 d f nd that there 

is a linear development in the understanding of the forest, particularly from 

materialistic requirements to the philosophical interpretations. In ancient India, forests 

were regarded as abodes of spiritual solace and the concept of preserving forests and 

wildlife developed around the ashrams of sages. These ashrams propagated a forest 

culture and human understanding of the fundamental ecological unity of forest 

ecosystems and their economic importance, which led to trees and animals being 

treated with veneration
189

.  

Ancient texts like the  ā āy    give clues to sensibilities towards forests. When 

Rā               f A  d  ā                                   x           f              

 f     G                           K       ā  x        f                 f   : „M   

                                    d       ‟                                          

         f              d   ff     Rā         f         d    d     d        f   ī ā 

from following him to the woods, paints a similar portrait of the forest as a place of 

hidden menace. In fact, the word vana or forest was only given to lands where 

pleasure gave way to hardships. But it is also a place that is beautiful. The twin 

themes of the forest as a place of danger to be confronted and of beauty to be enjoyed 

run like a thread through the epic
190

.  

                                                           
189

 Rawat, A. S., A History of Forestry in India, Delhi, 1991, p. 130. 
190

 Goldman, R. P. (ed.), The Ramay     f        : A  E     f A     t I         . II.  Ay  hy  ā   ,  

Princeton, 1986, pp. 131-136.   
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F                     d                        f        d                    f     

                        d                                         d              

       d   T         -ecological perspective of forest on the transition from pre-

agrarian society to agrarian society is an important aspect for observation and 

analysis. The ancient texts have shown the forest in various forms, sometimes it is 

dangerous or sometimes it is beautiful abode but most of the time it has been mainly 

shown as a place which is full of natural resources. The term natural resource can be 

defined in various ways like some basic forest products to the production of space 

either for literature or expansion of settlement and agriculture.  

The exploitation of the forest resource was the prime necessity for the evolving early 

states and this has also taken the intense form of struggle and power politics as it has 

been mentioned in the epics. But the Vedas and           have found and discovered 

    f                         f „   d        f      ‟ f         d     d           f 

austerity. In most literary presentations, the forest ( r  y ) was conceived as an area 

for wild beasts, dangerous robbers, and fierce demons (rā   sa) defiling the sacred 

sacrifices of sages and forest hermits who had their forest hermitages (āśr   ) there. 

The forest was thus perceived as a space in contrast to the settled environment of the 

village. Sanskrit sources described a settlement area with multiple villages as a 

territory (rā  r ) or a Janapada, referring to the feet (pada) of the people (Jana)
191

. 

From this description, it is obvious that at the time of Vedas and           the 

exploration of the forest was for the philosophical and symbolic means of different 

aspects of life and its meanings, but during the epic period, the idea of settlement and 

material demands from forest enhances because of the emergence of chiefdoms and 

budding states. 

                                                           
191

 Chakravarti, Ranabir, Natural Resources and Human Settlements: Perceiving the Environment in 

India, in Environmental History of Early India, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 2011, p. 57. 
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III.2 Forest as Resource in the Vedas  

The Vedas are known as the book of knowledge and regarded as the earliest texts. The 

Vedas has been studied by various scholars from various points of views because it is 

believed that it is the text which is full of initial human inquiry about nature and its 

phenomenon and also they have tried to interpret and imagine the external human 

environment and constructed their foundation of faith and believes. According to 

Romila Thapar, the         refers to various tribes settled in the region around the 

Indus, the river of Punjab. The major concentration of settlements from 

               d                        d ā   f P  j       Vedic society was 

essentially a pastoral society. This did not preclude agriculture although agrarian 

activities are more frequently described in the later section of the text. The pastoralists 

may have well-controlled agricultural niches without being economically dependent 

on them, particularly if the cultivated area was worked by the people other than those 

who belong to the pastoral clan.
192

  

Since the Vedic society was a pastoral society, it was dependent much on the forest 

products for their various needs and that is why they have devoted many hymns to the 

mother forest as goddess     ś  t   while the later Vedic texts show that the Vedic 

people were more dependent on agriculture although cattle rearing remained a 

significant activity.
193

 The forest and pasture land are also very important for cattle 

rearing. Even with the growing importance of agriculture, the demands for forest 

products never declined in the long history of Vedic tradition. 

The pastoralism of          society made livestock breeding and more especially, 

cattle herding a major activity. Pastoralism is dependent on assured grazing grounds 

                                                           
192

 Thapar, Romila, ‘Fr           t   t t  ’ Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 1984, p. 23. 
193

 Ibid., p. 23. 
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to accumulate and increase the herd, this being the primary source of wealth.
194

 With 

the extension of agriculture and the number of herds, there was an intense need for 

      d           d     d      f          d                               „f     ‟ 

with a keen curiosity for exploration and economic accumulation. 

The proximity of the forest is always present in the consciousness of the settlers as is 

evident from the images of  rā   and  r  y , where the forest is the place of exile, 

of demons and rā       but also were the hermitages of       were situated. The later 

was in a sense vanguard of the new society and the hermitages could act as the nuclei 

of new settlements. 

The nomenclature of mother earth as P  thvī in the Vedas is also interesting because it 

tells us the devotion, dedication and emotional connection of the Vedic people 

towards mother earth. As per the story from A trīy  brāh    , the story of P  thu 

Vainya      f                          d              d                            N  ād   

the original chief created by                                                       

and gathering tribes, is expelled to the forest to become a hunter and gatherer. P  th  

Vainya, who is created subsequently, introduces cattle rearing and the plow, an action 

for which the grateful earth goddess P  thvī bestows her name on him.
195

    

On the basis of this story, Romila Thapar argues that the entire process would not 

have been difficult for those acquainted with the superior technology of iron weapons, 

with the horse and chariot, and no longer pastoralists but also familiar with the 

advantages of agriculture. That land was now recognized as an item of wealth but 

there is no reference to the sale of land in the Vedic texts, and this shows that the 

requirement of new lands for agriculture and human settlements was being taken from 

                                                           
194

 Ibid., p. 24. 
195

 Ibid., p. 28. 
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    f        I                                  „       d ‟             d      f     

formation of new social spaces and material culture which were seeing towards the 

f         „        ‟ f              d   

If we carefully analyze the Vedic verses then we can find valuable information 

regarding the interrelationships between humans and forests, particularly the way they 

perceive and gain from the forest is very important.  

म एक्वचऴाव नीना लवुनामभर्जमवती इन्द्रः ऩञ्च क्षषततनाभ 
196

 । 

      d     7  9  

In the        , there is a mantra
197

 (1. 7. 9 ) which is telling us about the five kinds of 

social communities but names are not mentioned, it has been seen as the fifth one is 

the N  ā    who were living and dwelling in the forest and have confronted several 

times with the other four for the access over forest resources.  

The Vedic writers have used several beautiful metaphors in the texts to enhance the 

aesthetics of their poems, and on the basis of the kinds of metaphor they have used we 

can also analyze and extract the important and valuable materials of that time. In 

many cases, it seems that the forest products were one of them as in the mantra
198

 (1. 

8. 8) of          x            „O  ord Indra your sweet voice gives us pleasure same 

              f           d          d f       f                             ‟ I       

verse, the poet is mentioning about the sweetness and comparing with the taste of the 

ripen fruits from the tree and getting of a cow to the Indra, who is the prime god of the 

Vedic tradition. 

                                                           
196

 I d    „                                       d          f             f     d                 ‟ 

Translated    H  H  W         d B ā     f Shankaracharya,            hitā Vol. 2, Parimal 

Publications, Delhi, 2016,  p.17.    
197

      d      7  9  
198

      d      8  8  
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यला शास्म वुनतृ वलयप्ळी गोभती ऩक्ला ळाखा न दाळुऴे199
 । 

      d     8  8  

The tree with the ripen fruits and the cow, these both are somehow connected with the 

forest and pasture land and there are various instances through the Vedas wherein 

                                f „      f         ‟   d „   ‟              d    

plenty. This hermeneutic analysis of verses gives us a sense of trees and cows, 

particularly in regarding of forests, the trees which are loaded with ripen fruits can be 

seen as the major forest resource for the food gathering and pastoral societies. We can 

also see this interpretation with respect to the pre-agricultural society where not only 

fruits but most of the needs were being supplied from the forest. 

The forest entity was such an important part of the Vedic society that they have 

worshipped the forests in the name of Vanaśpatideva as in the mantra
200

 below. 

अल वजृा लनस्ऩते देले देलेभ्मो शवलः 

प्र दातुयस्तु चतेनभ201
 । 

      d      3      

In this verse of the Rig-Veda, the term ‘    ś  t   v ’ has been appeared as the lord 

of the forest or lord of the plants and trees, to him poet is praying for the continuous 

production of life-giving fruits and grains. As we know that the Vedic people were 

nature worshipers and they have created their own art            f                  f 

                                                           
199

 „              d   f I d                                   f  d     -conferring, and to be held in 

                                  d d           f      ‟ T        d    H  H  W         d B ā     f  

Shankaracharya,            hitā Vol. 2, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 19.   

 
200

      d       3       
201

 „P       d                                       d     d                d               d  f     

giver. Vanaspati, lord of the woods; usually a large tree, here said to be an Agni, as if the fuel and the 

         f          d    f  d ‟ T        d    H  H  W         d B ā     f                          

Sa hitā Vol. 2, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p.  31.  
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              I d          d  f            d             A           d  f f                

lord of the wind, etc. but the genesis of the idea of Vanaśpatideva shows their 

dependency and care about the forests so that a kind of natural respect could be 

produced among the humans as there was for sun, moon, and water was there. The 

respect and care not always come because of receiving of goodness but it also comes 

because of fear and destructions, the other part of the same forest can also be seen as 

ferocious and uncertain full of dangerous animals and creatures with deep and dark 

undisclosed reality have always been subsumed with the space called the forest. In 

this way, we can also see the genesis of Vanaśpatideva in the fear of men from the 

forest. 

In the   -Veda                       f        d ff                                  

the destruction of the forest for different reasons. In the first mantra
202

 the poet is 

again using the metaphor about the destruction of the forest trees by Indra and in the 

second mantra
203

 seems a natural disaster by lord Marut. 

अशॊ लिृॊ लिृतयन व्मॊवमभन्द्रो व्रेनाश भशता व्थेंन । 

स्कॊ धावील कुमरळनेा वललकृणदशः ळमत उऩवप्रक्मधथव्मः204
 ॥ 

      d     3   5  

ऩया श मश्त्ष्ठयभ शथ नमे लतवमथा गुरु वल माथन लतननः ऩधृथव्मा व्माळः ऩलवतानाभ205। 

      d     39  3  

                                                           
202

      d      3   5  
203

      d      39  3  
204

 „W             d              d        I d   struck the darkling mutilated Vrtra: as the trunks of 

          f    d         x           A                      ‟ T        d    H  H  W         d B ā     f  

Shankaracharya,            hitā Vol. 1, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 80.  
205

 „D       g Maruts, when you demolish what is stable, when you scatter what is ponderous, then you 

                          f               f             d     d f      f               ‟ T        d    

H  H  W         d B ā     f                             hitā Vol. 1, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 

2016. p. 103. 
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A    d           f                     f                   d I d     d d     

     ā                  d I d              d        d  f          d                    

branches of the tree with an axe and fell it down to the ground. This verse is very 

                                  „Kulsina‟             d                    d    

the trees and this shows very clearly about the slow but steady annexation of the 

forests by humans in order to bring wood and other important forest products. Kulsina 

is an axe which seems close to the iron weapon as in the Vedas it has been mentioned 

two kinds of ayas; red and black, which has been interpreted by scholars as copper 

and iron. R.S. Sharma and B.P. Sahu have also argued that it was Iron because that 

the clearance of forest and extension of agriculture became possible and the Vedic 

people were aware of the use of iron as it is also clear from the above mantra. 

The second verse is also about the destruction of the forest but in a different way, 

there is a pain in the writing of the poet because of the natural destruction of the forest 

                    T                  O‟    d M                                   f 

the trees away from the mountains and falling down the trees enormously. This also 

shows the importance of trees and forest because of their valuable contribution to 

human life in various forms as foods, woods, timber, and the most important one is 

medicine. 

Forests have always been the major source of medicinal plants and herbs, and because 

of that, the religious sentiments apart from economic perspectives have been 

associated with the forest or forest grooves. In the        , there is also a verse 

completely dedicated to the medicinal plants
206

. 

 

                                                           
206

 R      d      43     
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मथा नो अददततः कयत्ऩषे तरभ्मो । 

मथा गले मथा तोकाम रुदरमभ207
 ॥ 

      d      43     

T                            dd    Ad                       d         d  ff       f 

    d  /  d                           ‟                    d          d         ff    d 

by the decease.  This mantra gives us immense speculations regarding the idea of 

plants as medicines. It shows that there is a need to protect and preserve the medicinal 

plants for the well being of humans and animals and that is why they are offering their 

prayer to goddess Aditi, but the interesting thing is that this prayer has not been 

offered to the lord of plants or forest, which is Vanaśpatideva, but to goddess Aditi 

who is considered as wife of the Sun in Vedic tradition.  This may be because lord 

Sun is the deity of all germinating power and energy on the earth, in the same way, 

goddess Aditi would take care of the medicinal herbs from all-natural calamity. 

A forest fire has been considered as the biggest calamity by the Vedic peoples 

because the production of the fire has always shown within the forest, which causes 

major destruction of all forest resources.  

लनेऴ ुजमुभवतेळु मभिो लणृीते श्रीऴटी याजेलाजुमवभ । 

षेभो न वाध ूक्रतुन बरो बुलात्स्लाधधशोता शव्मलाट208
 ॥ 

      d      67     

                                                           
207

 „B                       d   d                f    f R d                                         d 

our progeny. Aditi is here said to mean the earth; who it is wished, may so act (karat), that Rudra may 

be obtained. The meaning of Rudriya is Rudra Samband   B    j   ‟ T        d    H  H  W         d 

B ā     f                             hitā Vol. 1, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 111.   
208

 „B              d       f    d  f      A                                  R j  f                  ; 

kind as defender, prosper as a performer of good works, may he the invoker of the gods, the bearer of 

                         ‟ A  T        d    H  H  W        d B ā     f                         

Sa hitā Vol. 1, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 169. 
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This mantra is dedicated to Lord Agni because of his mass consuming power; he 

generates in the forest and consumes everything that is over on the earth. The 

mantra
209

 is talking about the balance in the nature of Agni because it was important 

for human beings as it is destructive to all. Here Agni can also be seen as the product 

of forest because it initiates between the frictions of dry woods and helps in the 

cooking but at the same time, it becomes the reason for the mass destruction.  

Lord Indra has also been associated several times with forest as other gods like Agni, 

Aditi, Vanaśpatideva, has associated with forests. He is known as the lord of the gods 

who fight from gods and maintains the order of nature. There is a mantra
210

 in the    

Veda which says that Indra has fought for the possession of cows, waters, medicines, 

and forests.  

तदस्मेदॊ ऩवमता बूयी ऩुष्टॊ श्रददरस्म धत्तेन लीमावम । 

वगा अवलन्द्दत्वो अवलन्द्दद्स्लाॊव ओऴधधश वो व लनातन211
 ॥ 

      d       3  5  

T                                       f  x         f „            ‟   d    x       f 

human society towards forests. Here it seems a socio-political claim over the forest by 

Indra which can be interpreted as an extension of social space at the Vedic period. 

A    d       D        „             f           x      d                         f 

those who participated in it, but by deep causes which are outside of 

                                                           
209

      da (1. 67. 1)  
210

      d        3  5  
211

 „B    d                  d  x               f I d            f d                            

        d                            d                                      d        d  ‟ T        d    

H. H. Wilson, and Bhā     f                             hitā Vol. 1, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 

2016. p. 249. 
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              ‟
212

 The assimilation of forests as important space by Indra shows the 

slow but constant historical movement of human society towards forests for the 

 x         f                                     āś                               

forests. If we critically analyze all verses then we would find that there is a kind of 

synchronization among all and they are showing a historical movement of a society 

which is learning new things and accepting with new perceptions.  

Forest resources should not only be seen in the sense of ex-situ material transfer from 

the forest but also in-situ broader theoretical explanations. The idea of social space in 

respect to the forests is a very complex theoretical ground on the basis of which we 

can articulate and speculate about the socio-historical development and migration of 

Vedic society towards forests, as in the case of Indra, he is trying to occupy the forests 

in order to create the new social space within the forest for the pastoral society. 

T                        f       „living space‟                   I d         d     d 

          d          ā                  d   d     ā                                    

f           d                                        f                           

d       d           N  ād                         f      d                        

some confrontations with the Vedic settlers because space is a system of relations 

between social space and geographical space.
213

   

This confrontation appears clearer in the next mantra
214

       Aś     K  ā        

protecting the grazing cows from the forest dwellers. Since Vedic society was a 

pastoral society and herds were considers as wealth that is why the protection was 

necessary for the cows, but again the question arises from whom?  

                                                           
212

 B   d     P       „               d          P    ‟  Sociological Theory, Vol. 7, No. 1, spring 

1989, p. 14. 
213

 Ibid., p. 16. 
214

      d        8   3  
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मुलॊ ऩम डस्रीममाभधॊते ऩक्व्भाभामामाल ऩूर्जम गो: । 

अन्द््लद्लातननो फाभतृप्वू शयो न ळुधचर्यजावते शवलळभान215
 ॥ 

    Veda 1. 180. 3) 

The answer to the above question is embedded in the mantra itself, that due to 

continue horizontal expansion of population and enhancement in the demands from 

the village for the forest products has increased the confrontation between the forest 

d          d                       Aś     K                                       

of cows as Indra to humans. 

The most important of the terrestrial deities is Agni (the god of fire), next to Indra he 

is the most prominent of the Vedic gods, being celebrated in more than two hundred 

hymns. He invades the forest and shears the hairs of the earth as given in the 

following mantra
216

. 

त्लभनने द्मुमबस्त्लभाळुळुषतनत्स्लर्यद्ध्मास्त्लभवभन्द्स्ऩयी । 

तलॊ लनेभ्मस्तलभोळधीभ्मस्तलभ तरण नऩृत ेजामवे ळुधचः217
 ॥       d            

He bellows like a bull when he invades the forest trees; the birds are terrified at the 

noise when his grass-devouring sparks arise. In a number of hymns of        , Agni 

is described in close relations with the forest, underlining the process of 

                                                           
215

 „Y        restored milk to the cow: you have (brought) down the prior mature (secretion) into the 

unripe (or barren udder) of the cow: the devout offerer of the oblation worships you, whose forms are 

               f  f           ‟ T        d    H  H  W         d B ā     f                         

Sa hitā Vol. 1, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016.p. 466. 
216

      d             
217

 „           f      A                  f       d      f      f             d    -irradiating, from the 

waters, from the stones, from the tre      d f           ‟ T        d    H  H  W          d B ā     f  

Shankaracharya,            hitā Vol. 2, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016.p. 01. 
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deforestation.
218

 In the above mantra, Agni has been shown as the god of human 

beings who is purest of the pure and purifies everything on the earth.  

The poets love to dwell on the various birds, forms, and abode of Agni. They often 

refer to the daily generation of Agni by friction from the two fire sticks. These are his 

parents, producing him as a new-born infant who is hard to catch. From the dry wood 

the god is born living; the child, as soon as born, devours his parents.
219

 

From the forest products, the Soma plant is the most important and mentioned 

frequently in the Vedas. Since the Soma sacrifice, besides the cult of fire, forms a 

main feature in the ritual of the        , the god Soma is naturally one of its chief 

deities. The whole of the ninth book is devoted to his praise. Thus, judged by the 

standard of the frequency of mention, Soma comes third in order of importance 

among the Vedic gods. The constant presence of the Soma plant and its juice before 

their eyes set limits to the imagination of the poets who describe its personification. 

Hence little is said of Soma's human form or action. Being the most important of 

herbs, Soma is spoken of as lord of plants or their king, receiving also the epithet 

Vanaśapati, lord of the forest.  

The later Vedic texts mention offerings made to plants and the adoration paid to large 

trees passed in marriage processions. All the hymns of the         X. 146
220

, 

celebrates the forest as a whole, personified as Ar  yā  .  

                                                           
218

 G        j   K      „F r  t     E v r     t    A     t I    ’, B.R. Publishing Corporation, 

Delhi, p. 09. 
219

 Ibid., p. 10. 
220

 अयण्मान्द्मयण्मान्द्मवय मा ऩयेल नवममव | कथाग्राभॊ न ऩछवमव न तला बीरयल वलन्द्दती.अ.अ.अन || 

Aranyani, Aranyani, who are as it were, perishing there, why do you not inquire of the village, does not 

fear assail you.  

लऴावयलाम लदत ेमदऩुालतत धचश्च्चकः | आघादटमबरयलधालमन्द्नयण्मातनभवशीमते || 
When the ciccika replies to the crying vrasarva, Aranyani is exalted, resonant as with cymbals.  

उत गाल इलादन्द्त्मुत लेवभेल दवमवत े| उतो अयण्मातनःवामॊ ळकटीरयल वजवतत || 
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Like the Soma plant, there are also some specific trees and plants who have been 

mentioned in Yajur Veda with praise and details. There is a mantra
221

 which is about a 

Udumbar tree that is very big and long literally touching the sky and standing on the 

earth. And to maintain you standin     d M       d  ā              

उद्वलम स्तबानाअॊतरयषभ वप्रण दरध्शस्ल वप्रश्थ्लमा दमुतानस्तल भरुतो मभनोत ु

मभिालरुणो  ध्रलुे धभवणा । 

ब्रह्भॊलानी त्ल षिलनी यामस्मोऴलनी ऩमुशाभी ब्रह्भा दरधा श षि दरध्म श प्रजा222
 ॥ 

(Yajur Veda 5. 27) 

 

 

ध्रलुावी ध्रलुोधन मजभानो बीन्द्नामतन े

प्रजमा ऩळुमबबुत्मवत तितेन द्लावप्रथ्ली 

ऩुलेधा मभत्न्द्रस्म दददयावी वलश्रजुॊस्म छामा223
 ॥ 

(Yajur Veda 5. 28) 
                                                                                                                                                                      
It is as if cows were grazing, and it looks like dwelling and Aranyani at eventide, as it were dismissed 

the wagons. 

गाभङगैऴ आ शलमतत दालवङगैऴो अऩालधीत | लवन्द्नयण्मान्द्माॊ वामभकु्रषददतत भन्द्मत े|| 

This man calls his cow, another cuts down the timber, tarrying in the forest at eventide, one thinks there 

is a cry. 

न ला अयण्मातनशवन्द्त्मन्द्मवचेन नामबगछतत | वलादोःपरस्म जनध्लाम मथाकाभॊ तन ऩद्मत े|| 

But Aranyani injures no one unless some other assails him: feeding upon the sweet fruits, he penetrates 

at will. 

आञ्जनगश्न्द्धॊ वुयमबॊ फह्लन्द्नाभक्र्ऴीलराभ | ऩयाशम््गाणाॊ भातयभयण्मातनभळॊमवऴभ || 

I praise the musk-scented, fragrant, fertile, uncultivated Aranyani, the mother of wild animals. 

T        d    H  H  W         d B ā     f                  RG Veda Samhita Vol 4, Parimal 

Publications, Delhi, 2016. p.541. 
221

 Yajur Veda, (5. 27) 
222

 „P            f    f                earth stand firmly, Dyutana offspring of the Maruts, plant you 

Mitra and Varun with firm upholding. I close you in, you winner of the Brahmans, winner of nobles 

and abundant riches. Strengthen the Brahmans, strengthen you the nobles, strengthen our vital power, 

  d                 ff       ‟ Translated by, RTH. Griffith, Yajurveda Sa hitā, Parimal Publications, 

Delhi, 2013. p. 60. 
223

 „F                 f                 f                           ff         d              O        

and earth be you fitted f    f        I d  '                         f                ‟ T        d     RTH  

Griffith, Yajurveda Sa hitā, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2013. p. 60.  
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In another mantra, it seems that the Udumbar tree is a kind of fortune tree who full 

fills the wishes and that is why the poet is asking for goodness, stability, home, and 

son. Poet is also offering purified butter to the Udumbar tree so that god Indra can 

also associate himself also. These trees can also be seen as the major and important 

forest products however they stayed in the forest but sometimes as a religious ritual its 

branches, shoots or even leaves use for religious purposes.  

अत्मन्द्मा अगा नान्द्मा उऩगाम्लाकव  त्ला ऩयेभ्मोवलॊद ऩयोलायेभ्मः तॊ त्ला जुळाभाशे देल लनस्ऩते । 

देल मार्जमामे देलस्त्लादेलामजमामैजुवॊता वलष्णल ेव्मा ओऴधे िामस्ल स्लधधते भैंन शी वी श224॥ 

(Yajur Veda 5. 42) 

In the sequence of important trees from the forest the next is the Yup tree as 

mentioned in the above mantra. It is important in the Yup formation.  Yup is a kind of 

medicinal tree because the poet is asking for the Yup trees not any other, and also 

asking the protector of the forest to specially protect the Yup tree so that gods can get 

its benefits. It is being requested by the poet that in any condition this tree should not 

be cut and down.  

As we have already discussed the impotence of medicinal plants and it is being 

considered as the prime forest recourse. In the same line of development, Yajur Veda 

has a very important mantra which tells about the medicinal features of the plants. 

 

 

                                                           
224

 „I           d                      d            O             d   f                      d       and 

farther than the nearer Ifound you. So, for the worship of the gods, with gladness we welcome you god, 

Sovran of the forest. Let the gods welcome for the gods service. For Vishnu you, plant guard, Axe, do 

            ‟ T        d     RTH  G  ff     Yajurveda Sa hitā, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2013. p. 

64. 
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भधभुान्द्नो लनस्ऩततभधभुायस्तु वूमवः भश्ध्लगालो बलॊतनुश225
 । 

(Rg Veda 1.90.8) 

According to this mantra, each and every plant and trees have some kind of medicinal 

f                         d  ‟            I              d               d             

medicinal characters of plants structured special fields which are known as  yur 

Veda. In the same mantra, the poet is praying to Lord Sun for the life energy to every 

plant and cows so that human beings can have a long life free from decease.  

In the Atharva Veda  dī            IX                                          

continues mantras telling about severe diseases with the name of medicinal plants.  

दळलषृ भुर्यलेभ याषवों ग्राध्ला अधध मेन जग्राश ऩलवव ु। 

अधो एनभ लनस्ऩते जीलनॊ रोक्भुन्द्ने226
 ॥ 

(Atharva Veda 9. 1) 

T                        d       ś                     d   d          d         

remove the rā      of gathia disease/joint pain and making a prayer to lord     ś  h  

to make a fast recovery of the diseased body so that he could again achieve his social 

status in the society. 

The another mantra which is a prayer to lord Vanaśpati/ god of the forest and plants in 

which poet is making a humble request for the diseased person and saying that, O lord 

Vanaśpati please pertain your grace to the diseased one and on all living human 

beings so that they could join again their family, and can enjoy their rest of the life 

with sons. 

                                                           
225

 „M       śpati be possessed of sweetness towards us; may the sun be imbued with sweetness; may 

                      ‟  T        d     H  H  W         d B ā     f                            hitā 

Vol. 1, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p.  215. 
226

 Griffith, R.T.H., Hymns of the Atharva Veda, 185, p. 359. 
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आगाददु्गाद्म जीलनाभ व्रात भप्मागात 

अबूद ऩुिाना वऩता नऩृॊ च बगलतॊ227
 ॥ 

(Atharva Veda 9. 2) 

अधधततयध्मगद्माभधध श्जलऩुया अगन 

ळत शास्म मबऴजा वह्श्रभुत वलरुथः228
 ॥ 

(Atharva Veda 9. 3) 

These mantras are full of hope from the recovery of critical diseases by the lord of the 

forest, Vanaśpatideva. On the examination of the contents of the Atharva Veda more 

in detail, we find that the hostile charms it contents are directed largely against 

various diseases and demons, which are supposed to cause them, there are spells to 

cure fever, leprosy, jaundice, dropsy scrofula, cough, fractures and wounds, the bite of 

snakes or injurious insects. These charms are accompanied by the employment of 

appropriate herbs. Hence the Atharva Veda is the oldest literary monument of Indian 

medicine, describing the plants' herbs and trees with medicinal value.
229

    

As if we see the Vedas in the contexts of forests as resources then it appears that 

forest was full of the natural resources either in terms of new lands, food products, 

medicinal products or woods for the material applications. We can also not deny the 

confrontation and tensions among the rā      of the forests and the Vedic peoples 

because of the extension of Vedic socio-political space into the forest. But at the same 

time, the gradual transition to agriculture made an impact, perhaps indirectly, on other 

aspects of Vedic life. Among there was the pattern of change in the different sections 

                                                           
227

 Ibid., p. 362. 
228

 Ibid., p. 368. 
229

  G        j   K      „F r  t     E v r     t    A     t I    ’, B. R. Publishing Corporation, 

Delhi, p. 25. 
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of the society. The Vedic Jana (tribe) incorporated a number of     clans.
230

 We can 

also derive a strong argument on the basis of the verses written on the forests that, 

since Vedic society was a pastoral society and economic activities were at the primary 

level of surplus production that is why it was difficult to change the realms of human 

activates other than subsistent food gathering rather than exploring and encountering 

the d      d d    f                                    d d             f        d  

                          d         d  x           f       d                   f 

f        d      f         f     ‟  āśŕ     in the forest. 

 

                                 ṣads 

T        d        8  -5   BC                        f       d         ā             

f      d                 d   d           d ff                                    

              d B ā        A    d                 f O d                             

          f                           d d                   d                     

                     d   f     f            d  f                 T          d           

            f     d                  B ā                                                

  d  f     B ā                           d   dā           d  f       d     

T          d      d                     d   d                       f      x          

philosophical discussions and debates over the values of life. Modern scholars have 

also       d                               f                 x                 d    

R      T      d                        f        d                      d       f  

                   f       d              I d                  „            f        f  

was from the acceptance of the Vedas as revealed and as controlled by rituals to the 

                                                           
230

 T       R       „L       t   t t  ’ Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 1984,  p. 29. 
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possibility that knowledge could be derived from intuition, observation, and 

         ‟
231

       

According to Brian Black, there is a number of specific changes that are directly 

  f     d                     d : 

1. A Shift in geographical orientations 

2. Changing attitude towards sacrifice 

3. Changing the definition of Brahmins 

These three issues explained by the texts reflect social changes that were taking place 

during the time of comp          d              f            d   B     K           

            „            f                                                      d 

        ‟                                   d   f             d      f           

different aspects at the time of        d   A          f                   f       

                                    f        f                         f   f  d    d f   

     f                    d   d               f                          f        d       

 r   y  and  rā   dichotomy came into larger social domain and on the basis of 

which some common rules were prescribed for the animal sacrifices., because earlier 

the sacrificial animal was the major forest product that used to be coming from the 

forest for a long time.  

Now animals were classified on the basis of space they belong; either domestic or 

village and third the ritually based criteria were deployed for categorizing animals 

into those which were suitable for the sacrifice and those which were not.
232

   

                                                           
231

 Black, Brian, Th  Ch r  t r  f th     f    A     t I     Pr   t   K          W        th  E r y 

         , State University of New York Press, Albany, 2007. 
232

        B     K   „C     f     A         d H         A       I d  ‟  Man, New Series, Vol. 26, 

No. 3 (Sep.1991), p. 528.  
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In certain texts, those dealing with the mammoth animal sacrifice within the 

Aśv    h or horse sacrifice the number of particular kinds of both village and jungle 

animals are greatly expanded. In some texts dealing with the rituals, the two types of 

victims are said to be inclusive of all food as well as all animals. Because they also 

represent the cosmic totality: the village equated with this world and the jungle with 

the other world.
233

  

Some scholars have made a further distinction between the two categories. Grā   

and  r  ya as more widely inclusive terms are seen as dichotomous; whereas vana 

and    tr , being more specific, as viewed as interactive or even as a continuum. The 

dichotomy is also suggested by the statement in the Ś t   th   rāh     that the 

sacrificial animal at the yajña should be from the  rā  , for while a domesticated 

animal eliminates the undesirable, the sacrificing of a wild animal from the forest has 

a negative effect.
234

 The performance of a yajña is linked inherently to the  rā  . 

Village animals can, however, graze in the forest, and pasturelands are frequently 

seen as a category between the two. The two complementary ways of obtaining meat 

for eating were hunting and sacrifice. The meat from the hunting was obtained in a 

non-ritual context, and since it came from vana, no controls were required. The meat 

from the ritual of sacrifice was generally that of a prized animal and was there for 

infrequently available.
235

  

Brain K. Smith is also trying to see this animal sacrifice on the basis of the definiti   

 f „    ‟   d                 J                             d d f             f      d 

              d     x     d                f                               d        f     

    d  T   f                            f                              f d ff      

                                                           
233

 Ibid., p. 535. 
234

 Ś         B ā        3     4      
235

 Thapar, Romila, ‘P r   v    th  F r  t ’ in Environmental History of India (ed.), Oxford University 

Press, New Delhi, 2011, p. 144.   
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         d        f       P                         ‟           f   d                

                                              d 
236

 B                 d   f        d  

the idea of sacrifice comes under severe debate and minimized because as Romila 

T                  „      d        f                      f                      d 

as a consequence went in to decline, she further states that the new technology and 

urbanization was based on iron, the widespread domestication of horse, the extension 

of plow agriculture and a far more sophisticated market economy than that of earlier 

period.
237

  

Since there was extending economic activities and trade routes were crossing the 

forests also a process of deforestation can be also seen at that time. The legend as 

described in the Ś t   th   rāh               d                         f              

 f      x   d      d                 I d                 f d f                 d      

  j   f                  f       ā       T         f     f      d A           f    

the bank of the Saraśvati up to th    dā ī    G  ḍ                       f            

way symbolically telling the story of the clearing of Jungles to accommodate the 

growing population. The legend is integrally reproduced here in order to offer an 

exact idea about the process of deforest                  d  f   ā       
238

 

F      d             d      f                    d d             f                 

                d       d                            d        d               d   d    

          f A            f                   d  of knowledge production were being 

taken place. And also various literary stories evolved around the forest as the main 

                                                           
236

        B     K   „C     f     A         d H         A       I d  ‟   Man, New Series, Vol. 26, 

No. 3. (Sep., 1991), p. 535. 
237

 Thapar, Romila, Ethics, Religion, and Social Protest in the First Millennium B.C., in Northern India, 

Daedalus, Vol. 104, No. 2, Wisdom, Revelation, and Doubt: Perspectives on the First Millennium B.C. 

(Spring 1975), p. 120. 
238

 G        j   K      „Forest     E v r     t    A     t I    ’, B.R. Publishing Corporation, 

Delhi, p. 48. 
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theme where exile became a necessary event for the protagonists of the stories, 

through these stories which were mostly written by the      ;          d              

in the forest as well as about the forest. The epics are best examples to study about the 

forest resources in ancient India because in each of the epics there is a proper section 

devoted completely to the forests in order to describe and explain the true nature of 

the forest, as in  ā āy    there is Ar  y  ā  , in M hābhār t  there is Vanaparv. 

These both are important to understand the various aspects of the forest as social, 

political, or economic.       

  

                                          

Ar  y  ā  , the book of forest within the  ā āy    is a literary codification of 

socio-historical accommodation of material realism of forest with urban moral values 

in order to create a social sharing space within the conflicts and contradictions. 

Ar  y  ā   is a section of  ā āy          Rā   L          d  ī ā                 

the forest as per their exile and exploring the forest from Ch tr  ūt to Pañchvati. In 

the description of the Ar  y  ā   poet is minutely explaining about the whole forest 

particularly from the kinds of grass to the kinds of animals have been mentioned in 

detail, if we would critically examine each of the verses, the possibility to perceive the 

forest increases. 

कुळचीयऩरयक्षषप्तॊ ब्राह्म्मा रक्ष्म्मा वभालतृभ ्

मदा प्रदीप्त ददुवळव गगने वूमवभॊडरभ ्239
 ॥ 

 A      ā d       

                                                           
239

 „They (the hermitages) were strewn all over with kusa grass and robes by bark with auspicious 

sacrificial materials around and hence dazzling like the orb of the sun in the sky difficult to gaze ‟   
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The śloka (1. 2) from Ar  y  ā   is telling us about hermitages, where how the 

„K   ‟                      d         q                              f            jña. 

The ashram residents have spread the woods here and there to make them dry so that 

they could use it as firewood. In this verse, we come to know about the abundance of 

Kush grass which is an important forest grass used during the performance of yajña 

a d f      d   H                     z          z           d  f f                  

             f                d      d        f        f f         d                

deeper in the forest for important forest products and resources as in the following 

verse. 

वमभ श्म्दस्तोम करळ:ै परभूरैस्च ळोमबतभ ्

आयॊमेवच भशालषृे: ऩुण्मे: स्लादपुरेमुवतभ ्240
 ॥  

 A      ā d    5  

In this śloka, other important forest fruits which are very tasty with some sweet roots 

have been mentioned in the ashram particularly with an earthen pot that is full of 

water. The earthen pot is very important in various senses because it also symbolizes 

                 f                                f                          āś     

as kings and others. 

पर भुराळनैद्वमान्द्तैवचधचयकृष्णाश्जनाम्फये 

वूमवलैवलानायाबमवच ऩुयाणभूतनवबीलृवतभ241
 ।  A      ā d     7  

                                                           
240

 „The hermitages looked glorified with dances by celestial damsels. They were adorned with vast fire 

sanctuaries, ladles for sacrificial ceremonies, deerskins and kusa grass faggots for pots of water, roots 

and fruits. They looked delightful with huge sacred trees of the forest laden with sweet fruits ‟ As 

translated by Prof. P. Geervani, Prof. K. Kamala and Shri V. V. Subba Rao, under the guidance of Prof. 

H.K. Sathapathy VC, Rashtriya Sanskrit Vidya Peetham, Tirupati in a project developed by Indian 

Institute of Kanpur (IIT) which is available at www. Valmiki.iitk.ac.in  
241

 „The hermitages where various sacrificial offerings were made reverberated with Vedic chantings. 

Flowers were scattered all over. There was a lotus pond with lotuses. There were aged, self restrained 

sages glowing like the Sun or the fire, living on fruits and roots, clothed in bark and dark deerskin ‟ 
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The above ś                 d                f                                     

residing in the forest, and according to verse they use to eat roots and shoots of the 

plants and trees and wear the dead skin of deer. This indicates that the forests were 

providing good amounts of fruits for their survival, but the main point of the verse is 

    d  d       f d                           q              d                d   ‟  f   

the skin if analyze carefully the whole Vedic tradition we would find that there was a 

st     d    d f       d   ‟       f                                                    f 

the rituals during the yajña. On the basis of these kinds of verses from the Vedas and 

Epics, we can say that forest was supplying continuously this dead deerskin for a long 

time and full-filling its demand from within the forest as well as outside the forest. 

लैखानवा लारणखल्मा: वम्प्राषारा भयीधचऩा 

अस्भकुट्टावच फशल: ऩिाशायावच धामभवका: ॥ 

 

दाॊतों रुख़मरनवचलै तथलैोंभार्जजाका: ऩये 

गास्िवममा अवमावच तथलैा भ्राल काळका ॥ 

 

भुनम: वमरराशाया लामु बषास्तथाऩये 

आकाळातनर मावच तथा स्थवऩण्डरळातमन: 

लतृोऩलामवनो दॊतास्तथारवऩटलावव: 

वजऩावम तऩोतनत्मास्तथा ऩञ्च ताऩोंवलतो242
 ॥   A      ā d  6   -5) 

                                                           
242

 „Vaikhanasas, Valakhilyas, sages who continuously wash their bodies, Marichakas Asmakuttas 

sages who live on leaves only, those who have teeth like mortar, Unmajjakas, those who use limbs as 

their bed, those who practise penance without using a bed, those who do penance in the open, 

unmindful of rain or Sun or wind, those who live on water only, those who penance under the open 

sky, those who carry on penance on high places like the mountaintop, those who recline on bare ground 

only, those who observe fast as a part of religious tradition, those self restrained men, those who mutter 

sacred mantras, those who constantly perform penance and those who stand under the blazing Sun in 
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          f                                           d       f                        

                d                     D                          f f  d     d ff      

                         d    d            d   f f  d                    d        

above verses, this also indicates the kinds of people living in the forest might have 

different socio-historical developments and because of that they have different kinds 

of food practices and identities.  

For Vaikhanas                       d                         d f               f 

Brahma; the Valkhilya               d   d               f               f           f 

Brahma;     r tā        f  d              f                              d     f     f 

Brahma; these identities also looks like the idea of Purus from the tenth section of    

Veda                     f         f              f    B    ā              d 

formulated the ground for caste system. 

The above three continuous verses from the Ar  y  ā    gives a briefing about the 

variant food practices among the sages. Mśr  h  h were the sages those who were 

dependent on the rays of the moon for their survival, Aś  ūt were the sages those 

who use to eat grains by grinding them on stone. P trāh r were the sages who were 

living by eating leaves only. Dantolukhali were the sages who eat only uncooked 

grains.  

Grains can be seen here as an important marker of expansion of agriculture into the 

forest because there are several verses which show on some significant ritual or 

occasion in which grains have been served to the guest, as in the following śloka:- 

 

                                                                                                                                                                      
summer placing fire on four sides while performing penance all these types of sages met Rama in the 

hermitage of Sarabhanga.‟ 
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तत: ळुबॊ ताऩव बोर्जमभन्द्नभ  

स्लमॊ वुतीक्ष्ण ऩुरुऴऴवबाभ्माभ ्

ताभ्माॊ वुवत्कृत्म दरो भशात्भा 

वॊध्मातनलतृो यजनीभलेक्ष्म243
 ॥  A      ā d 7   4  

According to this ś          Rā         d                f           ś              

 ff   d f                d                                           d  f                      

                                W                            d  f                     

                         -   d        f  d                     d                      

                       f                                               f                  

there is also possible that they receive them from the nearest human settlements as 

alms.  

Apart from agriculture, there were large and rich vegetation has been shown in verses 

where the poet has tried to identify each and every important plant and tree which was 

related to humans. 

मथो दृष्टेन भागेण लनभारोकमभ ्

तनलायान्द्ऩन्द्नवान्द्स्ताराश्स्तमभवान्द्रादरुाध्लाभ 

धचयीत्रफल्लान्द्भधकूाॊच त्रफल्फानऩी च ततन्द्दकुान 

ऩुश्वऩताॊदवुलताग्रामबरवतामबनुवलेस्टीतान 

ददळव याभ: ळतळस्िल कान्द्ताय ऩादऩान 

शस्ती शस्तैवलभवभदृदतानन्द्तान्द्लायना नये रूऩ ळोमबताभ ्॥  A      ā d  7  75-77) 

                                                           
243

 „Seeing that the evening had passed and night had set in, the great sage Sutikshna with due 

hospitality, served those best of men, food fit for ascetics. Thus ends the seventh sarga of Aranyakanda 

of the holy Ramayana the first epic composed by sage Valmiki ‟ 
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W     Rā    L           d  ī ā                 d  Pañchavati they were seeing a 

beautiful forest full of greenery and vegetation and in this place, the poet is 

mentioning about variety of trees like Nivar, Katahal (Jack Fruit),  hā , Vanjuel, 

Tinish, Dhaak, M huā and old creeper plants encircled the trees. This is a good 

description of the forest trees and plants but the important factor which should be 

noted here that the maximum plants and trees as mentioned here are the vegetables 

directly or indirectly related to the non-forest society. This indicates the expansion of 

non-forest identities into forest land. 

J. L. Brockington in his book ‘   ht  u   ā  ’ mentioning a very important point in 

the context of the forest as a recourse, commercial exploitation of the forests is hardly 

alluded to at all at any stage. Two incidental references to charcoal (   ārā) from the 

second stage attest a more systematic use for fuel than the piles of firewood near 

āś       T                      f          ‟  f            of a tree can usually refer 

as naturally to a tree uprooted by a gale as to deliberate felling; occasionally the latter 

           d                             ād      T   d        f     d            f     

Madhuvana show that this area was the private pr        f      ā         f        

does not anything resembling as a commercial orchard. Indeed, it is by no means clear 

which trees, if any, were actually cultivated.  

Abundant references to Sandalwood (Chandana and raktchandana) shows that this 

was a valued commodity as was the aguru (aloe wood) with which it is not 

infrequently linked, while there is also one late reference to Camphor (Karpura, 

6.116.51). However, there is no direct evidence for whether such trees were actually 

cultivated or their products gathered from the wild specimens.
244

  

                                                           
244

 Brockington, J. L., ‘   ht  u      ’, Oxford University Press, New York, 1984, p. 100. 
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The  ā āy    is a text which is full of references and events from the forests. From 

Ar  y  ā   to K      hā ā   Rā                    f      x                        

āśr      f     D  d          d  x            various aspects of the forest as well as 

the forest peoples like;  ā         ā  r    N  ā     A ur    D v    G   h rv    and 

A ś r  .
245

 With the increase of economic activities interaction between the peoples 

of different communities enhances as well as the evolutions of states cause for the 

movement of resources and from then instead of plants and skins of dead animals, 

iron from the forest areas where their deposition has come under the power of states 

particularly for the constructions of weapons and tools, and this becomes more visible 

in the M hābhārt  age.               

 

    5                                        

The M hābhār t  which is also known as fifth Veda is the largest literary text written 

ever in the world. It is the story about the war between Kauravas and Pā   v   for 

the kingdom and power. The text has several sections and subsections, narratives and 

meta-narratives with wonderful socio-political and philosophical debate and 

discussions and numerous instances of moral dilemmas under the paradigm of the 

Idea of Dharma. Historians like D. D. Kosambi, R. S. Sharma and Romila Thapar 

have studied the text with critical perspectives and tries to extract the historical part 

from it from the material interpretation of the text. 

H                               f       x                     z                      f     

f                        Pā ḍ       d D     dī      d        forest as a part of their 

exile. According to J. A. B. Van Buitenen the book has traditionally two names, the 

                                                           
245

 Vyas, S. N., ‘I        th      y    A  ’, Atma Ram and Sons, New Delhi, 1967, p. 17. 
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Vanaparva the book of the forest, the Ar  y    rv            f     f                 

I      f                  f      f            d d     Pā d    '                    

d     K         d                           f K    ; A j   '  j                  d  f 

Indra; Bhima's search for the saugandhika flowers and his encounter with his half 

        H    ā  ;             x  d       f     K         T    econd group 

comprises the story of Nala; the accounts of pilgrimages to the sacred places, and the 

many episodes that are inspired by the actual one; the battle with the Nivatakavacas, 

                 Mā    d      d            f Rā         d    Mā    deya.
246

 

From all these sub-stories from the Vanaparva,
247

 there are some important sections 

that give us a glimpse of the forest and forest society in more detail. There are some 

verses in each sub-section which gives us the symbolic meanings to read the historical 

part from the M hābhār t .  

त्लॊ भभाऩन्द्न काभस्म वलव ततथ्मॊ धचकीऴवत: 

अन्द्न्द्भऩते दातुभमबत: श्र्द्द्धमायवी248
 ॥ 

(Vanaparva-Ara yaparva-Verse 67) 

 

The above ś              Y d                  f       f  d           d            

f                       j         d        d      d             f f        d Pā ḍ      

B                    f Rā    L  ś       d  ī ā     ā āy  a they had never asked 

for any kind of assistance regarding foods and other things, but at the beginning of  

                                                           
246

 Van Buitenen, J. A. B., The Mahabharata: The Book of the Assembly Hall and the Book of the 

Forest, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1975, p. 175. 
247

 Ganguli, Kisari Mohan, ‘Th  M h bh r t   f Kr  h   Dw    y     y    (Tr     t      t  E     h 

from Original Sanskrit Text),      III   ā         M          M           P         P    L d        

first published in 1896.   
248

 „O    d  f   l food, you should grant me abundance of food to entertain all my guests with 

          ‟ A           d    M  N  D     The Mahabharata, Vanparva, p. 08. 
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Vanaparva Pā  davas has requested to lord Sun to full fill their food demands. This 

shows that either in the forest there was a scarcity of fruits and other kinds of food 

because of continues exploitation of forest by the states or people as by the expansion 

of agricultural fields into the forest. In  ā āy    the condition was different as it 

seems in M hābhār t   and on the basis of this comparison, we can argue that a 

strong change has occurred in the nature of forests and forests products. 

तत तsेमबश्ल्ऩतभ ककॊ धचत तत त्लॊ वलवभालाप्स्मावी 

अशभन्द्न प्रदस्माभी वप्त ऩञ्च च ते वमा:249
 ॥ 

(Vanaparva-Ara yaparva-Verse 3/68) 

 

If we try to interpret the next ś                               x           d        

                           Y d                       d                      d      f  d  

f                f          d Pā ḍ               f                  d    f  d 

anywhere in the forest. This śloka                                                   

                            f          d  f          d                 Pā ḍ     d      

have to depend on the forest for food. 

In the Vanaparva there is a more socio-political line of verse in the Ar  y   rva 

where the river inside the forest is dividing the region as a geographical border like it 

has been a worldwide socio-political phenomenon where rivers and mountains are 

being considered as borders for geopolitical regions.  

 

                                                           
249

 „O                                      I              O      f  x                          P        

Princes will hold this vessel without partaking of its contents, -fruits, roots, meats and vegetables 

cooked in your kitchen, the four kinds of food, shall from this day be inexhaustible.  

Vanaparva/Aranyakparv, p. 08. 
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वयस्लती दृष्दत्मो मभुनाॊ च तनऴेत्मते । 

ममुलवनेनैल लनॊ वततॊ ऩश्वचभ ददळॊ 250
 ॥ 

(Vanaparva-Ara yaparva-Verse 5/2) 

  

ततः वयस्लततकुरे वभेऴु भरुध्न्द्व्वु । 

काम्मकॊ  नाभ दृद्ळुलवन भुतनजनवप्रमॊ251
 ॥  (Vanaparva-Ara yaparva-Verse 5/3) 

The meaning of the above verse is very simple but it is very important in order to 

understand the socio-political use of forest spaces; like rivers, Saraś   ī   d Y    ā 

have been shown in this verse as a divider of the region. And this region seems more 

social rather than political in its nature. The next verse to                   x         

         Pā ḍ                 d       f                  ś   ī                f d      

and then they reached the Kā y   v    which is known to be a favorite place among 

   ī   

प्रीत्मा च तेsशॊ दास्मामभ मद्स्ि भुनीलारयतभ ्। 

त्लॊ शी वक्तो भदीमॊ तद्स्िभ धायावऩतुॊ षणात252
 ॥   (Vanaparva-Kairataparva-Verse 71) 

The forest has been shown differently in various texts; because of variations of socio-

political changes cause the change in the geographical patterns as it is visible in the 

case between  ā āy    and M hābhār t . But even after these various 

                                                           
250

 „P  f                              rsvati, the Drisdawati and the Yamuna, they went from one forest 

                                    d         ‟ A           d    M  N  D     The Mahabharata, 

Vanparva, Aranyaparva, p. 10. 
251

 „T                       f             f       f K               ank of Saraswati, and on a level 

  d    d                                               ‟ A           d    M  N  D     The 

Mahabharata, Vanparva, Aranyaparva, p. 10. 
252

 „         d              d           I                                      ;                  q     

              ‟ A           d    M  N  D     The Mahabharata, Aranyaparva/Kairatparva,  p. 62.    
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transformations or what we call the material changes that occurred with respect to 

time the philosophical and mythical aspects of forests remain the same.  

In both the epics forest has been depicted as a sacred place to get boon mostly in the 

form of weapons as in the case of K rāt  episode
253

 where Arjuna receives blessing 

f       d Ś   ;         d                    f    K rāt   rv . It is a subject for us 

to critically analyze the reason behind attaining weapons and powers by the 

protagonists of M hābhār t  and  ā āy    particularly in the forest and from here 

we can argue that forests can be projected as a resource in the form of space to 

perform austerity and to achieve boons. 

रुरून कृष्ण भगृाक्ष्रेल भेध्मॊ क्श्रन्द्मान लनेवचयात । 

फाणेरुभध्म वलवलधबै्राह्भणेभ्मो न्द्मेलेद्मत254
 ॥ 

 (Vanaparva-Indraloknirgaman-Verse 7) 

 

प्रची याजा दक्षषणा बीभवेनो  

मभय प्रतत धचभथ लाप्मुददधचभ । 

धनुध्रावण वदशतो भगृाना 

षमॊ चकु्रतनतवम भेमो ऩनम्म 
255

 ॥ 

(Vanaparva-Indraloknirgaman-Verse 11) 

                                                           
253

 Ganguli, Kisari Mohan, The Mahabharata of Krishna Dwaipayana Vyasa (Translated in to English 

from Original Sanskrit Text),      III   ā         M          M           P         P    L d        

first published in 1896.   
254

 „H  d d     d             d          d   f d      d                f     f               Brahmins, 

 f                d                      ‟ A           d    M  N  D     The Mahabharata, Vanparva, 

Indralokgamanparva, p. 75. 
255

 „T                   d             d B          d               d                d              

north, put an end to the race of the deer in the forest (by daily killing them with their bows) for the sake 

 f      ‟ A           d    M  N  D     The Mahabharata, Vanparva, Indralokgamanparva, p. 75. 
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The poet has described the Kā y   v      d            Pā ḍ                  

            f       I                                   d   f                      „d   ‟ 

                 d  A     f    d                     d                               

       T   Pā ḍ                       d  d           f                 d  ff   d        

  ā         d        A          d       d                  „    ‟  f d  d              

            d                d             d x                               d       

the renouncer and preachers of peace and knowledge were actually producing a 

demand which was indirectly related to the killing of animals. 

The above verse also reveals a very interesting thing that they use to go for a hunt in 

the forest at different directions and they killed the people those who were mentioned 

in the verse as ‘ h  u h hār ’, now the question arises that who were these 

„ h  u  hār  ’ in the forest? If we critically analyze the place and situations then it 

seems that they might be the inhabitants of the forest or N  ā as. If we connect this 

confrontation to the sociological theories of great and little traditions or the expansion 

of state-society to the tribal societies then we would find that as Romila Thapar has 

argued that the āśr     and hermitages are the agents of states in order to make way 

to the threshold of forests. In the same way, we can argue that the system of exile is 

devised in such a way that the information about all forest resources could be 

collected and later can be used for the benefit of the state.  

In the words of Van Buitenen, the forest is the wilderness that has not been under 

cultivation, it may be described as not yet the village. But simultaneously it is also no 

more the village, it is the place for those who for various reasons have said farewell to 
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the village either from necessity as in the case of our heroes or from the personnel 

choice.
256

   

The episode of Y  ś  Pr ś  
257

‟              f     Vanaparva as the oasis of moral, 

social, and religious values of settled state-society govern by the idea of Dharma in 

the forest of tribal and primitive societies. It is also believed that the book of the forest 

is the celebration of the highest values in the moral code of the ancient Indians, 

truthfulness, and faithfulness under all circumstances.
258

   

भा तात वशवॊ कमळभवभ ऩुलवऩरयग्रश: 

प्रवनानुफ्तत्ला तू कयन्द्तमे ततः वऩल शयस्ल च259
 ॥ 

(Vanaparva-Ara yaparva-Verse 34) 

 

इभे ते भ्रातयो याजन लमावभाना भमावकक्रत  

फरात तोमॊ श्जदशऩतंस्ततो लम भदृदता भमा  

न ऩेम भुदकभॊ याजनॊ प्राणतनश ऩरयप्वता  

ऩाथव भा वाशव कमळभवभ ऩूलवऩरयग्रश: 

प्र्शवनानुनुक्ताला तू कयन्द्तेम तत वऩल शयस्ल च260
 ॥ 

(Vanaparva-Ara yaparva-Verse 40-42)             

                                                           
256

 Van Buitenen, J. A. B., The Mahabharata: The Book of the Assembly Hall and the Book of the 

Forest, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1975, p. 175. 
257

 Ganguli, Kisari Mohan, ‘Th  M h bh r t   f Kr  h   Dw    y     y    (Tr     t      t  E     h 

from Original Sanskrit Text), Vol. III, Vanaparva, Munshiram  Manoharlal, Publisher Pvt. Ltd. 2001, 

first published in 1896.   
258

 Van Buitenen, J. A. B., The Mahabharata: The Book of the Assembly Hall and the Book of the 

Forest, p. 177. 
259

 „If             d       f                 q                   d               d     ‟ A  T        d 

by M. N. Dutt, Mahabharata, vol. II, Vana Parva & Virata Parva, Parimal Publications, Delhi, Reprint 

1994, p. 444. 
260

 „T     dd     d        Y       f          d                 B                           

questions, drank of it he fell down dead. Then the best of men, the royal son of Kunti of mighty arms, 

whose heart was burning in grief after much deliberation, rose up. And entered the mighty forest where 

       d  f                 d        d  I               d                   d    d  ‟ A  T        d by 

M. N. Dutt, Mahabharata, vol. II, Vana Parva & Virata Parva, Parimal Publications, Delhi, Reprint 

1994, pp. 444-445. 
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If we carefully read the above śloka which is from Y  ś - r ś  , we would find a 

different meaning. Instead of a philosophical and moral explanation, we should also 

see the events on the subjective point of view where facts and reasons are to be 

considered as more close to the socio-historical realities. I                   Y  ś     

          Y d                                       d                          

                          f            d      Y d                               T    

              d      f      d    f „                ‟        the forest resources 

because of the expansion of economy and agriculture towards forests. It has also been 

argued by S. N. Vyas
261

 in the case of  ā āy             Y  ś                      f 

forests grooves with higher standards of lifestyle in comparison to others.  

तत वताॊ मळलाॊ श्रतु्ला लाचॊ व ऩरुऩक्श्राभ  

मक्ष्स्म ब्रलतो याजन्द्नुऩक्रम्म तथा श्स्थतः॥  

वलरुऩाषभ भशाकामॊ मषभ तार वबुच्क्ष्मभ   

र्जलरनाकव प्रततकाऴभ धध्रत्मभ ऩलवतो ऩमभ ॥ 

लकृ्ष्भवतृ्म श्त्स्थतभ ददळव बयत्ऩबव  

भेघ्गाश्म्बनावदेन तर्जमवन्द्तः भशास्लप्नभ262
 ॥ 

(Vanaparva-Ara yaparva-Verse 37-39) 

I                     Y  ś                 d       d                                 

symbolizes them as they do not belong to forest origin but they have come from 

outside of forest domain. According to above verse 37-39  Y  ś                     

                                                           
261

 Vyas, S. N., India in the Ramayana Age,  Atma Ram and Sons, New Delhi, 1967. 
262

 „T                                        d        d                            Y          

speaking, he (Yudhisthira) O king approaching him stood there, And the best of the Bharatas saw the 

huge bodied Yaksha endued with unnatural eyes, tall as palm tree, blazing like the sun or the fire, 

                                                ‟  A  T        d    M  N  D     Mahabharata, vol. II, 

Vana Parva & Virata Parva, Parimal Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 446. 
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tree with a heavy and tall body appearance, but at the same time, he was also looking 

                              f L  d A      d    d         

 The next important sub-section of the book  ā   rv  is Gh  hyātr 
263

, this is about 

the encounter of Kauravas to Gandharvas in Dwaitavana.  

गण यप्वयवाॊ चलै त्रिदळानाभ तथात्भज:ै 

वलशायळीर: कक्रद्र्थे तेन तत: वॊलतृॊ वय:
264॥              

(Vanaparva-Ghoshyatraparva-Verse 22) 

 

दमुोधनॊ धचिवेनो वलयथॊ ऩतततॊ बुवल 

अमबदरत्म भशाफाशु जीलॊग्राशभथाग्रशीत265
 ॥  (Vanaparva-Ghoshyatraparva-Verse 06)        

The story of Gh  hyātr  is very important in order to understand the politics within 

the forest for the occupation of space between Kauravas and Gandharvas. As per the 

translations of the a                 G  d                                 f           

   d  T           d           d    D    d        d                  f     

              T   G  d              d     K           D    d        d Pā ḍ     

helped them to release Duryodhana.    

We can interpret the event of the encounter between Duryodhana and Gandharvas as 

the struggle for the forest resource which is actually a pond and moreover for the 

                                                           
263

 Ganguli, Kisari Mohan, ‘Th  M h bh r ta of Krishna Dwaipayana Vyasa (Translated in to English 

from Original Sanskrit Text),      III   ā         M          M           P         P    L d        

first published in 1896.   
264

 „O        f                             d ff                   d       s. What I also saw for the 

purpose of going to (Dvaitavana). The King will certainly grant us permission, or even he may send us 

there of his own accord. Our herds of cattle are now all waiting to see the forest of Dvaitavana. We 

may certainly go there und            x   f                   ‟ A  T        d    M  N  D     

Mahabharata, vol. II, Vana Parva & Virata Parva, Parimal Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 351.   
265

 „W                            ff                          f    f  d     f   -staff, three fold bamboo 

poles and the chief tureet. They also cut off his charioteers and horses. When Duryodhana thus 

deprived of his car fell on ground, the mighty armed Chitrasen rushed upon him and seized him with 

such force that it seemed as if hi life itself           ‟ A  T        d    M  N  D     Mahabharata, vol. 

II, Vana Parva & Virata Parva, Parimal Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 355.  
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claim for the forest, because at that time it seems that forest was also to be considered 

as a place for leisure by the non forest peoples as in this case. A forest is also to be 

considered the place for  ā  r     ā      , N  ā     G   h rv    A ur    and Nā   ; 

all they use to find in the forests according to the descriptions from epics. They all 

have made the forest a social space for different communities, but in the stories like 

the verses have shown also depict conflicts and confrontations regarding the 

encroachment on forests by peoples from outside.   

On the basis of the mentioned verses in this section of Vanparva, we can say that the 

idea of forest in terms of resources has changed. Now the struggle for space is also 

appearing within the forest as well the fight for land is a central theme of 

M hābhār t , which actually shows a synchronic historical transformation due to the 

change in the mode of production from subsistence farming to surplus production 

         d                   d f         f „f     ‟  

 

III.6 Conclusion  

T               d   „f                   ‟                                      

     f           F              f   d             d     d             d     E    

traditions there is a strong sense of variation in the meaning of forest. In the Vedas, 

the forest has been worshiped as Vanaśpatideva and Ar  yā   so that the Vedic 

people can achieve a good quantity and quality of life-saving medicines in the forms 

of plants and herbs but also various forest products as fruits, shoots, and firewood.  

The Vedic people have worshiped forest not only because of getting benefits from it 

         d      f      d d                  f        „f            ‟  f 

Dāvā   /forest fire.  
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       d    d A      ā                     d ff                             d    f   

forest, now the forest has become the space for knowledge production and practice of 

austerity. It can be argued on the basis of cited verses that it was the time of shift in a 

social structure where whole human life was divided into four āśr    , and the fourth 

                       ā         I                f                               

part of human life because it is believed that forest is another world where human 

emotions, necessities, and patience to be tested and guided by a guru in the right wa   

I             d                               f        d       f                   

          f                    f           ī    d    d                      f  d     

answers of some eternal philosophical questions at a peaceful place. 

Epic    d            d          f            d ff                             d        

  x     f                                 d    d f        f          „       d ‟ 

f                 d           d f             d   A         d  f        d      d    f 

„ ā       ‟                 d     d      d    f „ x   ‟     x            dd            f 

forests and its resources so that the state-society can avail the valuable natural 

resources for its development and exploitation. 

In this chapter, an attempt has been made             d    f „f                   ‟  

through the various examples and the numerous aspects of transformations in the 

  d      d     f f        O                       f                 „idea of forests‟    

                „         f                 e mode of production from hunting and 

gathering society to agricultural society, and from subsistent farming to the surplus 

   d                    d     d    d  f       „new lands‟ f    f        A d        

the forest, a struggle for space as a resource, has also created the tussle within as well 

as at the peripheries of the forests.     
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Chapter Four 

Forest and States 

 

 

IV.1 Introduction 

The state is the socio-political entity gradually developing and modifying in its form 

and nature from the last 3000 years to till now. Various scholars and political thinkers 

have contributed to defining the idea of the state as well as formulated new political 

theories to make it is functioning better. The state has remained the main subject for 

study and analysis from the        f                                       P       d 

A          H           A       I d                   d                   B ī     

Nā  d   B    ś        d K                  d                    d          f     

state.  

According to the western political thinkers Plato and Aristotle, the fusion of ethics 

  d                           f                   f            G           “          

            x        f             f   f    d           f             f    d   f ”
 266

  

which is also called as social contract theory.  While the Indian scholars and 

philosophers have interpreted the origin of ancient Indian states through evolutionary 

theory.  

Historians like A. S. Altkar, B. C. Law and H. C. Raychaudhuri supported the theory 

of the evolutionary origin of the state. Altekar argues that with the Indo-Aryan 

communities, the state also evolved in India in prehistoric times out of the institution 

 f j     f       R                        „Aspects of Political ideas and institutions in 

                                                           
266

 Gauba, O. P., Western Political Thought, Macmillan Publishers India Ltd, New Delhi, 2011, p. 36. 
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A     t I    ’ have analyzed the role of family, Varna, and property in the evolution 

of the state, from the examples of Ay  hyā  ā   of  ā āy     Śā t  P rv  and 

Dī h  N  āy .
 267

 However, at the same time, Indian historians like K. P. Jaysawal 

and D. R. Bhandarkar have also looked the traces of contract theory for the origin of 

states in the Vedas. 

Romila Thapar has also critically looked into the origin of the ancient Indian state and 

      d       d               d „conquest theory‟      d      d                f 

                I d                 d      “               f                f          

                       d-f                BC                          d        dd   

             d                    d       d                     and that the later 

Vedic period as one of the state-based kingdoms, transition has occurred during the 

period from the late second to the early first millennium BC this has sometimes been 

      d               f        q           ”
268

  A                  „ fter the supposed 

conquest of the area by the Aryans when they gained control over the indigenous 

                                                   x       ‟
269

.   

With all these above theories and speculations regarding the origin of early Indian 

states, here we will try to see the various connections and complexities in relation to 

the forest. Forest as space and various forest-dwelling groups have been mentioned in 

most of the early Sanskrit sources and therefore it is important to see their 

relationships with the evolution of early states. D. N. Jha has looked into the Vedic 

                                                           
267

 Sharma, Ram Sharan, Aspects of Political Ideas and Institutions in Ancient India, Motilal Banaridas 

Publishers, Delhi, 1959. 
268

 Thapar, Romila, From lineage to State, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, p. 04. 
269

 Ibid., p. 04. 
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                „th  b tt    f t        ’ d   āj                                        

                d  
270

  

In the above arguments of Romila Thapar and D. N. Jha, both are saying the same 

               d ff         ;     f                           „        f    q    ‟     

supremacy by the Aryans over the area, while D. N. Jha is also saying about war and 

conquest for the supremacy among the Aryan tribes. Now the question arises, was 

what the reason for this war and why they were fighting? In order to find the answer 

to this question first, we need to understand the relationship between forest and state.  

Historian R. C. Majumdar has looked into the idea of sovereignty for the development 

of states in ancient India. Majumdar argues that it is said in the A ttrīy   rāh     

      4       “  d    d d      f                                  d       d f    d  

whereupon they said: it is because we have no king that the demons defeated us; so let 

         d        ”
271

 The elected king was Indra and he had all the powers as well as 

sovereignty and hence the idea of kingship evolved.  

The development of state-society can be studied in three continue phases/stages, first 

as the Vedic stage wher           -                                                  

     d               d                                    d    d                  d 

third is the Epic age when there is mature forms of state-society have been marked in 

the stories of  ā āy  a and M hābhrāt .  Here it is an interesting point is that we 

not see the development of state society in a continue monolithic manner because 

even in the  ā āy    and M hābhār t  various tribal societies have been shown as 

still going through the proto stage and primitive way of living. 

                                                           
270

 Jha, D. N., Ancient India: In Historical Outline, Manohar Publishers, New Delhi, 2009, p. 44. 
271

 Majumdar, R. C., Ancient India, Motilal Banarasidas Publishers, New Delhi, 1952, p. 74. 
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The whole relationship between forest and development of state-society can be better 

understood through the Marxist theory of production relations. In the first stage, there 

was tribal society surviving on the forest products directly, they had matrilineal 

society as stated by D. D. Kosambi and there was no settled agriculture and surplus 

production at all. Vedic tribal chiefs were the leader of the groups and they were 

fighting among them for supremacy over the land and resources.  

L       d                 d               d                        d   f    d       

from pastoral economy to agricultural economy, surplus production leads to the 

evolution of private property and for the protection of property and society, kingship 

evolved. However, the importance of forest becomes more relevant because the state 

was under indeed pressure for new lands which was needed for the extension of 

agriculture so that the growing population could manage to survive. At the same, we 

come t       f                 f        d                 ‟                  d  

perceiving the forest has been also changed. Earlier in the Vedas forest was shown as 

a dangerous and mysterious place full of wild animals but gradually stories like 

Pururva-  rv ś , Nala-Damyanti, and Duśy  t-Ś  u t    have presented the forest as 

a place of pleasure and peace where the Protagonists of the stories perceive a different 

experience form the state societies. 

A    d       R      T       „                    x            tories is a lineage-based 

society, with chiefdoms moving towards incipient kingdoms. Authority is 

concentrated in the ruling clans and its distribution is linked to the birth and closeness 

to the senior clans. Cattle keeping and cultivation of crops sustained society, the 
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former requiring control over large acres of pasture land, some in forest regions. 

H                            f                             z         d  ‟
272

  

Now epics are the major source to understand the relationship between newly 

evolving states and forests. Scholars have argued that in both of the epics either 

 ā āy    or M hābhār t  forest is the inseparable part of the texts. When we 

closely observe these two texts, particularly the entry points of protagonists into the 

deep forests we would find that the situations are the same in both the places.  

Kirmira in M hābhār t  and Viradha in  ā āy   , merely guard access to the forest 

or have little to do with the larger plot or divine plan. In contrast, exit encounters are 

momentous. Rā           d   K    d                      ī      d             

f  d  ī ā  I  D     d                   Pā ḍ                   d        Mā    d    

                     D      d       d       d      Y  ś              d  f       

                  Pā ḍ      d D     d                                               

unidentified in a place of their choosing
273

. In this analysis, we come to know that 

exist encounters have more to do with the divine plot, while the entry encounters are 

more to do with basic struggle with the forest dwellers.  

With the coming of  ā āy    and M hābhār t  age, the idea of caste and   r   

             d                    d    f           “T                f       d     d 

partly from stories of righteous heroism in the great epics of the  ā āy    and 

M hābhār t                d                           f      d              ”
274

   

H                                d    f                                           d    

         d f                  f            K                 d      ell.  

                                                           
272

 Thapar, Romila, Sakuntala, Columbia University Press, New York, 1999, p. 13. 
273

 Bagchee, Jaydeep (ed.), Reading the Fifth Veda studies on Mahabharata, Essays by Alf Hiltebeitel, 

Brill, Boston, 2011, p. 121. 
274
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O    f       j        q        f              f                      f                  

     x        f     ā                   d    d           d    f               

 ā āy    and M hābhār t  have also inculcated the idea of Dharma into the 

hinterlands. But here the important argument about the propagation of personnel and 

social morality is more important because as well as with the increase in surplus 

production and expansion of agriculture within the forest regions it was necessary to 

have statecraft as we see in the  ā āy  a. 

 K     d ā       f          d     d          d        f B      d          ī         

had a beautifully devised statecraft, though they do not have the evolved family and 

bloodline systems as the state society had, and their throne was not bound to kinship 

instead the quality of leadership and personnel strength were more important. There 

are various such small forest kingdoms in  ā āy  a as well as in M hābhār t  and 

they are best examples to understand the dichotomy between state society and forest 

society. 

 

IV.2 Forest and Idea of State in the Vedas     

The evolution of the idea of the state has been traced back to Vedas, scholars have 

argued on the basis of various hymns of the Veda that there was the idea of proto-state 

among the tribes of the Vedas. Vedic tribes were the people living in the forest and 

surviving on the forest products and pastoral activities.  

Now the question arises that who were these tribes and how they have transformed 

their chieftain based society into kingship state society. D. D. Kosambi
275

 has looked 

                                                           
275
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into this matter, as per his inquiry, the           f                  „f            f 

      ‟    h various five terms.  

1. Janah (Five tribes)
276

 

2. Jatah (Five Jatah)
277

 

3. Manusaha (Five Humans)
278

 

4. K         F    N       
279

 

5. Carsanyah (Five Mobile Peoples)
280

 

According to D. D. Kosambi, these were the people who were being represented in 

the Vedic literature. There is also debate among the scholars that either there were 

five tribes as described Yadu, Turvāś , Puru, Anu, and Druhyu          ā          

                                                           
276

 मुलॊ प्रत्नस्म वाधथो भशो मद्दैली स्लश्स्तः ऩरय णः स्मातभ ्। गोऩाश्जह्लस्म तस्थुऴो वलरूऩा वलवले ऩवमश्न्द्त 

भातमनः कृतातन ॥     

Veda 3.37.9 

मभिाम ऩञ्च मेमभये जना अमबस्टी ळलवे व देलॊ वलवल श्रश्न्द्फबततवल !!    Veda 3.59.8 

अश्ननयीळे फशृतो अध्लयस्माश्ननवलववलस्म शवलऴः कृतस्म । क्रतुॊ ह्मस्म लवलो जुऴन्द्ताथा देला दधधये शव्मलाशभ ्॥ 

   7.11.4 

इदश ततस्रः ऩयालत इदश ऩञ्च जनाॉ अतत । धेना इन्द्रालचाकळत ्॥    Veda 8.32.22 

म आजॉकेऴ ुकृत्लव ुमे भध्मे ऩस्त्मानाभ ्। मे ला जनेऴु ऩञ्चवु ॥    Veda 9.65.23 

प्र वुभेधा गातुवलद्वलवलदेलः वोभः ऩुनानः वद एतत तनत्मभ ्। बुलद्वलवलेऴु काव्मेऴु यन्द्तानु जनान्द्मतत ेऩञ्च धीयः 
॥    Veda 9.92.3 

वलवलस्म केतुबुवलनस्म गबव आ योदवी अऩणृार्जजामभानः । लीऱुॊ  धचददरभमबनत्ऩयामञ्जना मदश्ननभमजन्द्त 

ऩञ्च ॥    Veda 10.45.6 

तदद्म लाचः प्रथभभवीम मेनावुयाॉ अमब देला अवाभ । ऊजावद उत मक्षसमावः ऩञ्च जना भभ शोिॊ जुऴध्लभ ्॥    

Veda 10.53.4 
277

 त्रिऴधस्था वप्तधातुः ऩञ्च जाता लधवमन्द्ती । लाजेलाजे शव्मा बूत ्॥    Veda 6.61.12 

278
 मदन्द्तरयषे मदद्दवल मत्ऩञ्च भानुऴाॉ अनु । नमृ्णॊ तद्धत्तभश्वलना ॥    Veda 8.9.2 

279
 वलळाॊ कवलॊ वलवऩततॊ भानुऴीरयऴः वॊ वीभकृण्लन्द्त्स्लधधततॊ न तजेवे । व उद्लतो तनलतो मातत लेवलऴत्व गबवभेऴु 

बुलनेऴ ुदीधयत ्    

Veda 3.2.10 

ववऩवयीयबयत्तूमभेभ्मोऽधध श्रलः ऩाञ्चजन्द्माव ु कृश्ष्टऴु । वा ऩक्ष्मा नव्मभामुदवधाना माॊ भे ऩरश्स्तजभदननमो 
ददःु ॥    Veda  

3.53.16 
280

 मा ऩतृनावु दषु्टया मा लाजेऴु श्रलार्यमा । मा ऩञ्च चऴवणीयबीन्द्राननी ता शलाभशे ॥    Veda 5.86.2 

मः ऩञ्च चऴवणीयमब तनऴवाद दभेदभे । कवलगृवशऩततमुवला ॥    Veda 7.15.2 

म ओश्जष्ठस्तभा बय ऩलभान श्रलार्यमभ ्। मः ऩञ्च चऴवणीयमब यतमॊ मेन लनाभशै ॥ 9.101.9    Veda 
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  ā            d               takes the five to means the four class caste with the 

autochthonous savages (   ā ) as the fifth.
281

 H          ā        x      d         

five classifications of them as Gandharva, P   r h, Devah,  ā     , Mā  v ,
282

 Now 

we have a total of three kinds of classifications of Vedic people, first is on the basis of 

their tribe/community, second on the basis of Varna system and the last is about 

divine origin. 

When we try to connect all of them in the context of forest and state, we found that in 

the first kind of classification all of them are tribes living on the forest produced and 

unsettled pastoral economy. The second classification is actually the second stage of 

social development where the division of labour has become           d            

                            ād     f     -dwelling community have been segregated 

from the state society. The last classification was actually based on the nature of 

society and called as divine classification. In all these classifications of Vedic people, 

forest welling society has never been neglected and it seems on the basis of the above 

analysis that earlier all have belonged to forest society but with the socio-political 

transformations segregation started and division of labour leads to a more complex 

state society. 

If we take the first postulation that all the Vedic tribes were forest-dwelling people 

and worshiped the various forces of nature which were not under their control had 

evolved themselves as chieftain society to protect their own people from other tribes 

and as well as natural disasters. Leadership in this situation requires the ability to 

protect not only the herd, since cattle were chief form of wealth, but also one's clan, 

                                                           
281

 Kosambi, D. D., The Vedic Five Tribes, Journal of American Oriental Society, Vol. 87, No 1, 1967, 

p. 33. 
282
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and to defend the claim to ownership of cattle and control over the grazing ground or 

Vraja.
283

   

T      d         f          f     f                d                                 

         d      d                                         d „           ‟  f    

                z           d      erature we would find that how the numbers of the 

   d         d       „           ‟              d          x    

तन ऴवाद धतृव्रतो लरुणः ऩस्त्मास्ला । वाम्रार्जमाम वुक्रतुः284
 ॥   

      d     5     

In this mantra         1.25.10, the term ‘ ā rājy ’    „D       ‟              d  

According to the translation by H. H. Wilson,
285

 devotees from the Vedas are saying 

that, O                       f                 d     f    d d  d                

amongst the (divine) to exercise supreme dominion. This hymn is important to 

understand the use of term  ā rājy                f                    f            

T                     f                                                  d        

over the people. On the basis of linguistic analysis of the term  ā rājy  and its socio-

political connotation gives a strong sense of a kind of primitive authority to rule over 

the region and subsequently people are accepting his rule.  

इत्था दश वोभ इन्द्भदे ब्रह्भा चकाय लधवनभ ्।  

ळवलष्ठ लश्िन्द्नोजवा ऩधृथव्मा तनः ळळा अदशभचवन्द्नन ुस्लयार्जमभ ्286
 ॥         d     8     

                                                           
283

 Thapar, Romila, From lineage to State, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 1984, p. 24. 
284

 „H                         f                 d     f    d d  d           d                d      

             x               d                    ‟ T        d    H  H  W         d B ā     f  

Shankaracharya,            h tā Vol. 1, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 61.   
285

 W       H  H     d B ā     f                             h tā Vol. 1, Parimal Publications, 

Delhi, 2016. P. 61  
286

 „M          d    f     thunderbolt, when the priest had thus exalted you (by praise), and the 

exhilarating Soma juice (had been drunk), you did expel, by your vigour, Ahi from the earth, 
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T    d    f    f-             d            f      -                   d          

                           d                  d            8                  

 w rājy  has been mentioned in a very beautiful manner. As per the translation, 

Vedic poets are alluring lord Indra and requesting him to expound his sovereign 

power after having Soma.
287

 Here an important term  w rājy  has been used to 

explain in a very different way. Generally,  w rājy  is being used to represent the 

people's power to govern the state by them, while in this mantra it has been used to 

show the power of mighty Indra.  

A    d           d   P                   „The Language of the Gods in the World of 

M  ’, he has argued that there is a close relationship between the language and words 

used in a society with the culture in practice; they are inseparable to each other
288

. If 

we apply the same theory on the above hymns then we can make strong speculation 

regarding the presence of a sense of governance among the Vedic tribes, because they 

are constantly used the terms which are related to the state, politics, and governance.  

व त्लाभद्लऴृा भदः वोभः वमेनाबतृः वुतः ।  

मेन लिृॊ तनयद्भ्मो जघन्द्थ लश्िन्द्नोजवाचवन्द्ननु स्लयार्जमभ ्289
 ॥  

  g Veda 1.80.2) 

                                                                                                                                                                      
    f                            ‟ T        d    H  H  W         d B ā     f                ,    

Veda    h tā Vol. 1, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 190.  
287

 „Mighty wielder of the thunderbolt, when the priest had thus exalted you (by prise) and the 

exhilarating Soma juice, you did expel, by your vigour, ahi from the earth manifesting your own 

           ‟ T        d     H  H  W         d B ā     f                             h tā Vol. 1, 

Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p.190. 
288

 Pollock, Sheldon, The Language of the Gods in the World of Men, Permanent Black, Ranikhet, 

2006, Discussion on Culture, Power and Pre Modernity, p. 02.   
289

 „That exceedingly exhilarating Soma juice, which was brought by the hawk from heaven, when 

poured forth, has exhilarated you, so that in your vigour, thunderer yo                   f             

    f                            ‟ T        d     H  H  W         d B ā     f                    

Veda    h tā Vol. 1, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p.190.   
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I        x                            d                             I d          j    d 

 f                                d  d f    d      ā   d        d       f            

and humored his own Kingdom. It is very clear from this hymn that I d       

                      f               f      ā   d                              

release of water from the sky. Here again,  w rājy  term has been used in a direct 

way to describe the power of Indra as well as to make a claim over the people and 

   d f               f                  ā   

A    d       F                                                      f                

    ;                      d     d   A     I d            ā  R d    B    ś      

Aś        d     M                     d      more personnel traits
290

  I           

Vedic gods are more humane in nature, they are not maintaining the cosmic order as 

the later gods do and that is why it seems very obvious to see the evolution of society 

and state within the Vedas instead they represent tribal traits and features. 

प्रेह्मबीदश धषृ्णुदश न त ेलिो तन मॊवते ।  

इन्द्र नमृ्णॊ दश ते ळलो शनो लिृॊ जमा अऩोऽचवन्द्नन ुस्लयार्जमभ ्291
 ॥         d    8  3  

 

तनरयन्द्र बूम्मा अधध लिृॊ जघन्द्थ तनददवलः ।  

वजृा भरुत्लतीयल जीलधन्द्मा इभा अऩोऽचवन्द्नन ुस्लयार्जमभ ्॥292
       d    8  4  

                                                           
290

 Staal, Frits, Discovering the Vedas, Penguin Books, New Delhi, 2008, p. 91 
291

 „H                 d  ;          d              f   ;              I d   d                         

                    f                           ‟ T        d     H  H  W         d B ā     f  

Shankaracharya,            h tā Vol. 1, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p.191.   
292

 „Y                    f     ff             d f          ;                      d     d    f  

                     f                           ‟ T        d     H  H  W         d B ā     f  

Shankaracharya,    Veda    h tā Vol. 1, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p.191.   
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 Rainwater has been given immense importance in the hymns of        ;     ā        

           d               d                        d   ‟          I d              

the rainwater out. Now here the question arises that wh                     

        d         d         d I d   f      f         A                             

                    I d                   ā   d                     f        w rājy .  

It is very important here to analyze the demand for rainwater ag      d          

               I    d                  q        f            d      d      d     

           f G   ā d ā          T                   d             d d      -

tropical region where rainwater was the only source of water and since river canals 

were not made at that time hence river water was the actually uncontrolled and un-

manageable source.   

Society was also gradually shifting from the pastoral society to agricultural society 

and therefore water was needed to have irrigation and its simple result would be 

prosperity in the society. But there is a problem with such kinds of postulation in the 

Vedas because Frits Staal has also looked into such kind of hymns throughout the text 

and has concluded that, many of the riches of the         is now understood, but 

there remain unexplained words, names, and phrases.
293

 Actually, he is arguing a very 

unique idea about the words, names, and phrases of        ; he is saying that it is not 

necessary that all the time there should have meanings and narratives instead they are 

there because they are having a particular sound and meter which holds the reader.  

While Sheldon Pollock gives much importance to the words and languages to study 

cultural narratives and civilization. He has argued that Sanskrit was a very powerful 

language in the past and that is why poets and writers chose it for their literary 

creation though, it was never a people's language. 

                                                           
293

 Staal, Frits, Discovering the Vedas, Penguin Books, New Delhi, 2008, p. 89.  
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After the Indra terms like  w rājy  and  ājy  have also been used with hymns of 

Agni. Agni is the second most important Vedic god. He lives within the trees and 

takes sacrifices to the gods; he has been represented as protector and messenger to the 

humans and gods.  

अस्ताव्मश्ननः मळभीलतियकैः वाम्रार्जमाम प्रतयॊ दधानः ।  

अभी च मे भघलानो लमॊ च मभशॊ न वूयो अतत तनष्टतन्द्मुः294
 ॥  

      d     4   3  

 

अत्रिभन ुस्लयार्जमभश्ननभुक्थातन लालधृःु । वलवला अधध धश्रमो दधे295
 ॥  

      d    8 5  

The representation of Agni in these two mantras is very different from others, in Rg 

Veda 1.141.13 and         2.8.5, hymns the term  ā rājy  as well as  w rājy  both 

has been used. Here Agni is shown as most suitable for  ā rājy , he has the 

                          ‟                                        f              d    

the valour and might in himself. If we critically examine t                       d 

f  d           A                   d             f      d     d                 

                                 d                     I          d          5 66 6 

M       d                               d                        re being projected 

by the poets as owners of the kingdom.  

 

                                                           
294

 „Agni, processing eminent (fitness) for supreme sovereignty, has been glorified by us with holy 

rites, and with hymns: Let all who are present, as well we ourselves enriched (by his favour), shout 

aloud in the praise of Agni as loudly as the Sun and the rai  C   d ‟ Translated by H. H. Wilson, and 

B ā     f                     Veda    h tā Vol. 1, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 369.   
295

 „O                        d        f     d       d         A   :               d  f          ‟ 

Translated by H. H. W         d B ā     f                     Veda    h tā Vol. 2, Parimal 

Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 18.   
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आ मद्लाभीमचषवा मभि लमॊ च वूयमः । व्मधचष्ठे फशुऩार्यमे मतेभदश स्लयार्जमे296
 ॥  

      d  5 66 6  

It is very interesting to see connection between the Vedic Gods and Vedic tribes 

because on the basis of discussed hymns the gods were also associated with the words 

like Rajya,  w rāj y, and  ā rājy    d       ‟  d                      d      

associated with the statecraft system or sometimes synonyms for various kinds of rule 

over the people. If the Vedic people were forest-dwelling groups then there is no 

doubt that they have some basic idea about the proto-state and sovereignty over land, 

resources, and people. 

Scholar Hartmut Scharfe
297

 has done a great linguistic approach while comparing the 

              Rājā/Rāj              I d -European languages, to understand the 

d            f      d    f                   H           d            d        Rāj    

have similarity with the Latin, Greek and Irish languages at the root level. It means 

     x         f  d                          Rāj     d                d       d 

together with the expansion of Aryan culture and people therefore they are the same at 

the root level.  

He further argues that, the standard equation Vedic, Raj- „    ‟   d       d I    “  ” 

going back to an Indo-E        „   ‟       Rāj                               d   

and classical Sanskrit. Apart from the Indo-European connection of some of the 

essential Sanskrit terms, there are also non-Indo-Aryan names in the        , such as 

Churmuri, Dhuni, Pipru, and Shambara. The text also refers to Aryan chieftains with 

                                                           
296

 „W      d                  M       d                 f         :              d          

           d      f  q     d     d   ‟ Translated by H  H  W         d B ā     f                  

   Veda    h tā Vol. 3, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 504.   
297

      f   H        „T     d   W  d f   K   ‟  Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. 105, 

No 03, Indological Studies, Dedicated to H.H. Ingalls, July-Sep 1985, pp. 543-548. 
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non-Indo-Aryan names, example Balbuth and Bribu all this is an indication of cultural 

interaction and cultural assimilation.
298

 

O             f      d             d                    d                          

there were various Vedic tribal groups and they had their developing ideas about the 

state which is called proto-states, historians have called them as chieftain societies. 

With the expansion of so-called Aryan culture, there was a process of interaction and 

assimilations at various levels and as well as there was the sophistication in the tribal 

warfare there was a need of strong state society for the protection of wealth and 

people. 

 

                              ṣ    

T          d               d       ā t  or End (ant) of the Veda.
299

 These are also 

considered as the earliest serious attempts at constructing the world of experience as a 

rational whole. Furthermore, they have continued to be the generally accepted 

authoritative statements with which every subsequent orthodox philosophic 

formulation has had to show itself in accord, or at least not in discord. Even the 

materialistic Chārvā         d    d       d      f        f     d                   d 

d         f          d x   ā            d          f              d  
300

  

According to D        d C       d          d         f        d      d         

        q        f B                   W                                          

 f              f B                     d                                          

reality of this world.  T                      f  T        d               d        

                                                           
298

 Singh, Upinder, A History of Ancient and Early Medieval India, Pearson, New Delhi, 2008, p. 187. 
299

 Staal, Frits, Discovering the Vedas, Penguin Books, New Delhi, 2008, p. 159. 
300

 Hume, Earnest, Robert, The Thirteen Principal Upanishads, Humphrey Milford, Oxford University 

Press, London, 1921,  p. 02 . 
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                      f                          T            f    x      d              

         f            d                  A    tat tvam asi  I    B ā      
301

 Though 

this period is considered as the period of philosophical developments and arguments 

at the same time it was also a time of socio-political transitions at large.  

O             f        d           d                            d                d 

of socio-political transitions that were happening in the post-Vedic era. As we have 

already discussed that the idea of kingship was in its initial phase in the Vedas. In the 

context of Vedas and development of the idea of state warfare is a striking aspect in 

the milieu of Vedic and l       d               T   f     M  ḍ     f               ā 

refers to a battle of twenty kings. It was the time of evolution of different kinds of 

political systems during the sixth century BCE. These systems were
302

:- 

1. M                   Rāj     

2. Oligarc           G               

3. Tribal states (Forest States) 

H                                           f f                                d   

prism of hymns and mythical stories in which there are references about the 

development of early tribal states. Since it is believed that all the major Upanishads 

were written and compiled in the forest, therefore, it is possible that there would have 

some direct or indirect impacts of forest society into the text.  

In the early Vedic age the states were more tribal than territorial, by the time of the 

Upanishads, the states although still named after the tribes, had become territorial 

units and boundaries. The Upanisads mentions the kingdoms by the name of the 

                                                           
301

 Chattopadhaya, Debiprashad, Indian Philosophy a Popular Introduction, Peoples Publishing House, 

Delhi, 1964, p. 74. 
302

 Singh, Upinder, A History of Ancient and Early Medieval India, Pearson, New Delhi, 2008, p. 187. 
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people like the Madras, the Videhas, the Kurus, the Pañchā       d     

Mahavarshas.
303

 Ś t   th   rāh     first times gives detailed information about a 

      d               d          d                                       K ś      d 

Videha. 

During the Vedic age, states were called as Janapadas, the Chā    yā          

               d      Aś       K           j     d     h  ār  y            also 

mentions the term Janapadas, not Jana
304

. In a very sense the tribal people were 

         J      d         d              f                       d J   jā          

means forest dwellers. The Chā    y           gives four terms for forms of state. 

These are:- 

1. Rāj   

2.     āj   

3.     āj   

4.  ā  āj   

They all have specific meanings and definitions,  ājy  is a term used for the synonym 

of the Kingdom.    rājy  has been used in various texts as later in Arth śā tr . R. S. 

                 x      d              „                             ff      d     

             f       d           f         d      ‟
305

 He argues that the absence of 

the rulers coincided with the lack of primitive property, in the absence of these 

institutions the state also did not exist. According to him, the discovery of the art of 

cultivation enabled people to produce more than they could consume, then they 

started to store and they established their separate house which required the sanction 

                                                           
303

 Sharma, Shubhra, Life in the Upanishads, Abhinav Publication, New Delhi, 1985, p. 61. 
304

 Ibid., 62 
305

 Sharma, R. S, Aspects of Political Institutions and Institutions in Ancient India, Motilal Banarasidas 

Publishers, Delhi, 1959, p. 51. 
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of law. Here we can assume that there is a close connection between the emergence of 

the institution of state and discovery of agriculture and therefore we can argue that as 

well as the expansion of agriculture was extended into deep forests, the new kingdoms 

emerge as the institutions within forests. 

 w rājy  and    rājy  terms are also present in the                          

     x      d    d ff                    d            h  ār  y    is the longest and 

most important among all the Upanishads, therefore, we will try to extract the ideas of 

 ā rājy  and  w rājy  within them. There are 10 mantras in    h  ār  y    

         where there is direct mention of the terms Rajya and  w rjāy  in Various 

contexts. 

तद्धावऩ ब्रह्भदत्तवचकैकतानमेो राजानं बषमन्द्नुलाचामॊ त्मस्म याजा भूधावनॊ 

वलऩातमताद्मददतोऽमास्म आङ्धगयवोऽन्द्मेनोदगामददतत लाचा च ह्मेल व प्राणेन 

चोदगामददतत306
 (BU 1. 3. 24)  

In    h  ār  y                    3  4                           K    B    d      

                 d   d            d     f K    C          R    d            j       

                     d               A                         -grandson of Chikitana, 

while drinking Soma in a sac  f        d „L                              I    d        

strike off my head for being a lair, i.e. if I have told a lie. While critically analyzing 

this story it seems that it was the early phase of kingship when the king was supposed 

to claim his purity and morality, again and again, to maintain his legitimacy over 

kingdom because the state society was developing from tribal warfare to rational and 

philosophically democratic virtues. 

                                                           
306

 „A       B     d     C                             f K               d: L                        

man's head to fall off, if Ayasya Angirasa sang the Udgitha with any other means than that, for,' said 

he, 'only with speech and with breath did he sing the Udgitha.' Speak further than this, for my release. 

BU 1.3.24 Translated by Robert Ernest Hume, The Thirteen Principal Upanishads, Oxford University 

Press, Humphrey Milford, 1921, p. 70. 
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ब्रह्भ ला इदभग्र आवीदेकभेल तदकॉ  वन्द्न व्मबलत ्। तच्रेमोरूऩभत्मवजृत षिॊ मान्द्मेतातन 

देलन्द्ना षिाणीन्द्रो लरुणः वोभो रुरः ऩमवन्द्मो मभो भतृ्मुयीळान इतत । तस्भात ्षिात्ऩयॊ नाश्स्त 

तस्भाद्ब्राह्भणः षत्रिमभधस्तादऩुास्ते याजवूमे षि एल तद्मळो दधातत वैऴा षिस्म 

मोतनमवब्रह्भ । तस्भाद्मद्मवऩ राजा ऩयभताॊ गच्छतत ब्रह्भैलान्द्तत उऩतनश्रमतत स्लाॊ मोतनॊ म उ 

एनॉ दशनश्स्त स्लाॉ व मोतनभचृ्छतत व ऩाऩीमान ्बलतत मथा शे्रमाॉ वॉ दशॉ मवत्ला307
 ॥   

(BU 1.4.11)   

This is a very important hymn in    h  ār  y               4                d  f 

                                      d   ā         d              d           

                d  A    d                                                                 

               B ā         d     B ā             d     K  triyas   d              

                    K                     d               f       d f                 

but ultimately they come to us. 

The serious examination of these hymns leads us to speculate on the assertion of a 

strong mutual relation between B ā         d K                           d   

period is considered as the period transition and cultural assimilation and absorption, 

here it seems quite clear that, there was requirement of legitimacy for newly emerged 

kings to rule the people & land, and that could only be possible if they perform 

various Yjñas as Aśv    h  or  āj uy     d                     d                    

 f     B          H                                                      d      

                                                           
307

 „Verily in the beginning this was Brahman, one only. That being one, was not strong enough. It 

created still further the most excellent Kshatra (power), viz. those Kshatras (powers) among the 

Devas,--Indra, Varuna, Soma, Rudra, Parganya, Yama, Mrityu, Îsâna. Therefore there is nothing 

beyond the Kshatra, and therefore at the Râgasûya sacrifice the Brâhmana sits down below the 

Kshatriya. He confers that glory on the Kshatra alone. But Brahman is (nevertheless) the birth-place of 

the Kshatra. Therefore though a king is exalted, he sits down at the end (of the sacrifice) below the 

Brahman, as his birth-place. He who injures him, injures his own birth-place. He becomes worse, 

                 j   d                       f ‟ BU 1.4.11 Translated by Max Muller, The Upanisads 

Part II, The Sacred Books of East Vol. 15, 1884, p. 89. 
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       d                                 d                    d            f        

  ā        

The second most important thing is the performance of sacrificing either  āj ūy  or 

Aśv    h                               d      d          -                     

                  f              I        f                                     f    

   f    d                                       d     d                 K      d 

B ā                e state and challenge the opposite kingdoms and his sovereignty. 

We can also argue that the sacrifices are the evolved forms of primitive warfare 

because there is a close relationship between sacrifice and war. Earlier sacrifices were 

performed for the success in war and later sacrifices became the initiators of war, in 

both cases expansion of authority and claim over foreign land was a prime goal. 

On the basis of the above hymns, we can also analyze the extension of the caste 

system during the Upanishad times inside the forests. As these newly evolving states 

had primitive and pastoral modes of the economy but have some beginning into the 

development of private land and property that leads them to state formations was 

requires an identity. The need for soci -           d                           d     

                           d           

व ला अमभात्भा वलेऴाॊ बूतानाभधधऩततः वलेऴाॊ बूतानाॉ राजा तद्मथा यथनाबय च यथनेभय 

चायाः वले वभवऩवता एलभेलाश्स्भन्द्नात्भतन वयाणण बूतातन वल ेदेलाः वल ेरोकाः वल ेप्राणाः वलव 

एत आत्भानः वभवऩवताः 308॥  (BU 2.5.15) 

T    d    f    f                                     f        d            q    d 

with the King. They both have many similarities at sociological as well as 

                                                           
308

 „T      f       d          d                f               d        d  f             J               

spokes are fixed in the nave and felloe of a chariot wheel, so are all beings, all gods, all worlds, all 

         d             d   d             f x d           f ‟ B       5   h   r  y           , 

Translated by Swami Madhavanand, Advait Ashram, Almora, 1950 
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philosophical levels. Both ideas have gone through an evolutionary process. At the 

beginning of Vedas, peoples moved to search for the outer world and finally reached 

the understanding of nature where a particular kind of law-governed among all. Then 

they moved in the search of the internal world a d       d                f    f  T   

              f        d        d d                  f                      x      d 

as the center of all thoughts and actions. 

While the idea of the king also evolved gradually from the various forms of 

governance and leadership as well as wars, king was needed to have land, people, 

resources and legitimacy and then his authority over society would be universally 

acceptable. Here we can argue that the poet has also tried to produce mutual respect 

among the followers of self/philosophers as well as state authorities/kings and rulers 

                 d          f                 ‟             

व मो भनुष्माणाॉ याद्धः वभदृ्धो बलत्मन्द्मेऴाभधधऩततः वलैभवनुष्मकैबोगैः वॊऩन्द्नतभः व 

भनुष्माणाॊ ऩयभ आनन्द्दोऽथ मे ळतॊ भनुष्माणाभानन्द्दाः व एकः वऩतणृाॊ 

श्जतरोकानाभानन्द्दोऽथ मे ळतॊ वऩतणृाॊ श्जतरोकानाभानन्द्दाः व एको गन्द्धलवरोक 

आनन्द्दोऽथ मे ळतॊ गन्द्धलवरोक आनन्द्दाः व एकः कभवदेलानाभानन्द्दो मे कभवणा 

देलत्लभमबवॊऩद्मन्द्तेऽथ मे ळतॊ कभवदेलानाभानन्द्दाः व एक आजानदेलानाभानन्द्दो मवच 

श्रोत्रिमोऽलशृ्जनोऽकाभशतोऽथ मे ळतभाजानदेलानाभानन्द्दाः व एकः प्रजाऩततरोक आनन्द्दो 

मवच श्रोत्रिमोऽलशृ्जनोऽकाभशतोऽथ मे वतॊ प्रजाऩततरोक आनन्द्दाः व एको ब्रह्भरोक आनन्द्दो 

मवच श्रोत्रिमोऽलशृ्जनोऽकाभशतोऽथऴै एल ऩयभ आनन्द्द एऴ ब्रह्भरोकः वम्राडडतत शोलाच 

मासलल्क्मः वोऽशॊ बगलते वशस्रॊ ददाम्मत ऊध्ल ंवलभोषामैल ब्रशीत्मि श मासलल्क्मो 

त्रफबमाॊचकाय भेधाली राजा वलेभ्मो भाऽन्द्तेभ्म उदययत्वीददतत309
 ॥ (BU 4.3.33)  

                                                           
309

 „If        f                     d             d                        d d      all human 

enjoyments--that is the highest bliss of men. Now a hundredfold the bliss of men is one bliss of those 

who have won the fathers' world. Now a hundredfold the bliss of those who have won the fathers' 

world is one bliss in the Gandharva-world. A hundredfold the bliss in the Gandharva-world is one bliss 

of the gods who gain their divinity by meritorious works. A hundredfold the bliss of the gods by works 
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T          f Yjñ  ā           h  ār  y                                 d     

                 x   O             f         d                                 d     

                                  d              f           T   ś      f B  4 3 33    

one of the great philosophical descriptions about the i    -           f                 

d        d   d d       d                     d      d        

T        x   f     d           śloka is the story of King Videha/Janaka, he was a 

famous king known for his sharp mind and knowledge of Vedas.
310

 He did a Yajna 

and called Brahmans and Philosophers from around the kingdom and was ready to 

 ff        d  d          d              d                   d      Y jñ  ā     

appears as best among them who claimed to be the greatest and he won through his 

rich and deep philosophical interpretations on self/Brahman. 

If                         x           d                 f Y jñ  ā            

description then there are three things that appear as excellent findings to understand 

the contemporary socio-political situation during the age. First is the identity of king 

who was known as Janaka/Videha, he was himself a learned man and philosophers, as 

in western philosophy Plato have argued for the philosopher-king and here Janak has 

been represented as philosopher-king, even Yajñavā                          f      

                                        f ś      T        d            x                

description of the king, a person who has the capability to win the world should be 

considered as the king; it was necessary to protect your own people from the warfare. 

                                                                                                                                                                      
is one bliss of the gods by birth and of him who is learned in the Vedas, who is without crookedness, 

and who is free from desire. A hundredfold the bliss of the gods by birth is one bliss in the Prajāpati-

world and of him who is learned in the Vedas, who is without crookedness, and who is free from 

desire.  A hundredfold the bliss in the Prajāpati-world is one bliss in the Brahma-world and of him who 

is learned in the Vedas, who is without crookedness, and who is free from desire. This truly is the 

highest world. This is the Brahma-world, O king.'--Thus spoke Y jñ  ā    . Janaka said ' I will give 

                         d      ‟ B  4 3 33  T        d    R      E      H     The Thirteen 

Principal Upanishads, Oxford University Press, Humphrey Milford, 1921, p. 138.  
310

 Shastri, Rampratap Tripathi, Upanishado Ki Kahaniyan, Lok Bharati Prakashan, Allahabad, 2011, 

p. 59. 
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This indicates that though states were settled and politically organized but territorial 

expansion was the prime need of the state, and for that, they have to move towards the 

forest.  

The third important aspect of this f                    d         f Y jñ  ā          

Gā     Gā                                                                 

scholars. Though the story Lopamudra is there as Vedic scholar in the Vedas, the way 

Gā               d        d           Y jñ  ā  ya on the various aspects and critical 

          f         d B        H                                                  

role in the possession of knowledge and Vedic recitations as well as their 

representations on the public place. 

 

IV.4 Forest and states in Epics  

                         

 ā āy    and M hābhār t  are the two great epics of India. For a common man, 

they have been the remaining point of reference for a long time on matters of 

morality, justice, and virtue. The impact of  ā āy    and M hābhār t  on Indian 

culture is such a strong that even today we mark them on various disciplines like art, 

literature, music, and drama.  

                   d               j                    f Rā      Pā ḍ          d 

there are multiple layers of stories within the texts, and these sub-stories are vowed in 

such a way that they help to maintain the continuity of the main story. These two texts 

are important to understand the socio-historical past of India that how Indian society 

has faces transitions and what kind of changes have taken place for the construction of 

the present.  
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A. B. Keith has studied in his paper ‘Ar h         th   ā āy   
311

‟               f 

differences between the Sanskrit that has been used in the Vedas and the  ā āy   , 

according to him, there is a sharp difference in the use of grammar between the two 

texts. He has given five classic examples to prove his argument. While R. S. 

Chakravarthy is trying to look about the time period of text as well as the bridging the 

text between the myth and reality, he is arguing in his article ‘     A    t   f 

 ā āy     f  ā  ī  ’
312

 that large numbers of interpolations have done in this text, 

since it was being related with the religion it was not possible in the later period to 

subtract anything out of it.  

After the enormous western interested in  ā āy    a kind of new interpretation 

      d                  M   /          ā āy   . Scholar S. N. Tadapatrikar in his 

paper ‘Mū    ā āy   ‟
313

           d      d                 d                   

             f                   J           d          f       d      Kā ḍ    f     

 ā āy    seem to be comparatively later additions.  

Sheldon Pollock in his article ‘A P   t     I      t       I    ’, in various socio-

political junctures in India  ā āy    an imaginary, come more centrally and 

d                                                        d                            ‟
314

 

 ā āy    is to be considered as the finest political imagination in India; hence it is 

quite clear that within the text there is a discussion on the various complex state 

                                                           
311

 K      A  B  „A                R       ‟  The Journal of Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain 

and Ireland, Oct 1910, pp. 1321-1326. 
312

 C             R      „     A        f     R         f        ‟  Annals of the Bhandarkar 

Oriental Research Institute, Vol. 53 No ¼, 1972, p. 204-211.  
313

 T d             N   „M    R       ‟  Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Vol. 5 

No 01, 1923-24, p. 66-68. 
314

 P            d    „R          d P         I              I d  ‟  The Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 

52, No 02, May 1993, pp. 261-297. 
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affairs in three different places. The main story starts with the first political state 

         A  d   ā                   K ś   d ā   d f            ed to Laṁ ā   

If we closely observe these three socio-political spaces we would find that either they 

all are states but there are sharp differences over their nature and political cultures. As 

it has been argued by scholars like Robert P. Goldman and Sally J. Sutherland 

Goldman
315

 that, the whole  ā āy  a story revolves around the forest and it is the 

main plot. In the same line of thought here we will try to connect the idea of a state 

with forest in this section.  

Within the  ā āy    there are various ins                                         

d                                        -             A  d  ā   d f     -d        

     -             K ś   d ā  T           f          Rā                       

bipolarity in nature because at one place they have b            d                -

             L       d                        Rā                        f         f      

dwellers in the primitive mode of lives. In order to look at the changes that were 

happing at that time, we need to analyze the text through various means and 

speculations. 

Romila Thapar and R. S. Sharma both  have argued that since the age of  ā āy    

and M hābhār t  was an age of socio-economic transitions and due to change in the 

mode of production from unsettled pastoral economy to the settled agricultural 

economy there was a continues effort from the state for the encroachment over new 

forest lands. 

 

 

                                                           
315

 Bose, Mandakrant (ed.), Ramayana Revisited, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 2004. 
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वोsमॊ ब्राह्भण बूतमवष्ठो लानप्रस्थगणों भशान । 

त्लन्द्नाथोsनाथलद याभ याषवैशन्द्मते बवृभ316॥ (A      ā d   Chapter 6,  Verse 15) 

 

एदश ऩवम ळयीयाणण भुनीनाभ ्बावलत आत्भनाभ ्। 

शताना याषवे घोयैयाफशुना फशुधा लने317
  ॥   (A      ā d   C       6  Verse 16) 

ऩॊऩा नदी तनलावानाभ ्अनुभन्द्दाककनीभ ्अवऩ । 

धचिकुटारमाना च कक्रमते कदनॊ भशत318
  ॥    (A      ā d   C       6  Verse 17)    

T         ś        Ar  y  ā    6  5- 7                 d     d        d  f           

                   f                                  f       A    d           

        d ś         R          d     f               d                   f     f 

 ā                                B         T                f        f    Rā   

to eliminate demons that torture them and destroy their sacrificial rituals.  

On the basis of this translation, it seems that state-society was devised in such a way 

to increase the flow of the human population within the forest through the idea of 

 ā         T    ā        A                          d                      

indirectly or directly to access over forest land. Here it is important to focus on the 

idea of caste that how it was expanding from the state horizons to the forest lands.  

A    d       H  D                               f                         d        

        d          x  ;         Rā       ā         d B  d                        

                                                           
316

 „O Rama we are a group of great sages, mostly brahmins, leading a vanaprastha life. Yet with a 

protector like you, we are slaughtered in large numbers like orphans.‟ 
317

 „Come and see the bodies of ascetics, who had perceived the Supreme Spirit, killed in large numbers 

in the forest by the fierce demons ‟ 
318

 ‘A great slaughter is taking place amongst those residing on the bank of the Pampa Lake, near the 

river Mandakini, and on mount Chitrakuta ‟ 
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                             f  ā        d N  ād  , and sometimes there were wars as 

it has been shown into the text. Ultimately it was the city-based state society that is 

given preference over the tribal-state society. 

अथ ऩॊचलटी गछान्द्ताया यघुनन्द्दनः । 

आववाद भशाकामॊ गधृॊ बीभ ऩयाक्रभभ319
 ॥  (A      ā d , Chapter 14, Verse 1) 

 

तॊ दृष्टा तय भशाबागो लनस्थॊ याभरक्ष्भनय । 

भेनाते याषभ ऩषी ब्रुलाण को बलातनतत320
 ॥  (A      ā d , Chapter 14, Verse 2) 

 

ततो भधयुमा लाचा वयम्ममा प्रीणमश्न्द्नल । 

उलाच लत्व भा वलवद्ध लमस्मॊ वऩतुयात्भन321
  ॥ (A      ā d , Chapter 14, Verse 3) 

 

याभस्म लचनॊ श्रतु्ला कुल्भात्भानभेल ल । 

आच चषे द्वलजस्त वलवबूतभुिलभ322
 ॥     (A      ā d , Chapter 14, Verse 5 ) 

 

T          f J  ā      Ar  y  ā    14.01-05 can be interpreted in a very different 

way from the text. As per the translation here, Rā         d P ñ         d     J  ā   

          E       Rā                    d              f                     T    

J  ā        d   d       f      f    d  f      D ś        

                                                           
319

 „On the way to Panchavati, Rama, the delight of the Raghu race, met a vulture with a huge body and 

fearful strength ‟ 
320

 „Seeing the bird on the banyan tree, venerable Rama and Lakshmana mistook him for a demon and 

enquired who he was.‟ 
321

 „With a sweet, pleasing, and gentle voice he said to both of them, O dear know me to be a friend of 

your father ‟ 
322

 „On hearing Rāma's words, the bird started narrating the origin of all beings including his own 

family ‟  
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H    J  ā             d           Id            f    d  f D ś        d         quite 

                                  J  ā                               d              f  f 

            d           d                                  D ś                    

O                     J  ā                                         ā                 

text in the last of K      h  ā    58 4-5   H        ā                    d           

 f J  ā     d        d       d              /                 f          I d      the 

past, but while they were moving towards Indra, due to heat of the Sun feathers of 

J  ā         d                    ā           d                       d             

feathers to burnout.    

ऩूया लिृलधे लतृ्ते व चाशॊ च जामे मळनो  

आददत्म भुप्मातो स्लो र्जलरॊत यश्स्भभारीनभ 

आलतृ्माकाळभागेंण जलेन स्लगवतो मभ्रऴभ  

भध्मॊ प्राप्ते तू वूमे तू जटामुलामळदाती323
 ॥  (K     d ā ā d , Sarga 58, śloka 4-5) 

As we know that for historians it is very difficult to read myths and stories and extract 

the real past from them. According to Romila Thapar for historians, literature is an 

                         “                           f              f        f           

events or descriptions of a particular time. The item of literature as a narrative relates 

to history, not for what it says which is anyway fictional, but for what it might 

  d                                 f      ”
324

 

                                                           
323

 „'In olden days, when Indra killed Vrutra we (Jatayu and I) seeking to challenge him reached the 

Sun blazing with a garland of beams ‟  

'Flying in the sky at a violently high speed, we reached the meridian of the Sun when, unable to bear 

          J                  ‟ 
324

 Thapar, Romila, Ś  u t   : T xt                H  t r   , Columbia University Press, New York, 

1999, p. 02. 
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Af                   d     f          x   f J  ā     d     ā                            

belong to a strong and powerful tribal-state society and they had influence over the 

J    thā  which is close to Pañchvati  T      d f    d                       D ś     

in the past but as Sampaati mentioned that they had a conflict with Indra and incident 

when he lost his feathers might be they als                  -                       

f       W         ā        d         d     f I d     d     ā    f                    

belongs to         is really quite interesting and it gives us a link to connect the past 

of these bird symbolized forest kingdom. 

Within the story of  ā āy    the second-        f                 Rā     d K     

D       T           f         I d    f                             d    Pañchvati 

          d                Af                f                                     

Kha     d D        d     d                      f    Rā     d L         T   

  x              d     f             Rā     d K                     d      

magnitude then it seems that actually, Khara had a large army, while 14,000 soldiers 

might be an exaggeration as mentioned in Ar  y  ā    22.8-9.  

चतुदवळ वह्स्िानी भभ धचत्तानुलततवनाभ  

यषवा बीभलेगॊना ळम्रेव तनश्व्नतवनाभ 

नीरश्जभुतलनावनण रोकदशॊवावलशारयणाभ 

वलोद्मोग भुदीणना याषववयम्म कयाम325
  ॥  (A      ā d , Chapter 22, Verse 8-9)  

The way Khara has been introduced in the  ā āy                                      

 f      d    d                     q          Rā                         I d    f      

                                                           
325

 „There are fourteen thousand demons at my command ready to act according to my will. They are 

warriors of terrific speed and will not retreat from the fight ‟ 

„T         f             f     d             d  d   df     d                     d      f   f        

               f                ‟ 
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        I      ś      f Ar  y  ā    22.13-15 he has been shown in a grandeur 

manner, he has a big chariot which has a thick layer of pure gold and a flag on the top 

of the chariot. Even his chariots horses were so decorated with golden works that they 

were shining like Sun.  

Though the army of Khara was presented as rich as they belong to an economically 

developed society even there weapons were made by stones and woods as mentioned 

       ś     Ar  y  ā   , 25. 32.  

तन ल ृतास्त ऩुनः वले दऴूणआश्रमतनबवमः   

याभभेलाभ्मधालन्द्त वारतारमळरामुधा326
 ॥ (A      ā d , Chapter 25, Verse 32)  

Here         q         d x      x                     d                 f      K    ‟  

army and the weapons and tools his foot soldiers were using to have a fight with 

Rā    O             f                    f                                            

that K                                      d       d Rā         d                 

forests of central India though still their skills to made metal tools were at low levels.  

There are other two-three things that strongly indicate that Khara was might be a 

tribal forest king and had a primitive staged forest state. The first thing is the number 

of his foot soldiers which is quite big, second is a flag on the top of the chariot, it 

represents a sovereign state power or independent state identity. On the basis of     

       x                                    f             K       d Rā            

         f                                                            d    K       d 

    f           d                                              f   f  x f          ate 

society to the forest.  

                                                           
326

 „Coming under the shelter of Duushana all of those demons are but emboldened and returned, and 

                     d      d  R                                   d     d                     ‟ 
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As we discussed here the speculation we are formulating for the tribal state of Khara 

  d D          ā āy   , but in K      hā ā                      f Bā     d     ī   

is clearly mentioned in the text. There are various inst                     d B    

          d        K     f K     d     d       d            f                   d    

the mountains and forests around them like   śy  ū  and M  huv  /M t   v  . 

प्राप्तोsश प्रेवऴतस्तेन वुग्रीलणे भशात्भना  

यासा लनायाभुख्माना शनुभान नाभ लानयः327
  ॥ (K     d ā ā d , Chapter 3, Verse 21)  

ईदृळा फुवद्ध वॊऩन्द्न श्जतक्रोधा श्जतेश्न्द्रमा  

रस्टव्मा लरेंरण ददतम दळवनभागता ॥    (K     d ā ā d , Chapter 5, Verse 26)  

ददलव श्रच्द्म भमावदामॊ रष्टा श्रोs स्भी लानयॊ  

फशुलऴव वशश्स्िणी व ले ळैरो बवलष्मतत328
 ॥ (K     d ā ā d , Chapter 11, Verse 58)  

T                    d              x                                   f     ī    T   

f            f    ś      f K      hā ā   3   ;      H    ā  f              Rā   

  d L                d           f                  f  ā     K        ī    A      

           f K     d ā  Bā                 f                       d                    f 

Bā        ī                      d                     f Rā        ī        d     

            Bā    L             ī     d      ā               d Rā     d        d 

f    ī ā   

On the basis of mentioned material and sociological explanations about things and 

                 ā                         K     d ā                              

                                                           
327

 „Delegated by that great soul and the king of important monkeys Sugreeva, I have come here and by 

name I am H                      ‟ 
328

 „I give one day's time for the monkeys (to leave). Whomsoever, I see tomorrow will get transformed 

into a mountain for many thousands of years'. 
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highly influenced by the city state-                B      d     ī                   

        D ś        d            T         f    x        f      d       d f      

                  ā               J  L  B        on and Dev Raj Chanana
329

 have 

     d;   d        f     ī  ‟    f           d           Bā            ī       

 x     d f                 d      d                        f Bā    Bā  ‟    f      

       d                ī     

Their society is the best example of a tribal-state society with subsistence modes of 

production because they had the idea of state but there is very little sign of agriculture, 

instead, they have always mentioned at community fruit forest where they go and eat. 

T                     Bā               d             f I d         d       d      

                  d       f                                  I                     d    f 

K     d ā          f               f             d   Bā     d          f           

had associations with king D ś                                                      f 

forest-dwelling society. 

 

     2              

M hābhār t  is also called as the fifth Veda, it is one of the longest ever written text 

in human history. Like  ā āy   , M hābhār t  is also a story where multiple sub-

stories are making a complex net that sometimes it really becomes difficult to identify 

the beginning and end. Various scholars looked into this text to analyze its true 

sequence and overlapping of stories and V. S. Sukthankar did a historical work to 

compile all the various regional versions M hābhār t  into a singular book.   

                                                           
329

 Chanana, Dev Raj, The Spread of Agriculture in Northern India: As depicted in the Ramayana of 

Valmiki,  

Sumna Prakashan, Delhi, 1969. 
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J     L  F  z     d          d                  x     d        x                    

                                              f             L  d G   ś   T   

pr        f G   ś                   f                                            d     

He further argues that the M hābhār t  has played a major role in educating Indian 

peoples, in structuring and informing their imagination and sensibilities in 

fundamental ways.
330

  

A    d       H       O d        “    M hābhār t  began its existence as a simple 

                I                                                         ”
331

 The idea 

of chaos was later reinterpreted by scholar Ramesh Chandra Dutta in a very different 

way and then the complete critical edition of M hābhār t  come out in 1966.
332

 

M hābhār t  is more about politics and diplomacy in a state society instead 

 ā āy    is about the idea of morality and ideal human being. As argued by the 

scholars that Mahābhār t  is a compilation of various sub narratives and small 

stories; as like it is also telling us about various kinds of societies and in this section 

                   „forest states‟                    f M hābhār t . 

 Here we will also try to see and analyze the relationship between forest and states. 

M hābhār t  is a compendium of the number of tribal social groups; kingdoms and 

as much as geopolitical relationships between various states have been also explained 

in detail.  

                                                           
330

 F  z     d  J      L   „I d  ‟  F f     d : T   M          ‟   P             f      f‟  Journal of 

South Asian Literature, Vol. 20 No 01, Part 01, Essays on the Mahabharata, Winter-Spring 1985, p. 

126. 
331

 Sukthankar, V. S, On the Making of the Mahabharata, The Asiatic Society of Bombay, Bombay, 

1957, p. 01. 
332

 Brockington, John, The Sanskrit Epics, Brill, Boston, 1998, p.  41. 
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The first story which appears to understand the forest and state relations is the story of 

D ś       d Ś       ā  T            f                   d             d      

M hābhār t  as well as outside the M hābhār t  in the later period of time.  

तद्माप्माततत्म नऩृ तनरुत्त भश्रभ वॊमुक्तॊ  

भनः प्रशादजनन दृष्टीकान्द्तभततल च 

ळीत भारुत वॊमुक्तॊ जगाभान्द्मभशद लनॊ  

ऩुश्वऩत ेऩदऩे ककयनभतील ळुखळाद्लारभ333
 ॥  

( d      -Sambhavparva, Chapter 70, Verse 3-4 ) 

       f D ś       d Ś       ā                     d                                 

various issues, but here we will try to analyze the representation of forest as well as 

       d  f                                     d         D ś       d Ś      ā    

order to understand forest and states. As per the translation
334

 of Ᾱdiparva, 7  3-4  

           d                   d      K    D ś           d   f                     f   

             ;                             D ś                    f      K     H       

    Ś         f       f            d f                       

The possi                                         d   f R      T         „    āś    

 f K                                     d              d                       

been specially planted since the trees are sometimes specific and sometimes in the 

                                                           
333

 „T                    d                  d        d   f                d      er forest to hunt in it. 

Fatigued with hunger and thirst, and accompanied by only one follower, he came to a large desert at the 

end of the forest. Having passed over this herbless desert, the king came to a forest full of holy 

hermitages. It was beutifull to the eyes and delightful to the heart. It was cool and it breathed delightful 

breeze. It was full of trees and covered with flowers. It extended far and wide in green soft grass. It 

echoed with the sweet songs of the birds. It resounded with the sweet nodes of male kokila and the 

shrill cries of cicalas ‟ A  T        d    M  N  D     Mahabharata, vol. I, Adi Parva & Sabha Parva, 

Parimal Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 101.  
334

 Here translation used of Ganguli, Kisari Mohan, The Mahabharata of Krishna Dwaipayana Vyas, 

Munshilal Manoharlal Publishers, Delhi, third edition, & Buck, William, Mahabharata, Motilal 

Banarshidas Publishers Delhi, 1981. 
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f     f d       ‟ The normal activity of hunting associated with the forest has been 

devised in such a way to bring more access to the forest. Here the duality of 

                  f       f Ś       ā   d            f D ś                           

bifurcation of nature and culture. It has been argued that patriarchy ideologies project 

nature as feminized and culture as masculine, where nature is passive and culture is 

authoritative.
335

   

C           f D ś       d Ś       ā                                                 

bridge between forest and state as well as nature and culture.  

मवद्दचायण वॊदैस्च गन्द्धलव अप्वयागणे  

वेवलतॊ लन्द्भत्माथ ेभत्ता लानयॊ ककन्द्नायभ336
 ॥   

(Ᾱdiparva-Sambhavparva, Chapter 70,Verse15 ) 

I                   ś      D ś                 f                       d the 

tapovan and they were enjoying the place. Mentioned communities are     hā , 

Gandharva, A ś rā , Kinnars, and  ā  r  . It might be possible that the coming of 

D ś          f         d                                    d                 f     

state t                                         f           Ś        ā  A          

that it has been a continuous effort by the state societies to control the forest societies 

and bring them all under the one rule of law for the better resource management and 

also to keep the boundaries safe from external aggressions. 

                                                           
335

 Thapar, Romila, Perceiving the forests, In Mahesh Rangrajan ed. I    ’  E v r     t   H  t ry, 

Permanent Black, Ranikhet, 2012, pp. 114-115. 
336

 „I         d   f       d          C                            f G  d            A            

         d     K             d          j   ‟ A  T        d    M  N  D     Mahabharata, vol. I, Adi 

Parva & Sabha Parva, Parimal Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 101. 
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The second story within the M hābhār t                            f     

                     f                        d                                   

        f     -d              H d   ā   d B ī     

एल भुक्त दशडडम्फा तू दशददम्फेन तदा लने  

भ्रतुलवचना भावाम त्लभावनेल याषवी  

जगाभ ति मि स्भ ऩाॊडल बयतऴवब  

ददवव ति वा गत्ला ऩाॊडलान वप्रथात्म वश 

वमानान बीभवेन च जधग्रतभ त्लऩयाश्जतभ337
 ॥ 

(Ᾱdiparva, Chapter 51 , Verse15-16 )  

A    d                   Rā ś    H d                    H d   ā             Pā ḍ    

  d K   ī                                 f                          d             d   

         f  d       B ī                                                       

         d f           f                 B ī    H d   ā d d ‟              d 

  f    d                 f     Rā      brother Hidimb. 

H d                   d    B ī     d     f            H d   ā          d    

B ī                                    d    d   d      d                 d           

           d   d                       f        K   ī I    ‟  d        N              

                                         f                H d   ā    d             

 

 

                                                           
337

 „T   f      R                           d  f                      f     B                          

where Pandavas were. Going there she saw the Pandavas with pritha asleep and the invincible 

Bhimsena sitting       ‟ A  T        d    M  N  D     Mahabharata, vol. I, Adi Parva & Sabha 

Parva, Parimal Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 218.   
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अशभ ्शी भनवा ध्माता वलावन नेष्मामभ ल ्वदा 

न मातुधान्द्म त्लाॊले न चाश्स्भ याजतनचायी  

कन्द्मा यषस्वु वध्मास्भी यासी वल्कत्ताकी  

ऩुिणे तल वॊमुक्त मुलतीदेललणणवनी  

वलावन लोsशभुऩस्थास्मे ऩुरुश्स्क्रत्म लकृोदयभ  

अप्रभत्ता प्र भत्तेळु ळु वरू वुववकक्रत त्लशभ  

लशृ्जनत तामेस्माभी दगेुळु वलवभेळु च  

वप्रस्थेंण लो लदशस्माभी मळग्र गततश्म्बप्वता  

मूमॊ प्रळाद कुरुत बीभवेनो बजेत भाभ338
 ॥ 

(Ᾱdiparva, Chapter 54, Verse11-12)  

According to the Ᾱdiparva 54.11-12, she said that she is not a N  ā h r       

                                    Rā                                    f      

region and ruling over the land. The extension of her family tree later becomes mo   

                        Pā ḍ                 d        Rā      K                  

                f H d     

O             f             d                 d          K   ī   d Pā ḍ              

an indication that she was the prises of a tribal/forest society and dominating over the 

                              d            H            f   B ī       d                

attraction of little traditions towards higher ones due to clear and matures family 

                                                           
338

 „I       d             f   q         f      f       d f          d  G    d                              

laying asleep in this forest. The strong scent of men pleases my nostrils. Killing all these men bring 

           ‟ A  T        d    M  N  D     Mahabharata, vol. I, Adi Parva & Sabha Parva, Parimal 

Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 218. 
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relations rather than tribal family relations which were at the very lower level as we 

  d                   f Bā     d     ī       ā āy   . 

Here we can argue that it was not one way current of expansion of state-society and 

penetration it to forests instead on another way there was also quest within the fo     

                          f H d   ā      d      f                                        

their societal and economic structure smoothly.    

T                       K         d Pā ḍ             q                               

is a direct relationship         H d      d K         

अशभ ्फकस्म ले भ्राता ककभॉय इतत वलश्रन्द्तु  

लनेsश्स्भन काम्मके ळून्द्मे तनलवामभ गत्र्जलाय339
 ॥ (Vanaparva, Chapter 11, Verse 23) 

मुधध तनश्जवत्म ऩुरुळानाशाय तनत्र्यभाचयण  

के मुमुभबी वॊप्राप्ता बक्ष्म बूतभभॊततकभ  

मुधध तनश्जवत्म लः वलावन बषतमस्मे गत्र्जलायश340
 ॥   (Vanaparva, Chapter 11, Verse 24) 

According to the Vanaparva    Pā ḍ           d          f       f           x          

f                            d      Rā      K        A          ś       f           

11.23- 4                     f               d                            f    B ī    

        B ī     d      d H d                  

                        f      x     f Pā āḍ             d          x            d 

interactions of forest peoples and various tribes but the interaction with Kirmira is 

                                                           
339

 „W     d              ?  ay what we shall do. That Rakshasha thus replied to Dharmaraj 

Y d        ‟ A  T        d    M  N  D     Mahabharata, vol. II, Van Parva & Virata Parva, Parimal 

Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 16. 
340

 „I                 f             d I                 name of Kirmira, I live in this uninhabited 
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very much different. Kirmira argues (Vanaparva 11.24) that he is the owner of the 

forest and anyone who come there or challenges his authority over the forest had to 

fight with him. Here it is quite clear that Kirmira appears as the observer at the forest 

fringes to block access of none forest dwellers into the forest. He also remembered his 

                                       d    B ī             ś     Vanaparva. 

    3             d             B  ā                    d  f Kā y        .  

Within the Vanaparva of M hābhār t , there is another interesting story of sage 

A        d       f  L     d ā
341

. Through this story, a kind of mutual 

interdependency between life in the forest and material requirements from the state to 

run life smoothly has been depicted.  

याजन तनलेळ ेफुवद्धभे लतवते ऩुिकनावत  

लयमे त्लाॊ भदशऩार रोऩाभुरा प्रमछ्भे342
 ॥   (Vanaparva, Chapter 97, Verse 2) 

 

गडाद्लायभथागम्मा बगला नमृवस्तभः 

उग्रभाततस्त्थट तऩः वश ऩत्न्द्मानुकुरामा343
 ॥   (Vanaparva, Chapter 97, Verse 11) 

मथा वऩिगशेृ वलप्र प्रवादे ळमनॊ भभ  

तथा वलधे त्लॊ ळमने भाभूऩेतुमभशावशवी344
 ॥  (Vanaparva, Chapter 97, Verse 17) 

                                                           
341
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As per the translation of the story, sage August once saw his P   r  hanging upside 

down into a well and he asked, who are you then the replied to the sage we are your 

ancestors waiting for liberation until you have a son we will have to be like this. Then 

     A      d   d d                     d L     d ā   d           daughter of 

king Videha. (Vanaparva, 27.2)  

P        f L     d ā            d              d       f          d f            

                            d                A       C          L     d ā        d 

sage August as her husband and moved for the forest. After the marriage, they both 

practiced tapas and penance for a long time in the forest. (Vanaparva, 27.11) One day 

 f                             d                       L     d ā    d          

replied that first, you should bring all the material and luxury what I was having at my 

f     ‟                  I      f  f                Vanaparva, 27.17) and then sage 

visited various kings and kingdom asking for the wealth and finally he fulfills all the 

d    d   f L     d ā   d        d        

This story              f               d      d                          ;         

         d        f        d    d    f        d             A     '           f   

            L     d ā                         f                            

            f P       d  equest for liberation through progenies is a clear sign that a 

        d                  f                       T              f L     d ā 

appears as the voice of transformation, though she accepted the forest life her 

demands for luxury materials and wealth to have a meaningful life gives us a clear 

picture of a strong societal impact from state-society on forest society. 

Hermits and asceticism can be seen as the markers of masculinity and dominance of 

males over nature and forest, while the idea of the household has been seen as the 
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place dominated by women for the rearing of child and development of family 

relations within society. Acceptance of forest life and decision to live the life as an 

ascetic from a state society woman has actually challenged the established tradition. 

Her demand for wealth and the visit of August to the various kings in the state-society 

for wealth can be read as later dependence of sages over state society.  

T                 f      A        d L     d ā           d         d    the    

Veda they way it has been presented in M hābhār t  is a clear sign of transformation 

in the society at various paradigms like state, gender, family and wealth.  

 

   5                      A    ś ś         

The Arth śā tr   f K                      Indian work on state polity and public 

administration, according to scholars like R. Shamsastry
345

 and R. P. Kangle
346

 it 

belongs to 3
rd

 century BCE to 2
nd

 century CE. The Arth śā tr   x                   

  d                    f K           d              K                                   

           d                 x   f            K                     d       f 

Chandragupta Maurya (317-293 BCE), he composed this literature to tell the wise 

king how to defeat one's enemies and rule on behalf of the general good.
347

   

K       ‟  Arth śā tr  which is basically a book on political-economy has also 

mentioned in detail about the relationship between state and forests. Chapter second is 

devoted to the kinds of land and how to make it occupation, where he has described 

the importance of forestation as well as its defense and economic importance.  

                                                           
345
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346
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347
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अकक्रवममाॊ बुभो ऩळुभ्मो वलवलतानी प्रमाछेत । 

प्रददष्टाबम स्थालयार्जभानी च ब्रह्भनेभ्मो ब्रह्म्वोभ अयण्मानी, तऩोलनानी च तऩश्स्लभ्मो 

गोरुत ऩयाणी प्रमाछेत । 

तलॊ भािभेक्द्लायण खातगुप्तॊ स्लादपुरगुल्भ गुछ्भकॊ टककरभूभुत्तनतोमाळम 

दाॊतभगृाचतुस्ऩाद बाननान्द्नाख  

दॊस्िव्मार भानमुव कशाश्स्तशश्स्तनी करबभ भगृलनॊ वलशायाथव यासः कायमेत348
 ।    

(A    śā    , Chapter 2, Verse 1) 

As per the translation of the text by R. Shama Shastri and Vachaspti Gairola, chapter 

two ( hu   hh  r     hā ) is dedicated to the interrelationship between the state and 

f        I      f     ś               d d                      d                 d    

pastureland and grazing grounds, and fo              f     f d      d            d    

                         d   ā       f          d   f   d    T         f         d 

should be kept under the direct control of the king so that he could visit and enjoy, 

and it should be filled with none canine animals. 

T   f     ś                       f                       d      d     f     f        d 

                                        d                   f f                    I      

                 K           f                           f        vable land into 

pasture land so that it could be used by the animals and also no land should be 

remained unused, and this is mostly located within the state, not on the boundaries or 

fringes of the states. Now he is talking about the forest which is available around the 

state full of wild animals and vegetation, according to him this kind of forest should 

be given to the ascetics for their spiritual purpose. His actual aim while giving the 

                                                           
348
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2009, pp. 82-84. 
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forest to ascetics could be analyses as the Yogis or the  ā    th   should stay near 

about the state so that the first line of defense for the state could be formed on the 

forest boundaries of the state.  

कुप्म प्रददष्टाना च रव्माणाभेकेकळो ला लनॊ तनलेळमेत; रव्मलनकभावन्द्तानटवलवला 

रललनाऩाश्रमः349
 । (A    śā    , Chapter 2, Verse 3)   

I                     d ś                                   f     f      f          f  f    

various needs of the state. These forests have been called Dravyavana it means 

material forests. There is a special mention of kinds of the tree which should be grown 

                d     d  P  ā    A           M             d           f       

forests were given to the forest dwellers or tribes those who were residing over there.  

H                  K                             f               “f               

z   ” f                          f              d    d f         d                   I  

is also obvious here that the forest tribes and forest dwellers were incorporated under 

the wide umbrella of excellent statecraft so that they could also be engaged in the 

direct chain of economic production. This could also be seen as a way to pacify forest 

dwellers' socio-economic turbulence against the state structure by engaging them in a 

constructive way. 

प्रत्मन्द्ते श्ह्स्तलनभतव्माययक्ष्मॊ तनलेळमेत । 

नाग लना अध्मक्ळः ऩलवतॊ नादेम वायवाभनानुऩभ च नागलनः वलददतऩमावन्द्तप्रलळेतनळकावन 

नगलनऩारे ऩारमेत । 

शस्तीघततनः शन्द्मIु दॊत्मुगभ स्लभ भतृास्माशयतः वऩदाचतुष्ऩनो राबः । 

नागलानऩारा..... 350
 ॥ (A    śā    , Chapter 2, Verse 4)   

                                                           
349
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I      f                  ś      K             d    d                           

“         f     ”    h śt v     T            f     ś                   d                 

the boundaries of the state. It was necessary for the heads of these h śt v   to know 

all the geographical entities around the forest; either it is mountains, lakes, rivers or 

rocks they must be in the minds of heads. The provision of capital punishment was 

also there for those who kill elephants of the h śt v   , and if any elephant dies 

naturally its ivory should be submitted to the king.  

K          d     f h śt v    can be analyses on the strategic point of view, the 

Mauryan state was known for its huge number of elephants within the state structure. 

According to Thomas R. Trautmann during the Mauryan period elephants were 

divided into four categories as per their works were given to them; elephants under 

training (damya), the war elephant (Samnahya), the riding elephant ( ū  v hy ), and 

the rough elephant ( yā /     r u ).
351

 Since elephants were being used in the wars 

and they have been mentioned in the    Veda to  ā āy    and M hābhār t  as an 

important war animal it was necessary to keep them ready for the emergency demand 

of the states and that is why special attention has been given      ś                   

forests.  

O             f K       ‟  Arth śā tr               f                              

                    d  d              x          f                f                    f 

                  d      f   K                 use each and everything which is 

accessible to the state. A kind of cooperation and mutual relation has been established 

between the forest tribes and the state that the responsibility of Dravyavana was given 

                        d            d ś      

                                                           
351
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Dravyavana and H śt v                                        f K         f      

policy. Forest of materials or Dravyavana was not only known for the forest products 

like timber and fruits instead there were also mines of iron (Kā āy   ) and copper 

  ā     ores within the deep forest which were important to states armory and 

security. Every aspect of the forest was devised in such a way that directly or 

indirectly it was associated with the economic well being of the state as well as 

security of the state f             D                f K        f               d 

administrations were become a very important part of state crafts because the change 

in the mode of production and emergence of various states during the time of 

M hāj      ā  has made a strong impact over the state forest relations.     

 

IV.6 Conclusion 

T                                  f        d                  T     d                  

                    f                              d f             d                f 

       d                          ff    f                                        o the 

forest societies. There was always a struggle between those who were settled and 

evolved in the forests and those who were coming from the state societies for material 

as well as philosophical means.  

The Epic traditions open the doors of forest in the form of exile and hunts, state-forest 

relations reaches on the zenith during the age of  ā āy    and M hābhār t . 
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Chapter Five 

Forest and People 

 

 

V.1 Introduction 

There is little evidence of human forest relationships during prehistory and Indus 

valley, but it has been proved by archaeologists and geographers that human 

inhabitants of the subcontinent were likely to have been heavily dependent on forest 

resources. The Vedic literature poetically depicts the natural environment, linking the 

     d H  ā              d   f       d    d    f         f                   f       

sages in the text.
352

 From the Vedic period to the documentations of epics all the 

literature is full of evidence regarding forest human interactions and interdependence.  

The Idea of the forest is nothing in itself utile there is the presence of human or people 

who gives them meaning and identity. Form the time of early Vedic to the epic 

periods a drastic change has occurred in the presentation and human forest relations. 

In the ancient texts, forests have been reinterpreted by the presence of various forest-

dwelling tribes as well as some small socio-economic groups dependent on the forest 

products. From literary sources we can try and understand, the way the dominant 

community, primarily the traditional cultivators and ethnic groups pursuing 

pastoralism and hunting as a mode of livelihood in the forest.
353
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The earliest Vedic settlements were nothing but the forest, in the         the term 

 ry v rt h               d    d                 d  d       d          C        

which lay to the east of the region where the river Saraśvatī d         d              f 

the black forest (Kā āv   ), to the north of the Pdrydtra mountains, and to the south 

 f     H  ā     
354

  Here the idea of black forest (Kā āv   ) is important to discuss in 

the context of forest peoples and their settlements. From the          it emerges a 

fairly clear picture of the situation at that time a series of related tribes settled in the 

Punjab and adjacent regions
355

 and occupied the north Indian dark forest which was 

unexplored and unused in all the ways. The earliest forest dwellers of the Vedas were 

organized in small bands, sometimes constitutive of a few families and were 

unfamiliar with the matter of status distinction or social organization beyond the 

family and kinship; they used the forest and scrublands as their resource.
356

  

In the                   f                            d    “J   ”                 

important term because this term is still being used for the forest-dwelling tribes in 

I d    T    d    f J      d Jā          d      d       d        I d    historical 

tradition with various complex socio-economic definitions which later created social 

hierarchy and marked as the identity.  

According to D. D. Kosambi,
357

 five tribal groups have been mentioned in the    

Veda and Jana is one among them. Though all these tribes were associated with the 

forest in different ways but important is that how Jana tribes remained associated only 

with the forest doweling society throughout the whole Indian historical tradition. 

While Romila Thapar has looked over the genes    f Jā        d        d      d     
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caste system in the Veda and she have suggested that, it is possible that formation of 

Jā                                                       f Jā                       

prior to its becoming a caste.
358

  

On the basis of                                   d     f J      d Jā          

                                  d                   f                 f Jā       

there was Jana and engaged in forest-related activities and later on the division of 

labour they fragmented        Jā              f                             If    

critically analyze the syntax of the term Jana, it appears almost in all the major and 

     f               Rā+J                   J   +  d              d  J   +J    

which is caste, Jana+ka who is the king continuously mentioned in          

       d   d       ā āy     and then Jana+mejaya who was the first king 

mentioned in the beginning of M hābhār t .  

I                     f x J                                    „      ‟              

frequently and it seems that the immigration of Vedic culture into the north has either 

propagated the idea of Jana or it has adopted it because of its socio-economic intensity 

towards acceptance of forest-based society or people in early days.  

In this chapter, we are aimed to look into the various kinds of people or tribal groups 

who were directly or indirectly associated with the forest. We will also see the various 

aspects of forests as it has been presented in the various texts ranging from Vedas to 

epics. 

Apart from the five tribes of the Vedas as mentioned by D. D. Kosambi, there were 

                           d  d   d d                                  d     -      

culture identities. In the                                   Dā     D       A       

                                                           
358
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Rā        P  ī                                  f            
359

 M     f       

            d                                           f       F    x       A      

  d Rā                                  d                  d     d         d      

that they have an abode in the deep forest.  

According to A. B. Keith, most of the Vedic gods and goddess are exhibited in an 

anthropomorphic form particularly the various forms and phenomena of nature
360

 as 

well as they all belong to some aspects of forests. In the Vedic age,            d   f 

f                                 d   d                                          f     

                             d          f   d         dd               A       d 

Rā         

D. P. Saxena in his book Regional Geography of Vedic India
361

 has also described the 

           d   f   d           d                   d                 f       N    

      D                d d                as akarman (riteless), adevyu (indifferent 

to the gods),  brāh    (without devotion), ayajna (non-sacrificing), avrata (lawless). 

A    d       D  P    x                         A     Druhyus, Yadus, Turvasas, 

Puru    hār t   Trt u   Kr v    P ñ h     K   t    C      M tśy    Aj    Y   u   

Prathus, Visanins, Alinas, and Pakthas.  

I             d                                  d          f f                      

             f               f       d                 f    d              d 

                    d   G                    d                       x         f 

      d         A               d                 d    f      ā    
362

 With the 

        f     āś                                                              f      

                                                           
359
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f                   f       d                       f  ā      ī         d     f      

land and formed forest communities here.  

Dur          d        d  f                       f     f   d    d   dd         

                 d               f        d                                        

                                       f        T          d                   

philosophical speculation on abstract themes, but at another, they are embedded in the 

society to which they relate.
363

  

T                                                f                   f                

         d        x               d d                f       ḍ    M x           

  d d                       d                         f                   d     d 

      d    I         d   f P       O                                d f      

          f        d           B ā                                                

          f        d   d                     d                                    

K               M                        d                     d               f 

       d   d                            f K         
364

   

T          d      d                              d    A      ā                 

               d    O d                  d     d f        f             d           

        d                        d  d        f       T   A      ā                 

intended for study by the  ā  r th  .
365

 A    ā                 f             d    d  

 f        d    d       d       d        d    d          f K                     d   
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we can argue that the movement of the people from state societies has gradually 

increased in the forest and that could have been for various material reasons.  

The extension of state societies into the forest is more visible in the epics; it becomes 

                          f                    T   Id    f “tapovana”                   

only made for the sages in the forest has extended by the idea of    vā  which was 

made for the royal kings to have a compulsory visit and stay in forest and wilderness. 

The variety of people within the forest has gradually increased in the period of epics 

while it was stagnant for the sages in th  A      ā   T    d    f  x             

explores and undiscovered hundreds of tribes and peoples living within the forest in 

 ā āy    and M hābhār t . Even the epic mythology tells us that forest became the 

   d   f           G  d    ā    d A ś       d  hey had continues visits to some 

particulars places in forests. These Cultural differences within the forest people in the 

epics indicate us their levels of socio-political and material developments and the 

differences has given more options for creations of myths and believes.   

 

V.2 Forest People in the Vedas 

The Vedic people have been discussed in the text in various forms and natures; 

sometimes they have been shown directly as people of the forest and sometimes 

symbols and motifs have been used. A. B. Keith
366

 has divided the people of Vedas in 

basic two categories; first as gods and then as demons. According to him the 

evolution of nature gods and abstract deities is the process of amalgamation between 

early Vedic amorphism and animism. The gods and goddesses who have been 

                                                           
366
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d       d          d        A     Adī ī    d I d         f      d                

human characters or animal features.  

D. D. Kosambi in his classic article The Vedic Five Tribes
367

 has described the five 

kinds of Vedic tribes, these are, Janah, Jatah, Manusah, K  tr y h, and Carsanyah  

T              d       d    J      d J                                     M       

                      K           f              d C                           N   

the question arises that, which were the forest dwellers among them. In order to find 

the possible answer, we need to explore each of the terms with its proper textual and 

contextual interrogation in the Vedas. 

The first term is Janah, in the        ; there are numerous hymns where this term 

h                d      f  q        W                         f      d         

gives as an idea that the Janah were the common people of Vedic society and most of 

the time they have been shown as praying to the gods and goddess.  

मॊ यषश्न्द्त प्रचतेवो लरुणो मभिो अमवभा । नू धचत्व दभ्मत ेजनः ॥368
 

      d    4     

The mantra of         1.41.1 is very important to understand that actually who these 

Janah were, and how they were associated with forest life. Prayers are the most 

important thought as well as emotion in the minds of human beings. These can be 

defined as subconscious socio-personnel demands for material as well as spiritual 

requirements. Reading of social as well as personnel demands in the hymns can tell us 

                                                           
367
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the socio-economic background of human beings and through which we can interpret 

their affinity towards the forest. 

The above hymn of         1.41.1 is a prayer to   ru  , Mitra, and  ry  ā  to gain 

power so that the devotee destroys his enemies. Here   ru  , Mitra and  ry  ā  are 

gods which are actually the personified forms of nature and its destructive power. In 

this hymn, it seems that the devotee belongs to the forest society where natural 

calamities are very common as well as the darkness is the biggest enemy of humans in 

the night which is only conquered by the presence of Mitra who is synonymous to the 

Sun god.     

वजोऴस्त्ला ददलो नयो मसस्म केतुमभन्द्धते । मद्धस्म भानुऴो जनः वुम्नामुजुवह्ले अध्लये ॥369 

      d  6   3  

Another important hymn in the         is 6.2.3 where the descendants of Manu have 

been mentioned as the offerers of prayers and sacrifices to various gods for happiness 

and well being. Here Manu has been mentioned as the father of all human beings in 

the Vedas and the difference between forest dwellers and none forest dweller society 

has been assimilated into on human humane society.  

The second term which has been discussed by Kosambi is Jatah which is associated 

with the first one as tribes within the Vedic corpus. Manush is the third term w        

                           K          d C                                       

     f     -d        Id          H             d ff         d ff                      

        d                               d              f            f           r 

thought towards more socially segregated societies.  

                                                           
369

 „T e offerers of praise, sympathizing in satisfaction, kindle you the banner of the sacrifice, when 

         d     d     f M    d                 ;                         ‟ T        d    H  H  W       

  d B ā     f                             h tā Vol. 3, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 04.   
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The reference of five tribes as pañchmanush,
370

 pañchkrstyah,
371

 and 

pañcakarasyah
372

 gives us enough idea about the various communities within the text 

those who were surviving in the socio-political geogra     f      d           

According to D. D. Kosambi, these two terms like Krastyah and Karsyah have 

derived from the root krs              f                         „               d ‟ 

Some scholars argue that the five tribes were known as pañchjanyah actually belong 

                       

The major five tribes within the Vedas are mentioned as Yadu, Turvasa, Anu, Druhyu, 

and Puruas  A    d           d            f                    takes the five to 

mean the four class-castes (v r  ) and the fifth is the N  ā   . Here N  ā             

        d        f     -d                        d                                     

     f              d                    f f                             d  f         

for its indirect presence.  

According to Upinder Singh in the        , about thirty tribes and clans have been 

mentioned within them the five people or Pañcha-Janah have a special mention. The 

                                                           
370

 Whatever wealth may be in the firmament, in heaven, or among the five classes of men, bestow, 

A              ‟ T        d    H  H  W         d B ā     f                            h tā Vol. 4, 

Parimal publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 392.  Rg Veda 8.9.2 
371

 „H                     f                                                        d  f               

(Agni) as they add lustre, (by polishing). To an axe: spreading everywhere, he goes alike through high 

and               d                         d                      ‟ T        d    H  H  W          d 

B ā     f                             h tā Vol. 2, Parimal Publications, Delhi,    6       3      

Veda 3.2.10 

 „M           d                q                f  d       d         f           f    :              

daughter of the sun whom the grey-haired Jamadagnis gave to me, be the bestowed of new life.  

Five races of men- Pancajanyasu krstisu: here, therefore the five distinctions are restricted to human 

beings, confirming the scholiasts notion that the four castes and barbarians are included. 

Daughter of the Sun- Paksya, the daughter of Paksa: paksanirvahkasya, the distributor of the parts of 

the year that is sury      f         ‟ T        d    H  H  W         d B ā     f                     

Veda    h tā Vol. 2, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 217.  Rg Veda 3.53.16 
372

 „W                  I d     d A                                f                      d    battles, 

                f             f    ‟ T        d    H  H  W         d B ā     f                     

Veda    h tā Vol. 3  P       P             D         6    53        d  5 86    

 „W    j                      d  f     d            d        f             f              d        ‟ 

T        d    H  H  W         d B ā     f                            h tā Vol. 4, Parimal 

Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 188.  Rg Veda 7.15.2 
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P       d B ā                 d            d                        d    D       

these major clans and tribes,         has also mentioned three hundred none Indo 

European words which indicates their interactions with other forest-dwelling groups 

as Chumuri, Dhuni, Pipru, and Shambara.
373

   

Here it is important to notice some of these none-                            

mentioned by Upider Singh which indicates the strong presence of other forest-

d                        d    Ś                                    Ś              

later Vedic period and the then in the  ā āy    Ś                         f     

forest is quite interesting to see the presence of a particular forest-dwelling society 

from Vedic to the Epic periods.  

                                           Ś         d           ff      towards the 

forest, they had rejected all the philosophies which were coming from the mainstream 

                     f     f        -political capsule of Vedic tradition. Therefore 

                            d        C ā  ā           f          f       alism 

because they discarded the authority of Vedas. 

Within the domain of        , the war among ten kings can also be seen as the 

marker of earlier forest-dwelling society dependent on substantial social production as 

well as pastoral livelihood. Accordi      R            „              d          

tribal society of         was a logical and natural economic function. He observes 

             f                              x         f                ‟
374

 Since war 

is a very common feature of a tribal society and it was associated with its socio-

economic activities, therefore, the war of ten kings in the         could also be seen 

                                                           
373

 Singh Upinder, A History of Ancient and Early Medieval India: from Stone Age to 12 century, 

Pearson Longman, Delhi, 2008, p. 188. 
374

 Sharma, R. S., Material Culture and Social formation in Ancient India, Macmillan, Delhi, 200, p. 

38. 
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as a war among the tribes and these tribes were the people with community feelings 

for the extension of their land and territory.  

According to Upinder Singh, the battle of ten kings (   hrāj  ) recounted in the book 

seven in the         may be based on an actual historical incident. In this battle, the 

Bharat chief Sudas grandson of Divodasa fought against the confederacy of ten 

tribes.
375

  These tribes can also be considered as the various forest-dwelling groups on 

the basis of their socio-economic structure as well as the interpretation of ten kings 

war in the        .  

The Vedic people have also been classified on the basis of external features as well; 

D. P. Saxena in this book Regional Geography of Vedic India
376

argues that the 

       d           d            f               d                f        d       

index. None-      D                d d            as Akarman
377

 (riteless), 

Adevyu
378

 (indifferent to the gods), Abrahman
379

 (without devotion), Ayajvan
380

 

                                                           
375

 Singh Upinder, A History of Ancient and Early Medieval India: from Stone Age to 12 century, 

Pearson Longman, Delhi, 2008, p. 188. 
376

 Saxena, D. P., Regional Geography of Vedic India,  
377

 अकभाव दस्मुयमब नो अभन्द्तुयन्द्मव्रतो अभानुऴः । त्लॊ तस्मामभिशन्द्लधदाववस्म दम्बम ॥      d         8 

„T   D                                                               f                            

                               d          f                      f            ‟  T        d    H  H  

W         d B ā     f                             h tā Vol. 4, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 

244.  
378

 मो याजा चऴवणीनाॊ माता यथेमबयधध्रगुः । वलवलावाॊ तरुता ऩतृनानाॊ र्जमेष्ठो मो लिृशा गणेृ ॥     d  8 7      

‘I praise that Indra who is the lord of men, who proceeds irresistible in his chariots, the breaker-through 

all armies, the pre-                         f      ‟ T        d    H  H  W         d B ā     f 

Shankaracharya,            h tā Vol. 4, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 577.  
379

 अच्छा कवलॊ नभृणो गा अमबष्टय स्लऴावता भघलन्द्नाधभानभ ्।  
ऊततमबस्तमभऴणो द्मुम्नशूतय तन भामालानब्रह्भा दस्मुयतव ॥      d  4  6 9 

„M                       d                         d                  f          f             f 

bestowing (upon him) wealth, and when soliciting (you) in his need (for aid): defending him with your 

protection, the guileful, impious Dasyu has been destroyed                f            ‟ T        d    H  

H  W         d B ā     f                             h tā Vol. 2, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 

2016. p. 283.   
380

 अन्द्मव्रतभभानुऴभमर्जलानभदेलमुभ ्। अल स्लः वखा दधुुलीत ऩलवतः वुघ्नाम दस्मुॊ ऩलवतः ॥      d  8.70.11 

„M        f    d  P             d    f                   f                               f          

who offers not sacrifice and who worships not the gods; may Parvata hurl the Dasyu down to the stern 

        d      ‟ T        d     H  H  W         d B ā     f                            h tā Vol. 4, 

Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 579.  
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(non-sacrificing), Avrata
381

 (lawless). In the   - Veda these cultural differences also 

     d     f  q        f                         d     -               

The people within the   d        d                d    d  d                d      

               d                  d                                        d        

       f                  f       d            d                    d   d        

         f D      P      Rā  as and other tribal groups as M tśy  , Y  ś  , and 

Ś r   .  

Hence each of these terms is important to understand the basic idea about forest-

dwelling people as well as none forest-dwelling people. The word Deva undoubtedly 

denotes a being connected with heaven, it stands out against the demons weather 

Dā     D         Rā                  B ā                     A     d    d d f    

its old higher sense and opposed to Deva.
382

 

T   Rā  asas were presented as antihuman characters; they were more affiliated with 

            f    d              f d                               f   f   T         

d       d                f f         d                               d           d    

H                       d                A                x   f Rā        I          at 

the Asuras are separate ethnic groups who were following different cultures and 

beliefs other than that of Vedic religion. 

F                       “Discovering the Vedas”                d     d d     

interpretation of five tribes as four Var a and N  ā   . According to him, the 

                                                           
381

 वल जानीह्मामावन्द्मे च दस्मलो फदशवष्भत ेयन्द्धमा ळावदव्रतान ् । ळाकी बल मजभानस्म चोददता वलवलेत्ता त े

वधभादेऴ ुचाकन ॥      d    5  8   „D                        A       d              D     : 

restraining those who performs no religious rites, compel them to submit to the performer of sacrifices: 

be you, who are powerful, the encourager of the sacrificer : I am desirous of celebrating all your deeds 

                                 f       ‟ T        d    H  H  W        d B ā     f                 

           h tā Vol. 1, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 2016. p. 130. 
382

 Keith, A. B., The Religion and the Philosophy of Vedas and Upanishads, Part 01, Motilal Banasidas 

Publishers, Delhi, 1989, p. 75. 
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indigenous population contributed substantially to the Vedas follows from the fact 

that the names of indigenous families, clans and tribes, become the names of Vedic 

        Śā  ā 
383

 He argues that there is no evidence of the caste system in the 

Vedas. It begins to be visible in the late Vedic and posts Vedic Dharma Sutras. And 

become fully developed as a theory in the law book of Manu. 

Here we can take the argument of Stall that the Vedic society was not divided on caste 

line       f                         f f                                                    

                              f          N  ād                                 f        

     d                                       f   f                           f     

land during the Vedas. As we all know that myths work and give meanings when they 

are presented in a collective way.  The myths of Deva and Asura were have been 

discussed to differentiate between the kinds of people on the basis of their behaviour 

and nature, now we will try to formulate the meanings and their identities through the 

reading of gods in the        .  

Many of the deities in the         are transparently natur                    

  q    d                   f                          d       d d          I d -

I            d  T   I d -I         d              M      A   ā     d B ā         

          d            f     -d                           G  d          d  ī ī  

could be taken as the addition of local beliefs and people in the text.
384

  

     d                                            d  dj    d               d   d 

gods to tell larger mythology. The new story and identities were given space to unfold 

a str                      f          f   d             T         d d              

                                                           
383

 Stall, Frits, Discovering the Vedas, Penguin Books, Delhi, 2008, p. 54. 
384

 Flood, Gavin, (ed.), A Blackwell Companion to Hinduism, Blackwell Publishing, Oxford, 2003, p. 

71. 
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            d         d                   G  d         ī ī     d P      T         d d 

Nā ā   Rā      K  d  
385

 , etc. Here we can argue that there is the possibility of the 

repre           f                          f                                 

             f        d             Nā ā   Rā        d K  d    T                     

to a lower level of social development in comparison to those who belonged to Vedic 

culture.   

Romila Thapar has looked very different from the presence of Vedic clans in the 

region of Ga gā-Yamuna Rivers. According to her, the         describes cattle 

herding agro-pastoralists, whose geographical horizon was narrowed down to the land 

between Indus and the two grassy banks of river Saraś   ī 
386

  

The clan society of         is different from the urban cultures that came before and 

after. The unit of society the vis (clan) was located in small localized settlements. A 

group of clans formed the Jana, som                d    “     ”                      

         d      d    “               f                   ”  T             f      

wealth was cattle alongside horse livestock.
387

 It seems very clear that the Vedic tribes 

were residing near river forests to easily avail the nearby grazing grounds for their 

cattle and horses. 

     d             d   d           d                      f ā      d dā    T        

     d     d                           x   f             f               T        ā    

is more frequently associated with status and used for the respect of a person and 

implacably connected with the wealth of a person
388

       dā                     

                                                           
385

 Ibid., p. 72. 
386

 Thapar, Romila, The Past Before Us: Historical traditions of Early North India, Permanent Black, 

Ranikhet,  

    2013,  p. 101. 
387

 Ibid., pp. 101-102. 
388
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     -                         d            T    d    d         f      d             d 

their occupancies around the rivers and grasslands makes space for the creation of a 

very complex society.  

On the basis of geographical depictions as Romila Thapar has done in the above 

d                                                     f              Dā             

have belonged to a forest-based socio-economic ecosystem where everything was 

associated with forest space and resources. Even the kinds of material which were 

being exchanged during  ā   and     h    a within the Vedas are all some kinds of 

forest products. 

On the above long discussion in this section, we can argue that the people of the 

Vedas are directly associated with the forests. All the mythological gods and 

personalities are actually a kind of metamorphosis where they have become a 

reflection of the rough as well as compassionate forms of nature and forest. Various 

modes of exchanges either war of sacrifices have also indicated the kinds of 

participation of people as well the things and materials from the forests that have 

become inseparable in the rituals clarifies the importance of forest and its identities of 

inhabitants.  

 

  5                           ṣ    

       d                    Ar  y  ā               f     f       I          d   d    

                f         f     f d        d d                                   f      

            d j        T        d  f        d    I d                    d d        

period of transition old Vedic orthodoxy to new rationale approaches towards the 

understanding of religion and philosophy.  
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T          d               d ff      f      d                       d   f      -

political and religious changes occurred during this period which given strong 

philosop        d               d              B                     W               

                 d           f           d   f d         d                       

     d               d                             d   f                      

mentioned directly or indirectly in the texts. 

A. B. Keith has argued that the term Ar  y            f  x                  d    f 

f     -    d           d                      H  q      O d         d           “    

     A                               d     d f        f  t that the discussion 

contained in these works were studied in the forest; the alternative view that the 

Ar  y                         d d f          d          ā                     f    

serving their apprenticeship as Brahman students and having performed as 

        d          d                     f            d  ”
389

  

A    d       F                       d    f                          d      

  ā                         d                            d        B ā             

members of a class or simply learned men. Women participants are mentioned by 

name but there is no mention of naked ascetics and monks.
390

  

P       O                   d                                     f             

       d          H                    d                  d         d          d 

                   f               “                                d              

     d               d                d                                           

belongs to a family of language known as Indo-European, that includes Greek and 

Latin as well as ancient and modern language of Iran. This distribution of language 

                                                           
389

 Keith, A. B., The Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and Upanisads Part II, Motilal Banarsidas 

Publishers Delhi, 1998, p. 489. 
390
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suggests that a related group of nomadic pastoral people migrated across Europe and 

     d  E              f        I      d               I d   ”
391

 While according to    

R d                                                f I d                     d      

                f           d         f            d         f         f d         

 f        d               d                 f        d                 Yāj   ā      

B       Ś             d        d Jā ā ī  T                    x         f               

                           d  
392

  

T                 d ff                                  f            d               

 f                 d             d                     d                        d       

                    d      d                                                     

f  d      I                  q     d ff                                                  

       d         

Signe Cohen
393

 has suggested       d       d                            A    d    

                  f         d                                            d   

people and society.  

1. The relationship of the text to other known texts of ancient India 

2. References in the text to things that can be dated through archaeological 

methods, such as the use of iron or rice cultivation or to historical figures and 

events 

3. Linguistic evidence 

4. Metrical evidence 

5. The development of religious and philosophical ideas in the text    

                                                           
391

 Olivelle, Patrick, Th  E r y          : A   t t   t xt      tr     t   , Oxford University Press, 

New York, 1998, p. 04.  
392

 Radhakrishnan, S., Th  E r y           , George Allen and Unwin Ltd, London, 1953, p. 22. 
393

 Cohen, Signe, (ed.) Th           : A       t  Gu   , Rautledge, New York, 2018, p. 11. 
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One by one analysis of       f            d        d    d         d      f           

 f                    d f          d   f        d            d                         

the context of people and forests. 

A    d           f          d        q                             d                    

  d     d  x                          d                    d                f         

  x                              f         d           d Rā                 

        d          d           d    d                                               

A ś        d G  d                                    f      d                   f 

       d    d E      O             f                        f                  d 

features in the texts, we can argue that these so-called mythical characters have   

d                                     d   d      f                      d   d        

         f        d         

A                            d               d            d       d            

              d       x        d                        d              R      T       

P       O         F             d             d     H            f               d   f 

                d               d            f        d     x                       

of important stories, characters and sages to know about the people and social 

environment.  

          d           f           d                             x         f       

division, āśr    theory, and the      ār  system. These are the three important key 

points to know about the peoples those who were inter         d                f       

T                               x      d               f      -                      

              d                 I             d                                   

and social ideas changing.  
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Old ideas about a vaguely imagined heaven are replaced with new notions of 

reincarnation and liberation; the idea of individual karma replaces earlier speculations 

about the benefits to be gained from performing intricate sacrifice correctly. The 

worship of gods and goddesses of na           d               d      d           d 

                f     B ā      I                      f                 d           d 

f                     d    d       x    f                         f B dd       d 

Jainism.
394

  The earlier system of automatic recycling was now replaced by one 

   d      d              f               d        d         ‟    f      
395

   

        d                        f       f            d          ;        d   d d 

people for the execution of various kinds of labours. The   h ār  y             

             f             Brahma, Kshatra, Vis, and Sudra.
396

  

The Chā    yā        z       B ā       K           d              d           

       f     Cā dā        d      d                       
397

 The Kaushitaki mentions 
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 Cohen, Signe, (ed.) The Upanisads: A complete Guide, Rautledge, New York, 2018, p. 34. 
395

 Flood, Gavin, A Blackwell Companion to Hinduism, p. 84. 
396

 ब्रह्भा चा इदभनन बामवदेकभेल , तदेकॊ  वन्द्न व्मबलत  

तछेमोरुप्भत्स्मावजृत षिॊ, मान्द्मेतानी देलिा षिामळ 

इन्द्रो लरुणः वोभो रुरः ऩजवन्द्मो मभो भतृ्मुरयळान इतत  

तस्भात्षिात्ऩय नाश्स्त; तस्भाद ुब्रह्भणः षत्रिमाम्धस्ता  
दऩुस्त ेयाजवूमे, षि एल तद्मळो दधातत ; वैऴा षिस्म  

मोतनमवब्रह्भ I तस्भाद्माऩी याजा ऩयभताव गछतत ब्राह्भो  
लान्द्न्द्तत उश्प्नश्रामती स्लॊ मोतनभ ; म उ एनॊ दशनाश्स्त स्लॊ 
व मोनी भचृ्चछतत, व ऩावऩमान बलतत, मथा शे्रमाॊव दशमवत्ला BU 1.4.11 

„                                  d     B                 B                     d       d  H  

created still further a superior form, the Kshatrahood, even those who are Kshatras (rulers) among the 

gods: Indra, Varuna, Soma, Rudra, Parjanya, Yams, Mrityu, Isana. Therefore there is nothing higher 

than Kshatra. Therefore at the Rajasuya ceremony the Brahman sits below the Kshatriya. Upon 

Kshatrahood alone does he confer this honour. This same thing, namely Brahmanhood (brahma), is the 

source of Kshatrahood. Therefore, even if the king attains supremacy, he rests finally upon 

Brahmanhood as his own source. So whoever injures him (i.e. a Brahman) attacks his own source. He 

fares worse                       j                       ‟ B    4    T        d    R      E      

Hume, The Thirteen Principal Upanishads, Oxford University Press, Humphrey Milford, 1921, p. 84.  
397

 तद्म इश यभणीमचयणा अभ्माळो श मत्त ेयभणीमाॊ  

मोतनभाऩद्मेयन्द्ब्राह्भणमोतनॊ ला षत्रिममोतनॊ ला लैवममोतनॊ 
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only     f            N                    d   d d               f            d       

           d            d             d   d d                d   
398

 T    d    f       

         d      x  d                 f         d     K                     

relationship. It actually helped the theory of kingship and given more impetus to the 

royal sacrifices by the kings to win more and more new lands.  

Sometimes it also seems in the Chā    yā           that the Cā  ā   were staying 

into the forest due to their participation in death-related rituals. There is two 

communities the K  tr y   and Cā  ā                               d          f      

d             d                                   x   d                               

         d    f               ś       uld be established within the forests and 

Cā dā            d              f                    d  x      d                   

kings hunting into the forest  

Af        „        d  ‟ „āśr     y t  ’ is the key to know about the people engaged 

with forests.  A      f           d   d d                  f    d ff                  d d 

     ś      d   d d       d   d   ‟    f            f    d ff                  T   f    

        f  ś                  r h   hārī , G  h  th ,  ā  r  th , and     yā  .  

These fou                      d          f             f   d               T   

B      ā        d d                      d    d  d                      T   

G            f    d          f          d           B ā        x    T    ā         

                                                                                                                                                                      

लाथ म इश कऩूमचयणा अभ्माळो श मत्त ेकऩूमाॊ 
मोतनभाऩद्मेयञ्वलमोतनॊ ला वूकयमोतनॊ ला 
चण्डारमोतनॊ ला ॥     

„A    d                      f             d                            d  d                    er a 

pleasant womb, either the womb of a Brahman, or the womb of a Kshatriya, or the womb of a Vaisya. 

But those who are of stinking conduct here prospect is, indeed, that they will enter a stinking womb, 

either the womb of a dog, or the womb of a swine, o            f             C  d     ‟  C ā d     

       d 5    7  Translated by Robert Ernest Hume, The Thirteen Principal Upanishads, Oxford 

University Press, Humphrey Milford, 1921, p. 233. 
398

 Aiterey Brahmana VI.4.4.12-15 Translated by Martin Haug, Aitarey Brahmana of the Rig Veda, 

(Rites of the Vedic Religion) Allahabad, 1922, p. 276.  
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performed symbolic wors           f          x      d    A      ā    d       ī   

having freed himself from all desires, possessions, and attachments.
399

 

W            f     ś                                                 d      d   d 

analyze the new forest influx from mainstrea            ā           d      ā       

                    f            f   f          d                    f           

                      d   x                       d                  d     

When a man had enjoyed the state of material bliss, perform                 d d      

 f      f        d           f            f       f                  f  ā              

f     -d               f   f   T        ī                       f                f         

when a man has seen his grandchildren and when his hair has become grey or the skin 

       d  T                                       d    f  ā            Jāb         , 

Chā    y          , and   h ār  y                   Yāj   ā           x     

to go to the forest from the state of the householder.
400

 

H                       q                        f  ā         d            d        

                                                         f            d  f        

           f       d                     d            d                         f      

   d       f                 M       d       f             
 401

  The idea of 

 ā             d                                f           x           

When we try to see the material changes that occurred during the adoption as well as 

            f  ā                       d     f  d      d           x         f 

agriculture and evolution of kingship and states it was required to make a way 

towards the unused virgin lands of the forest as well as to assimilate with the forest 

                                                           
399

 Sharma, Shubhra, Life in the Upanishads, Abhinav Publications, New Delhi, 1985, p. 89. 
400

 Ibid., p. 96. 
401

 Shastri, Mangaldeo, Aupnishad Dhara,  
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communities. This socio-political and economical coherence between forest societies 

and state-society was only possible through the gradual sinking of the old age 

                    f       A               ā                                     

unproductive therefore it could be the best use of them to make them as intermediates 

  d           f       ā                            f        

Af         ā             f        d             f   f          d         ā   “T   

          ā             d f                 Mu               ”
402

 It was considered 

       d             d                        f    d                  B ā     

became the end goal of life. This stage of life has to be spent away from the 

                                    f              d     d B ā      F              

onl                                                          d                 

     ā      d                              f        I        h  ār  y             

       f                    d    d           ā ī                       d    

Pr vrājy . 

On the        f           d                     d     ś              d  d    f 

 ā                         ā        q                                         f       

chunk of state population into the forest and there is no mention of agriculture by 

       ā           d      ā ī             f          f                             f 

supply of agricultural products for these migrated forest dwellers who are in old age 

  d    ‟   ff  d    d                        f       T                                

could hav         d      f        f     -d                                        d    

N  ād     

T                   f                         d         d ff      f      d    H    

                    d                        f        d                   d       „D      

                                                           
402

 Sharma, Shubhra, Life in the Upanishads, p. 97. 
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the Vedas, the Vedic ritual was performed by male members, whereas women did 

                      f                    d          ‟
403

 Presence of women in Indian 

philosophical tradition can also be traced here in a very interesting way because of 

this the time when the different philosophical schools were blooming and among 

them,  ā  hy  was one who described the presence of women as inevitable as Purus 

and Pr  r tī where Pr  r tī stands for the feminine. 

W     d               d  f        d            Gā                 d M      ī 

           d                         d               d                     B   

                                          d               f  ś             

 ā                         d      f                               ithin the forest. 

T                   f      f                    d          f     d              

      d  :      f                                  f                 f                

attitudes about the sacrifice, and changing definitions about the statu   f B ā       

T                   x     d           x     d   f                                     

      d                f                   d              f            d  
404

  

H                                 d                f                     d  ome 

because as the complexity in human society and states has increased the instances of 

people migration into the forest also increased. Though there is a complete absence of 

any kind of animosity between the forest inhabitants and the  ā  r th   or     yā    

within the texts.  

 

 

                                                           
403

 Cohen, Signe, (ed.) The Upanisads: A complete Guide, Rautledge, New York, 2018, p. 39. 
404

 Black, Brain, Th  Ch r  t r  f th     f    A     t I      Pr   t   K         W        E r y 

         , State University of  New York Press, 2007, p. 13. 
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V.4 Forest and people in the Epics 

               

 ā āy    and M hābhār t  both of the epics are considered as the socio-cultural 

expressions of ancient Indian geography and people those who were residing there for 

a long time. They are the rich depository of ancient Indian myths, rituals, custom and 

believe. Forest and its people have remained an integral part of epic narratives and 

they have been presented in various ways.  

In the  ā āy    f                 d          f                 f        ī    d      

serves to highlight two features. One is the dichotomy between the set          d     

        d  T                            d             d           d                

unknown, with no recognizable order; it was where the unexpected could happen.
405

  

The  ā āy           z   Rā         d  ā                 f     -dwelling 

c            H                                     f K ś      d Rā               

       T                          d    d                           d f               

Rā                                                           Rā                

risen aga            ī                                                        f f     -

dwellers through agriculture, exchange, and clearing of forests.
406

  

 ā āy    is full of the descriptions of the forest living people particularly in the 

Ar  y  ā    and K      hā ā    there are several references about the societies 

directly associated with forests. For example, the first instance which appears in the 

 ā āy    about the people other than the mainstream is the appearance of N  ā  rāj.  

 

                                                           
405

 Thapar, Romila, The Past Before Us: Historical tradition of Early North India, Permanent Black, 

Ranikhet, 2013, p. 241. 
406

 Ibid., p. 241. 
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उधचतो मॊ जनः वलवः केळाना त्लॊ वुखोधचतः । 

गुप्त्मथव जागरयवमभी ककुत्स्थात्म लमॊ तनळाॊ407
 ॥   A  d  ā   d   C       5         3  

  

भेस्त्मावलददतभ ककधचद लने अवश्स्भश्र्द्त वदा । 

चतुयॊग ह्माततफरभ वुभशत वॊतयेभाशी408
 ॥   A  d  ā   d   C       5         7  

The presentation of the leader of the forest-dwelling community in the  ā āy       

         d   d      f    A    d                                                 

L          d N  ā  rāj is quite interesting; forest leader is saying that our life 

within the forest is very toiling we need to have put extra effort for making of simple 

things done. But at the same time, he is boasting about his community power that they 

can even ready to have war with anyone, because of our tuff life we can win against 

any army. 

T            -                      d           d      d        N  ād               

the  ā āy   ; first, they were living in the fringes of the forest not in the deep forests 

becaus      d                 d       d        Rā        T        d               

     d                         Rā              d        d f    d                      

neighbouring states due to smooth socio-economic exchange of materials and ideas.  

 ā       a is the next category of people those who have been mentioned in  ā  ī ī 

 ā āy       f      d         A       d d       d                                     

                                                           
407

 „We are used to all kinds of suffering and you, to comfort. We will keep vigil during the night for 

the protection of Rama, descendant of the Kakutsthas.‟ A           d    P  f  P  G         P  f  K  

Kamala and Shri V. V. Subba Rao, under the guidance of Prof. H.K. Sathapathy VC, Rashtriya 

Sanskrit Vidya Peetham, Tirupati in a project developed by Indian Institute of Kanpur (IIT) which is 

available at www. Valmiki.iitk.ac.in  
408

 „Wandering about in this forest all the time there is nothing unknown to me (here). We can 

withstand even a vast army of four divisions ‟ 
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     ā                            d d                 d          d        d 

continued to the epics. It is considered as the third stage of life when a person in the 

last days moved to the forest for the purpose of learning and tapas.   

वोsमॊ ब्राह्भण बुतमवठो लानप्रस्थगणों भशान । 

त्लनाथो नाथलद याभ याषवैशन्द्मते बळृॊ409
  ॥  A      ā d   C       6     se 15) 

According to the  ā āy    the number of  ā  r th   has exponentially increased. 

T      ā                          d         ā āy                                d 

               f        Rā         d   q                   d                        

Rā               d      I                      f                                    

        f B ā                         f                d        ā                 f 

  f    d                                                            d Rā        

Various scholars have called them as the agents of higher traditions within the deep 

forests where they have migrated with ideas of caste, class and social hierarchy as 

well. Though they were too become the forest community because of their constant 

presence and occupancies within the forest. 

Af         ā           ā āy         d   d Rā                             d         

forest communities with various identities and secret knowledge. As per the 

 ā āy                 f     Rā    ā                    d        d f               

               f                            d   f f     -d        Rā                 

        d          x ;      Tāḍ  ā           ā  K     Mā ī      d Rā      

T                ā                d              P      Rā              about her 

background and society.  

                                                           
409

 „O Rama we are a group of great sages, mostly brahmins, leading a vanaprastha life. Yet with a 

protector like you, we are slaughtered in large numbers like orphans.‟ 
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वाम्ब्रवलद लचनॊ श्रतु्ला याषवी भद्नाददवता । 

श्रतु्मा याभ तत्लाथव लक्ष्मामभ लचनॊ भभ410
 ॥   A      ā d   Chapter 17, Verse 19) 

अशॊ वूऩवनखा नाभ याषवी काभरूवऩणी।      

अयण्मॊ वलचयाभीदभेका वलव बमॊकया411
 ॥    A      ā d   Chapter 17, Verse 20) 

 

यालणों नाभ भे भ्राता मदद ते श्रोतभागतः412
 ।  

लीयो वलश्रला  ऩुिो मदद ते   श्रोतभागतः ॥      A      ā d   Chapter 17, Verse 21) 

प्रलदृ्धतनरस्च वदा कुम्भ्कनो भशाफरः413
  ।       

वलबीऴणः तु धभावत्भा न तु याषव चशे्ष्टतः ॥   A      ā d   C        7            

I                                 ā d             f               d            

                            f                          d f               ś   ā      

        Rā       d K           T             d     f        d f                  

             T               d                d    Rā             -                   

                 Rā                  d                                             

f        T                          Rā     s society is has been critically observed by 

scholars like H. D. Sankalia and Brockington. There is enough evidence within the 

text that they had a well-established state-society like Laṁ ā                     d 

economic exchanges were evolved from substan        d          d            d    

                                                           
410

 „What for you have come, either, you tell in actuality..." Thus Rama asked her. On hearing the 

words of Rama she that dem           d              d          d  ‟  
411

 „I will tell you truth, Rama, nothing but truth, I am a guise-changing demoness named Shurpanakha, 

  d I         f                     f                             d               ‟ 
412

 My brother is valorous and mighty Ravana, the king of demons and the son of Vishravasa, if ever 

you have heard of him. 
413

 „And the mighty Kumbhakarna who will always be in profound sleep is my brother, and the virtue-

souled Vibheeshana too is my brother, but he does not behave like a demon, and two more bothers of 

         K       d D                       d f                        ‟ 
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               d                               d            f L        H    ā      

L   ā ā ḍ   

T                        f Tāḍ  ā     ā āy            d ff      f             ā 

                                   Tāḍ  ā     d      d                   f     

f        d                                                             f        W     

                           f  d      Tāḍ  ā      f   d  f                         

the forest because it was her natural habitat a d                                   

 ā          M  ī     d         Tāḍ  ā ‟                           d   d             

because of her lower level of socio-economic tradition where family and kin relations 

could have been still in process. At the same t              ā                     

          f Rā        d          d                      d              f   d  f       

                f             d                                                    O  

           f                         Tāḍ  ā   d          ā                   

                                           Rā                                    

were residing in the forest. 

Rā           f          d       d     f                       d      d                

   Mā ī    A    d       Rā                                Mā ī            d    

f                f     f M      ī   Nā ā   G  d          d K       
414

  

T                                f                                  d               

 f        d                         ā    d         Nā ā    d Gā d            

always been considered in Indian textual tradition as celestial beings but at the same 

time they have their continuous presence from Vedic to Epics and this gives a strong 

reason to have their actual presence as highly evolved and materialistic human 

                                                           
414

 अत्मॊत तनमाताशायै ळोमबतॊ ऩयभवऴवमबः  
    नागे वुऩणव गन्द्धलों ककन्द्नायैस्च वशश्रळ A      ā dā  C        5         4 
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society. Kinnars were called as tritiya     rītī which is called as the third gender. 

Kinnars are also mentioned in the  ā āy          d        d                f         

Rā          d       d  T                        d                           f      

could be their un-acceptance and negligence by mainstream society.  

T            Rā    ā       Mā ī    K      d D ś                     d          x  

as very learned and powerful with their magical and supernatural powers but except 

those who were belonged to Laṁ ā       f     Rā         d            d      d 

substantial socio-economic backgrounds.  

 ā               x    d                f      d                ā āy   . The whole 

K      hā      is devoted to them. They had their highly evolved state and kinship 

structure. Through the various instances in  ā āy                   ā           

highly influenced by the process of brahmanization. They had rituals like 

Rāj ā                                 f                d              f       

ministers indicates their affinity towards the higher tradition. H. D. Sankaiya in his 

book  ā āy   : Myth and Reality, has considered them as forest tribes with some 

evolved social features. 

नातरनलेद्वलतनतस्म ना मजुलेद धारयण । 

ना वाभलेद वलदळुः वक्मभेलॊ वलबामळतुभ415
 ॥    K     d ā ā d   C       3         8  

 

नूनॊ व्माकयणॊ कक्रत्स्िभनेन फशुधा श्रतुॊ । 

फशु व्माशतावनेन न ककॊ धचदऩळश्ददतभ416
  ॥        K     d ā ā d   C       3         9  

                                                           
415

 „Unless well versed in Rigveda, Yajurveda and Samaveda, for sure, it is not possible for anyone to 

articulate so well ‟ 
416

 „Surely, he seems to have studied well the whole of grammar, for there is not a single 

mispronunciation in his entire speech ‟ 
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नूनॊ भुखे नेिमोवचाऩी रराटे च भ्रुलोस्त्था । 

अन्द्मेवलऩी च वलेऴु दोऴः वश्म्लददतः कधचत417
 ॥   K     d ā ā d   C       3        3   

 

अवलस्तयम्वॊददनधभवलराश्म्फतभव्मथॊ । 

उयःस्थ कॊ ठगभॊ लाक्मॊ लतवते भध्मभ स्लयभ418
  ॥    K     d ā ā d   C       3        3   

T                        f    d              x                    x     d      

 ff           d        d      d       T   f              f H    ā               Rā   

  d L      a is quite interesting to explain about the evolved features of these forest 

tribes. According to the above-mentioned hymns of K      hā ā                   

    f                  f      ā                    Rā     d L         H    ā   

has been presen  d            -      d         f   d    D                        

                                                                      f H    ā     d 

     f    L            d               H    ā                   d                 f 

Vedas and ancient texts otherwise this proficiency is not possible. 

In the story of  ā āy      ā                             f      d                

                        d                        z d   d d         d  T           f   

 ī ā       f                    f Rā       d                 d               Rā   

and his supremacy. Here we can                 ā                           z d   d 

cultured forest dwellers they were close to the mainstream society through their 

various socio-political alliances.  

 

                                                           
417

 „No fault can be found in his face, eyes, forehead, between the eyebrows or any other part of his 

body (during his expression).‟ 
418

 „His sentences are not too elaborate, not ambiguous, not dragging, not fast, raised in the chest or 

throat, in a medium tone ‟ 
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    2             

Like  ā āy   , M hābhār t  has also descriptions about the forest-dwelling 

communities instead of M hābhār t  has accommodated them more rather than 

 ā āy   . The various tribal societies which are represented as animistic forms have 

given ample place in this great text. At the beginning of M hābhār t , the 

Nā ā /Sarpas have given importance, their symbolic presence in the text and their 

active participation in the mainstream story leads to formulating a strong impact.  

कदृश्र्द्च रदध्ला ऩुिाना वश्भ तुल्प्लाच्वावभ  

धामो प्रमात्न्द्तो गबाववलक्त्मकु्त्ल व भशातऩाः 

ते बामे लवतंुस्टे कवमऩो लन्द्भवलळत419
  ॥  ( d        C        6            

According to M hābhār t       K ś         f     ī ā           d          

       d          d          d   f            d          G   ḍ    d           

played a very important role in the beginning as well as they both were presented as 

forest dwellers and out of the mainstream society. 

T     Nā ā                         d    D  D  K                    d           

were the strongest tribes of ancient northern India and they have been accommodated 

                    d        d                    T  ś    Kā       d Ś   Nā ā    

  

                                                           
419

 „K d               d            d            f  q         d     “B                    f    ”     

saying the great ascetic Kashyapa went into the forest, leaving his two wives much gratified with his 

      ‟ A  T        d    M  N  D     Mahabharata, vol. I. Adi Parva & Sabha Parva, Parimal 

Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 38. 
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मो भ ेदशॊमवत लॊस्तातभ तषकः व दयुात्म्लान  

प्रततकुमो तथा तस्म तद बलन्द्तो फरुलन्द्तु भें 

अवऩ तत कभव वलददॊत बलताॊ मेन ऩन्द्नगभ  

तषकः वम्प्रददप्ते अननो प्रक्षषऩेम वम्फॊधालॊ  

मथा तेन वऩता भशा ऩूले दनधो वलळाश्ननना  

तथाशम्ऩी तॊ ऩाऩॊ दनधमुभछाभी ऩन्द्नगभ420
  ॥   ( d        C       5        3-5) 

The story of King Janmejaya who had organized a grand sacrifice to kill all the snakes 

of this earth is another symbolic                 f                        f         

            f                                  I                            d 

       d                            f                                 f K        

G   ā         L         d f     f Kā  ā    K          d M     ā               

symbolic control over them by the Yadus. 

Af        Nā ā      N  ād                    d        M hābhār t  but not as a very 

powerful tribal community but they were more affected by the so-     d               

and Brahmanical customs and rituals. 

W                            f E                 d           f            

                f N  ād                    f        f                                     

 

                                                           
420

 „T      d  f                     f     K           J    j             f P                    d     

priests and 0Ritwijas. And that accomplished speaker spoke on the accomplishment of his great task. 

He said I must avenge on the wretch of Takshaka. Tell me what I must do, do you know any act by 

which I can throw Takshaka with all his friends and relatives in the blazing fire. I want to burn that 

        f                    d    f                  ‟ A  T   slated by M. N. Dutt, Mahabharata, 

vol. I, Adi Parva & Sabha Parva, Parimal Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 71. 
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अथ कस्भान्द्भद्वलमळस्टो रोकड़ी च लीमवलान । 

अन्द्मोस्ती बलतः मळष्मो तनळादाधधऩते वुतः421
 ॥ ( d        C        3         49  

 

एक्राव्मस्त ुतॊ दृष्टा रोंभामॊतभॊततकत । 

अमबगाम्मोऩवॊधग्रशा जगाभ मळयवा भशीभ422
 ॥   ( d        C        3         5   

 

ऩुर्जर्यत्ला ततो रोण वलधधलत व तनळाद्जः । 

तनलेद्म मळवमभात्भान तस्थो प्रन्द्जमरप्रवत423
 ॥     ( d       C        3         53  

 

ततो रोण ब्रवलद यार्जनैकल्व्ममभदभ लचः  

मदद मळवमोवी भें लीय लेतनॊ ददमताभ भभ । 

एक्राव्मस्त ुअछुत्ला वप्रमाभानो ब्रवलदददभ424
 ॥ ( d        C        3         54  

T               f    49-54 d                                                

        D       d              E        T                                       

hierarchy but this story reveals various hidden meanings and symbols between the 

representatives of higher tradition and the representative of lower tradition.  

                                                           
421

 „W                     f                  d  q          „                f N    d  K    ‟ 

Translated by M. N. Dutt, Mahabharata, Vol. I, Adi Parva & Sabha Parva, Parimal Publications, 

Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 193 . 
422

 „       D                 d      E                   f         f     d   d       d     f      d 

         d       f             d ‟ A  T        d    M  N  D     Mahabharata, vol. I, Adi Parva & 

Sabha Parva, Parimal Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 193. 
423

 „T        f N    d           d D            d   f      d           d       f                      

    d   f             j     d    d  ‟ A  T        d    M  N  D     Mahabharata, vol. I, Adi Parva & 

Sabha Parva, Parimal Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 193. 
424

 „O                D                   E       “O       f                                     

remuneration. As Translated by M. N. Dutt, Mahabharata, vol. I, Adi Parva & Sabha Parva, Parimal 

Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 193. 
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Eklavya was not a common tribal child though he was the son of a tribal chief the 

intensity of this boy to learn archery was so high that it was necessary to limit him so 

that in future he could never be a threat to the state. Here it seems that in the past there 

could have been such examples when these tribes might have challenged the state or 

could not have to limit themselves just within the forests. In this place, various 

scholars have tried                                           D                   

                                                                                         

 f N  ād             f        

Rā    ā           d      d                f      d          d             f f         d   

O    f                      d                     Rā           d H d   ā  H   

     d          Pā ḍ            K   ī            f              d             -

political backgrounds. 

मादे तत ऩवममव लन नीरभेघतनब भशत । 

तनलावो यषस्स्मैव दशददम्फस्म भभैल च425
  ॥    ( d        C        53        5  

As per the above hymn she tells that she belongs to this forest and she is residing 

                       H d   ā  T                                H d   ā             

has not been presented or des     d                                      ;       d  

                f           f   Rā      d      d          f            W        

     d                d                         x   f Rā                  x          

balanced approach towards the pres          f Rā                        Rā         

                                                           
425

 „T            d            f                             d   f            H d     ‟ A  T        d    

M. N. Dutt, Mahabharata, vol. I, Adi Parva & Sabha Parva, Parimal Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, 

p. 221. 
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व रस्टा ऩाण्डलान दयुत कक्रवनाश्जॊवभालतृान । 

अवव्रनोत तद्लान्द्द्लय भैनाक इल ऩलवतः426
 ॥            (Vanparva, Chapter 21, Verse 15) 

 

अशभ ्लक्स्म ले भ्राता ककभॉय इतत वलश्रतुः । 

लने अश्स्भन काम्मके वर्यन्द्मे तनलवामभ गतर्जलय427
 ॥ (Vanparva, Chapter 21, Verse 24) 

K     ā            Rā                   M hābhār t  who has been clearly mentioned 

               f     f       I                    5   d  3 K     ā          d       d 

as very big and very powerful but the interesting fact about above hymns in relation to 

K     ā                                d  f     f rest and protecting the boundaries 

from the entry of humans in the forest. Here on the basis of the above description, we 

                                  K     ā     f                           d f          

intervention and its reason might be the natural resources and natural habitats of forest 

tribes. 

M hābhār t  has described another power community named as Gandharvas, they 

are always shown wondering within the forest enjoying in the river water. They are 

called celestial beings from heaven while most of the time they are being mentioned 

as forest-dwelling but materially developed communities. The contradiction remains 

there about their real abode in both the epics though we can also treat them are people 

very close to the forest. One of the interesting incidents in the M hābhār t         

                                                           
426

 „       f      d            P  d        d          d                      d                        

f               M      ‟ A  T        d    M  N  D     Mahabharata, vol. I, Van Parva & Virata Parva, 

Parimal Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 16. 
427

 „I                 f        d I                       f K        I                        d K      
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              d             K          d G  d         d                      

Pā ḍ       d G  d         d f       d f     f     Gā d        

गणैयाप्वया चलै त्रिदावनाभ तथात्भजः । 

वलशायळीरः कक्रदाठे तेन तत वॊलतृॊ वय428
 ॥    (Vanparva, Chapter 220, Verse 22) 

 

दमुोधनः धचिवेनो लीयथभ ऩतततॊ बुवल । 

अमबदृत्म भशा फाशुश्जव्ग्रह्भथागदशवत429
 ॥      (Vanparva, Chapter 242, Verse 6) 

Gh  hyātrā                   j          D    d          K       d Ś    ī      d  

    f                          -    d        d    f                            

d        d                       d   x           Pā ḍ     C                    

journey of Duryodhana con     d        d                  G  d                  

          d               f        d             d D    d      f    d f           

            T    Pā ḍ           d               K          d         D    d     

from Ghandharva Chitrasena.  

This incident of war between Duryodhana and Gandharvas during the Gh  hyātrā 

                   f             d           f G  d        T             d f    d 

                f D    d                                 f    d       d          

     K      W           to interpret the whole incident in relation to the forest space 

                                                           
428

 „H   G        /C            d             d d                      d                    f 

            H                                       d      d                          ‟ A  T        d    

M. N. Dutt, Mahabharata, vol. I, Van Parva & Vana Parva, Parimal Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, 
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 „W                            ff                          f    f  d         f   -staff, threefold bamboo 

poles and the chief turret. When Duryodhana thus deprived of his car fell on the ground, the mighty 
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reason for the war between them, we possibly could reach the assumption that though 

Gandharvas were the forest loving and adventures humans they had actually defeated 

Kauravas and only controlled by the Arjuna.  

It seems that there was a continuous struggle between the forest people and none 

forest people; we can also see the state as a strong contender who always tries to 

               f         d   d            T           d              N  dā   Rā        

and Gandharvas has a stronghold over the vast forest land but at the same time they 

all have different socio-economic and family structures but there are not many 

instances when they had struggle among them for land and resources within the forest 

and this fact is actually arising question over the real possessor of the forest land in 

true sense.  

In both the epics there are several references about the people who have a direct and 

indirect relationship with the forest. The forest has always been a matter of curiosity 

as well as its abundance of natural resources attracted the attention of people and 

states. The Royal sacrifices like Aśv    h  and  āj uy  have always been an 

effective method to reduce the war loss through the negotiation and submissions but 

certainly, the forest people and kings had newer fallen under such negotiations the 

share and surrender forest land and resources.  

 

  5                      A       ś    

The Arth  hāśtr   f K               x                    d   d d      d             

statecraft. The book refers to several previous works on the same subjects of 

economics and politics. The Arth  hāśtr   f K               x                       
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dating to the Mauryan and post Mauryan period, advised rigorous state control over 

economic and political activates.
430

  

To know about the relations between forest and people as well as about forest 

dwellers, Arth  hāśtr          d               K            d       d              

state issues in this text hen he has also written about the forest dwellers and their 

relations with states particularly in the context of revenue and taxes.  

According to Romila Thapar, there was a perceptible shift in attitudes towards forest 

dwellers from earlier to later times. Initially, the forest was the habitat of those 

regarded as outside the social pale. Subsequently, the establishing hermitages in the 

forests and the preferences of ascetics for forest retreats led to some romanticizing of 

the forest.
431

     

During the time of the emergence of strong powers around the fourth century BCE, 

there was again a shift in the attitude towards forest dwellers. The Arth hāśtr   f 

K         d    d                       f     -chiefs and verged on regarding them with 

hostility.
432

  

In the Arth  hāśtr   K                         f                                ; f        

the chapter of  hū   h  r -   hā  which is land management and the second chapter 

where he has mentioned about forest land and people is chapter seventeen which is on 

Kū  yā hy    . From these two chapters, we come to know about the forest people 

and the kind relations state was maintaining with them. 

                                                           
430
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For        d f       K                      d f             f           d                

for beasts, deer-parks, forest for produce and elephant forests.
433

 Forest was one of the 

sources of collection of revenues.  

It appears from the mentioned description in the Arth  hāśtr       K            

advised to the kind to construct a kind of Abhyār         Z             d            

f                 d                        d f                    f            d 

        d   ā       d     d           d   f   d   
434

 These two types of forest are 

respectively called tapovana and brahma-somaranya.
435

 Special care was taken 

during the formation of animal parks which has a single entrance surrounded by a 

moat, having trees without thorns and some trees bearing sweet fruits. 

K         d                                    f                f                f      

   d   d         f        d         F                        d            f           

                           f      d    d   K              d    d     Kū  yā hy ksa to 

make arrangements, within the boundary of the forest for the settlements of forest 

dwellers who are working to collect forest produces.
436

  

The in-charge of forest produce was called Kū yā hy     who was assisted by his 

subordinate  r vy v    ā  . The in-charge of forest produce was working under the 

control of     h rtā who was in charge of setting up factories in the forests for 

                                                           
433

 Pasu-mrga-dravya-hasti-vana-parigraho vanam  „E          f           d           f      f   

produce and elephant forests- these constitutes forests. Arth  hāśtr  2.6.6, as translated by R. P. 

Kangle in The Kautilya Arthasashtra Part II, (An English Translation) Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi, 

1972, Second Reprint, p. 76. 
434

 „O     d            f                        d               f            (Arth  hāśtr , Chapter 2, 

Verse 1) 
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 „A d         d                      d       s for Veda study and Soma sacrifice, with safety 

                                   d                                 x                 ‟  
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producing serviceable articles from forest trees.
437

 For the protection of forests and of 

the production of factories, large          f             d         ā        

employed and for that, a large number of money was spent.  

A kind of fine or  rth       which was called deyam was also imposed on them who 

use to cut the forest trees or taking trees without paying the dues.
438

 F                

             d       d        f                             ff         d           

          f K             d                  f     f        d f         d     

The Arth  hāśtr   f K                    d            d   f                 

engaged with forest management or those who were living within the forest and doing 

various purposes. During the time of Arth  hāśtr , the state was directly involved 

with plantation and management of forest and forest products and they were also 

conscious about the forest dwellers while handling the forest for propose of state. 

अकक्रवममाॊ बुभो ऩळुभ्मो वलवलतानी प्रमाछेत I  

प्रददस्टाबम स्थाव्रयार्जभानी च ब्रह्भनेभ्मो ब्रह्म्वोभअयण्मानी, तऩोलनानी च तऩश्स्लभ्मो 

गोरुत ऩयाणी प्रमाछेत I  

तलॊभािभेक्द्लायण खातगुप्तॊ स्लादपुरगुल्भ गुछ्भकॊ टककरभूभुत्तनतोमाळम 

दाॊतभगृाचतुस्ऩाद बाननान्द्नाख  

दॊस्िव्मार भानमुव कशाश्स्तशश्स्तनी करबभ भगृलनॊ वलशायाथव यासः कायमेत439
 ।   

(A      āś   , Chapter 2, Verse 1) 

                                                           
437

 „T   d         f     f         d         d       f         d                      y guards in the 

   d    f      ‟ Arth  hāśtr , 2.17.2, as translated by R. P. Kangle in The Kautilya Arthasashtra Part 
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438
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T      K                     d       d d            f                   d           

has mentioned a group of people who were occupying space within the forest. Some 

of them were implanted for the purpose of forest protection from the state as well as 

the forest dwellers tribes have also been mentioned.  

In chapter two which is named  hū   hh  r -Vidhan                 ś                

some clues regarding forest dwellers in situ as well as ex-situ inhibitors. He is saying 

that the forest should be reserved f         ā                             d        

   d      d    d      f   d     d                   x           ś                 

forest. Then the forest must be given to the ascetics those who were engaged in 

penance and tapas.  

It seems that Arth  hāśtra         f                    d                 d      

              f  ī ī    d                   f      f      d      d            

encroachment of forest lands and forest produces. On the basis of the above 

discussion, we can also argue that somehow they have been successfully colonized 

the forest land and people for the use of state because the establishments of factories 

and forest guards within the forest are a strong sign of a kind of colonization from the 

state. 

It is interesting to imply the theory of colonization in the forests of Arth  hāśtr  

                                                d               j         d  f 

 x                      f       A             d                       K            

advised the king to newer belief upon forest dwellers has some hidden connotations.  

According to him the  ś tr  which falls under the area of  rājy  or where there is no-

rule of a king like a forest might actually expand the arajyam theory of M tśy -

Nyāy . It is a kind of no rule where the powerf   d           d  x                  
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      d  f          d   f               d      d                                

       d              f                                f                   d         

    K                  d                     f     f rest. In the Arth  hā tr  an 

                f          f    ‟             f      z               f                 

been made; if the chieftain gathered power or strength to establish his own territory, 

the king is advised to win over forest lords with money or honour.  

वलाव ततधथ भगृॊ प्रत्मन्द्ते चान्द्मभगृलन बूमभलळेंन ला तनलेळमेत440
 । 

 (A      āś   , Chapter 2, Verse 2) 

कुप्म प्रददस्टाना च रव्माणाभेकेकळो ला लनॊ तनलेळमेत; रव्मलनकभावन्द्तानटवलवला 

रललनाऩाश्रमः । 

(A      āś   , Chapter 2, Verse 3) 

प्रत्मन्द्ते श्ह्स्तलनभतव्माययक्ष्मॊ तनलेळमेत । 

नाग लना अध्मषः ऩलवतॊ नादेम वायवाभनानुऩभ च नागलनः वलददतऩमावन्द्तप्रलेळतनळकावन 

नगलनऩारे  

ऩारमेत I शस्तीघततनः शन्द्मुI दॊत्मुगभ स्लभ भतृास्माशयतः वऩदाचतुष्ऩनो राबः। 

नागलानऩारा441
  

(A      āś   , Chapter 2, Verse 4)
 
 

The             f     f                     d    K                                

king should protect the produce-forests (dravyavana), he also suggested the king 

                                                           
440

 „A d         d                      d         f   Veda study and Soma sacrifice, with safety 

                                   d                                 x                 ‟  
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establish elephant forests (h śt v   ) on the border of the kingdom and their chosen 

foresters were to guard the elephants. The in-charge of the elephant forest was called 

Nā  v  ā hy   h . Those who were employed to train elephants were called 

H śt  h y  h   T                   f   ś                      f                f 

war, and to manage elephants with various officials was very costly as well.  

There were other two kinds of forests that were beneficial to the state as well as to 

common men, these were dravyavana and     v   . We can speculate that both 

   d   f f              d               M gvana is actually a deer park where deer 

lived in plenty (mragh prabhuta) and benefited the countrymen with an abundant of 

meat and skin (prabhutamamsa carmopakarinah).  

 Since the state-owned forests like  rvy v     h śt v     and     v    were directly 

beneficial to the state and people, therefore, it seems a kind of serious concern for 

them from the state. At the same time, it was difficult to engage state people to work 

into deep forest therefore there are also some signs of direct employment of forest 

dwellers from the state into the forest. 

K              f    d A āv  and A āv    in the sense of the forest tribes who used to 

settle in the forests beyond the boundaries of towns and villages. These tribes are said 

to be engaged in attacking people in the night and robbed their cash.
442

 There are 

some instances in the text when the king recruited wild tribes (  āv b   ) in the 

                                                           
442

 „Of                   d f                                                    d                       

   ‟    d                    d              d  d   f        d            d                              

forest tribes operating in forest on the frontier far away are openly known and move before the eyes of 

all, and harm only a part of the country say the teacher. No says Kautilya, robbers rob only the 
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troops, but they were seen to be more anxious for plunder (viloprtham) than for fight 

for the king.
443

  

When we critically analyz         d   f f      d        d       d    K           

Arth  hāśtr          d f  d                          ā         d      -       d 

               d               f       K                              z d                

of each of them for the state on the basis of their socio-economical benefits and 

losses.  

A ā      A    ā              d        f      d          d                      f      -

       f           d    d            z          B ā                               

for the larger socio-economic and religious expansion of the state towards  rājy  

 ś tr . And finally, the artificial forest settlements by the state within the forests and 

employment of state people in the dense forest for the purpose of exploitation of 

forest resources in the forms of animals, timbers, medicines, and iron ores was 

actually a kind of colonization of ancient forests and certainly, it seems very 

successful in the Arth  hāśtr .  

T                                       ‟                d  f        d f              

From the Epics  ā āy    and M hābhār t  to the establishment of fourth century 

BCE state of Chandragupta the forest dwellers were socio-economically marginalized, 

they were regarded as none useful elements for the state as we mentioned above. 

Various kinds of myths had been created to describe     f             d               f 

       d   d E                       d                                d    

K               Arth hāśtr  and the idea of artificial forests like hśt v        v    

                                                           
443

 „Af                f          f            oney and honour, his should cause his kingdom to be 

d       d ‟ Arth  hāśtr  12.3.17, as translated by R. P. Kangle in The Kautilya Arthasashtra Part II, 
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have actually helped the state people to understand the forest life but at the same time 

process of colonization of forest has actually accelerated the rate of exploitation of the 

forests during Arth  hāśtr .  

 

V.6 Conclusion 

Forest people have been mentioned from the accounts of Vedas to the Epics. The 

Vedas h           d         d                         f      d         T   

       d            d                        d   f                    , tapasvi, 

sa  yā ī, and munis. The Epics tells us about the  ā      , Gandharvas,  ā  r   

and N  ā   .  We can say that with the emergence of state-society and development 

of material productions due to agriculture and surplus, the influx of people within the 

forest has increased. 

Also, we can say that tribal societies have evolved into civil societies through the 

process of acculturation and brahmanization. 
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Chapter Six 

Exile and Renunciation 

 

 

VI.1 Introduction 

T    d    f „Ex      d R           ‟                      I d       d              

wide impact of Indian classical works of literature in our society. These two themes 

are considered as an integral part of Indian popular imaginations. Various scholars 

have made serious attempts to understand these two powerful ideas of ancient India in 

order to explore and study their deeper meanings and impacts over society.  

I                                                   f      d    f „Ex      d 

R           ‟ f      dic corpus to the Epics, as well as we will also analyze the 

variations that happened in their core ideas due to later socio-political changes in the 

societies. 

According to Romila Thapar in early India, the forest was the context for at least three 

activities; the hunt, the hermitage and the place of exile.
444

 She further argues that 

Exile is a frequent device in epics as it provides a condition outside the normal. This 

allows a play of fantasy on person and event, the breaking of convention and an 

occasion for the bard to extend the story by weaving in other narratives. Given that 

every forest was said to be infested with predators, demons, and supernatural beings, 

                                                           
444
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and could be a place of extreme pain, exile in a forest allowed for the display of 

heroic qualities.
445

 

Exile in the forest can also be seen as in relation to the kings and princes, that the 

forest is an area of ambivalence where the future of chiefdoms and kingdoms is being 

contested prior to the main contest on the battlefield.
446

  

These ideas of Exile and Renunciations are an integral part of forest life from the 

Vedic period. Only their forms have been changing due to material development in 

human life and more complex social formations. Exile is such a powerful idea in the 

I d    Kā                    f     ā āy     f  ā  ī          M hābhār t  of Vyā  

all of them chosen the idea of exile in the forest for their protagonists to explore the 

unexplored, to discover the undiscovered and to see the unseen matters and situations. 

T            d ff                           Kā          
447

 there is a kind of        

d                   d    f „Ex      d R           ‟                           Kā  dā   

B ā        d Bā             f                d                     d       

beautiful literary works for later Sanskrit literature. 

The beginning of these powerfu   d                d            d     d        d     

    f      f                  d       D  N  J   „             f        d             

had become fairly widespread. Ascetics lived either as solitary hermits or in small 

groups away from society. Living off its resources, they had not created a counter-

culture in a real sense, as has been suggested by some scholars.
448
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According to Patrick Olivelle, there is sufficient evidence for the existence of 

organized ascetical institutions in northern India probably during the sixth century 

BCE. At a very early age, moreover, at least some of these ascetical institutions 

produced literary works often ascribed to their founders.
449

 

Upinder Singh writes that the age of urban affluence of communities marked by 

distinction of class and caste was also an age of renunciants who advocated giving up 

attachment to all material things and social relationships. The renunciants were 

referred by various terms including   r bhāj            and bh   hū. These were 

people who had left their homes and lived as wanderers; depend on food and alms 

offered by sympathetic or generous householders.
450

  

Renunciation and asceticism were not entirely new ideas. Although the householder 

was the central to Vedic tradition, Vedic texts contain words such as vā  r th   

tapasi, y     v  rā  , muni, vaikhanasa, and     yā   all of which have elements of 

ascetic or renunciatory connotations.
451

 

W                d    f „Ex   ‟                   d              f  d                  

used as powerful tools in all Sanskrit narratives in a form of a journey from inner to 

 x           d            d    f „R           ‟             j                 x         

journey from external to inner world. Though these ideas have been used by scholars 

and literary critics     x                d    f „  f       f        ‟               

philosophical ideas behind them are different.  

There are various socio-political and economical aspect of renunciation according to 

which this varies idea gets transformed into various understandings. For example, the 

                                                           
449
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450
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idea of renunciation has been looked into dichotomy with householder; they both are 

antagonistic to each other. According to Patrick Olivelle
452

, it was an effort to create 

another world where the societal norms, customs, and rituals will be debarred.    

D                       d        d Ex      d R             d          f        d   

           f    d                            d               d           d     d E    

texts. If we closely observe the reason behind the popular acceptance of Exile and 

Renunciation then we would find that it was also an attempt to create a balance 

between the hedonistic material life and forest-based simple and none material life.  

T     x   d                     d      „Ex      d R           ‟         d    f 

          I                             d                           f             d  ‟  

  f   C                     f         d            f                                     d 

f          d     d        d    d               d        z             E          

        d         L          d B īś           d                 f                    

the state society.  

Gunther Dietz Sontheimer takes the discussion on vana and    tr  back to Vedas 

where the dichotomy of household and renouncer has been looked through the idea of 

  d   R d    A    d                 d   R d      Ś                         

    f                             d       ā         f  d   d        tr . Nor was he 

originally strictly speaking a god of the forest tribes. Rudra was thus so to say 

between the vana and    tr .
453

  

Here it is important to look into the difference between vana and    tr  because these 

are the place for renunciators. These could be opposing concepts contrasting the 

                                                           
452
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habitat of the ascetic and the renouncer on the one hand, and the established 

settlement reflecting attempts at a regularly ordered social system, on the other. Or, in 

some cases, they could be seen as a continuum. The  rā   which would fall under 

the category of the settlement was not static and could include a mobile village or 

migrating cattle keepers, the emphasis in both being on large numbers of people and 

domestic animals.
454

  

Exile has been much celebrated in both the epics; the exile of the heroes in both epics 

is to the forest. But here the forest takes on a different connotation and is not merely 

the jungle beyond the settlement. The forest as the location of the unknown and the 

place of exile, become an exploration. It was also necessary for the continuation of the 

narrative of the epic.
455

  

Exile was a device used commonly by bards and poets to stretch the story. The forest 

was where anything could happen and in each retelling of the story or even in each 

day of recitation, fresh incidents could be added. The heroes in the exile entered the 

unknown, unpredictable space, where events had strange consequences, for the 

hierarchies and regulations of the gram were not observed. Exile thus becomes an 

experience in forging and testing human values. 
456

 

The early developments in the idea of Exile and R                         d         

        d      d     f        d              d d             d   A    d       

Shubhra Sharma
457

                   f     d            f  ś               f    

stages of life have been in the Vedas its full practice and wid                    d 

d                 d    
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A    d                             f           d   d d                  f    

d ff                  d d      ś      d   d        d   d   ‟    f -span into four 

different categories, these are  r h  hār   G  h  th   ā  r th   and     yā   .
458

 

T   d   d f       ś                           x         f      d    f  x      d 

renunciation.  

There are also some prescribed duties for the followers of these stages for example, 

     ā            f    d                         f          x      d        

A          T        ā          d      f   d f        d                       d 

attachments.
459

 The idea of Exile and Renunciation get placed vary clearly in the 

popular perception through the epics  ā āy    and M hāhbār ta, actually, they 

           d      ś                                d                         f   

narratives and bring the forest under the direct control of human intervention.   

 

VI.2 Exile and Renunciation in the Vedas 

The earliest historical   f                                d            f      d   

  d        d                        f        B dd                      
460

 There is a 

long-standing and ongoing scholarly debate regarding the origin of the renouncer 

tradition. To simplify a somewhat intricate issue some contended that the origin of 

Indian asceticism goes back to the indigenous none Aryan population, others, on the 

contrary, see it as an organic and logical development of ideas found in the Vedic 

religious culture.
461
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One of the essential features of the Veda is the claim of    uruś y tv , which means 

no human agency has been responsible for the creation of the Veda,
462

 though the 

Vedas are rich with human emotions like fear, protection, and ritualistic 

performances. One of the most powerful human emotions which emerges in the 

        f       d      „                         ‟    I d     d                       d 

through exile and renunciation.  

T     d                                                 f „     ‟             ind 

of heat accumulated by sacrifices and performance of austerity. The Sanskrit noun 

„     ‟                                d                                f         

always central. Moreover, this heat is seen in               „     ‟         d d        

force behind the creation itself.
463

 I      B ā                     d P  jā     

invariably generates life through the practice of tapas. Tapas in the Veda is however 

not only a creative force that generates life, but it is also destructive.
464

 

Exile and renu                              d                             d ff      

f       d                     d       d               d    d E      T    d    f 

renunciation has been presented through multiple terms and situations but the idea of 

exile is much depend                x                d                                  

of forests itself.  

  d              d    d       I d   f                      d                D  D  

Kosambi has argued that, the         describes the chief Aryan war god Indra, who 

looted the stored treasures of the godless. Kosambi believed that the Aryans also 

destroyed the agriculture system of Harappans, the basis of their food production, 

                                                           
462
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which explains why the cities disappeared soon after their arrival.
465

 Since the Vedic 

soci                               d        f        d       ‟     d           f         

idea of exile into the forest seems very loose in the age of the Vedas. The absences of 

cities due to the destruction of Aryan culture in northern India as well as the pas      

  d                                                    d          f           

                       d    f  x        d         d   d                           d  

and epics.  

Exile is a term that depends on the bipolarity of human settlements where one place is 

suitable and favourable for the existence of life, other stand for the adverse human 

condition bounds for hardships in the forest areas.  

The Vedas have many references regarding the gradual but linear development of the 

idea of renunciation. It can be also called Tapas and austerity as well as hard physical 

and mental practices for the testing of human emotions and efforts for the attainment 

of tapas/heat. 

According to Walter O Kaelber
466

 in the Vedas, three Kinds of tapas have been 

mentioned. These are:- 

A. Tapas, Destruction, Purification 

1. Tapas, Destructive heat 

2. Tapas, Destruction Purification 

3. Tapas, Undesirable Pain 

B. Tapas, Asceticism, Purification 

C. Tapas, Penance and Purification 

                                                           
465
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1. Tapas, Ritual, Asceticism or Penance 

2. Tapas as Penance 

3. Specific forms of penance 

A                      f                   „   ‟                   d               

and to injure. Connotations of injury and consuming destruction are in fact the most 

prevalent meaning of the root tap and tap derivates in the        .  

The fi       d  f             d                           d   d                 d    

generate destructive tapas against enemies, and for that Agni is called upon more than 

any other deity. Here Agni has been considered as the agent for destruction and 

purification.  

T        d    d  f                                       d                             

            T      d                  d                      f-      d            T    

       f                                 f              B ā       T        ng of tapas 

            ff                                      d                           ś     “   

    ”  “    x       ‟     f  J       P  jā      x    d       f                  d         

himself of purity.
467

  

The inner heat is also referred to as tapas. Through the heat of exertion, asceticism, 

mortification, and pain one generates heat or tapas, which raises him above the 

impure human condition.
468

  The third kind of tapas is called penance since tapas had 

been regarded as a primary means of ritual purification that is why penance has to be 

considered as the foremost ritual for purification.
469

  

The idea of tapas has been clearly elaborated though the various mantras of        .  

                                                           
467
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468
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मो नः वनुत्मो अमबदावदनने मो अन्द्तयो मभिभशो लनुष्मात ्।   

तभजयेमबलृवऴमबस्तल स्लैस्तऩा तवऩष्ठ तऩवा तऩस्लान ्470
 ॥           d  6 5 4  

In the above mantra of         6.5.4, it has been clearly indicated that tapas is an 

important feature of the renouncer. According to its translation by H. H. Wilson, the 

power of tapas has been described that how the holder of tapas can protect his friends 

and save them. If we critically analyze the verse and its focus over the power of tapas 

then it seems that a kind of magical, as well as social legitimacy, has been given to the 

renouncer so that he should use his earned heat of tapas in a positive, to protect others 

from the destructive nature as well as from the demons.  

इन्द्रालरुणा मदृवऴभ्मो भनीऴाॊ लाचो भततॊ श्रतुभदत्तभगे्र ।  

मातन स्थानान्द्मवजृन्द्त धीया मसॊ तन्द्लानास्तऩवाभ्मऩवमभ ्471
 ॥    

    Veda 8.59.6) 

There is another mantra in the         8.59.6, from where we can actually see the 

kind of progression in the number of renouncers as well as the spreading of their webs 

in the forest. The followers of tapas in the         gradually increased and there is 

also developed in the sacrifices related to the holy austerities. 

If                     f                     „O I d     d       ‟  I                

you formerly gave to the seers, power of song and fame and the places which the wise 

have prepared for themselves, as they spread the web of the sacrifice with holy 

                                                           
470

 „Do you, protector of your friends, who are most resplendent, blazing with radiance, consumes with 

your own imperishable flames him who injures us abiding in secret, or when near to us design us 

     ‟ T        d    H  H  W         d B ā     f              ya,            h tā Vol. 3, Parimal 

Publications, Delhi,    6               d   6 5 4  
471

 „O I d     d         I                    f                             d           f         d 

fame, and the places which the wise have prepared for themselves, as they spread the web of the 

     f                          ‟ T        d    H  H  W                  h tā Vol. 4  P       

P             D         6     546       d  8 59 6 
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            ”
472

 It appears that there was a continuous process of expansion of 

sacrifices and austerity among the Vedic sages that they become the carriers of Vedic 

sacrificial practices and taken them to unexplored places particularly in the forests. 

Here it is important to discuss the relationship between forest and renunciations, as we 

have already discussed at the beginning of this chapter that the Vedic society was 

pastoral society and for the Vedic sages forest were playing a great role to provide 

them space food and shelter. Therefore most of the sacrificial rituals and religious 

practices were directly or indirectly associated with forests and here we can argue that 

for the practice of renunciation forest was the place for penance and true hardships as 

required for the purification of body and soul. 

भन्द्मुरयन्द्रो भन्द्मुयेलाव देलो भन्द्मुशोता लरुणो जातलेदाः ।  

भन्द्मुॊ वलळ ईऱते भानुऴीमावः ऩादश नो भन्द्मो तऩवा वजोऴाः473
 ॥     

      d      83     

I d           f                      d           d                  d              

Vedic mantra 10. 83. 2 Indra has also attain his all power because of his tapas, as per 

                 f             “M        I d  ; M                    d; M            

     f             A                                                f       d       

       M                 M      M                d                  ”
474

 Here 

Manyu is one, who has attained the power of tapas or austerity, I d                 d 

   M           f      A                          d    M       

                                                           
472
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473
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M                                      M     M                    d           

Veda as a term for the renouncer.  

लास्तोष्ऩते ध्रलुा स्थणूाॊविॊ वोम्मानाभ ्।  

रप्वो बेत्ता ऩुयाॊ ळवलतीनामभन्द्रो भुनीनाॊ वखा475
 ॥        d  8  7  4  

There is a prayer regarding the friendship between Indra and Munis if we closely see 

the translation of the verse         8.17.14 which says that, lord of dwellings, may 

the pillar be strong; may there be vigour of body for the offers of libation; may Indra 

the drinker of Soma, the destroyer of numerous sites of asura, ever be the friends of 

Munis.
476

  

According to Shubhra Sha                      d     f               d                

some scholars who believe that the Muni tradition is actually none Aryan tradition 

and it has roots in Indus valley civilization, but during the time of influx of Aryan 

culture, it was incorporated by the Vedic people. This theory could also be associated 

with the above verse where tapas have been shown as renouncer tradition different 

from the renouncer tradition of Munis. Since, Indra represents the Aryan culture that 

is why the above verse prospects about the possibility of friendship among the Munis 

and Indra.   

On the basis of the above discussion we can argue that there are two kinds of 

renouncers in the Veda, the first ones are tapasi and the second ones are munis. This 

dichotomy of these t          f             d          d                f        d  

when the ritualistic society transformed into a knowledge-based society. 

                                                           
475

 „L  d  f d                      f                  ;                      f   d  f        ff     f     
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I                 I d                 d “L  d  f d        ”                           

the forest. Forest remains a dwelling place for the Indra as well as it the place for 

Munis also to perform their austerities and therefore the above verse is talking about 

friendship which seems nothing but negotiation. 

We can also argue that since a large number of sages and seers were engaged in the 

practices of renunciation in the Vedas and there was Munis also from the early Vedic 

tradition, therefore there could be a struggle for space and to attain that space this 

negotiation can be pursued.   

अन्द्तरयषेण ऩततत वलवला रूऩालचाकळत ्।  

भुतनदेलस्मदेलस्म वयकृत्माम वखा दशतः477
 ॥       d      36 4  

The Muni tradition of the Veda appears very strong and powerful because another 

verse from         10.136.4 explains that, the Munis flies through the firmament, 

illuminating all objects the friend of each deity, appointed for pious work.
478

  

The socio-political explanation of the above verse is very important because it tells us 

that actually, their fre d   f                  d               f              

                                                   f  ś                   d         

Regarding the social life of a renouncer, we can argue that the renouncers withdrawal 

from society, is not physical but ideological. He does not participate in the most 

central socio-religious institutions: family and sex, ritual fire and ritual activities, 

permanent and wealth activities.  

                                                           
477
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Of these two ascetic institutions, the one that becomes central to the development of 

Indian religions and cultures was the renouncer tradition. The hermit culture becomes 

obsolete at least by the beginning of the Common Era and lived in the forms of two 

great epics:  ā āy    and M hābhār t  center on around hermit life in the forest.
479

 

T   d            f  x      d                       d                               

  d                    d                f        d   A               d    f          

and austerity increased in the Vedic age we can assume that the possibility regarding 

the demand for forest space.  Actually, the expansion and acceptance of these ideas 

among the people have certainly increased the human intervention into the forest 

because of the sacrificial rituals and penance. 

 

VI.3 Exile and Renunciation in U    ṣ    

T          d                                           d                 x    

     f      Id                          d              f I d       d            ā      

B                               d      d                         d f   d    f  edom 

from an endless cycle of death and rebirth are first formulated in these texts.
480

 W      

                     d     f        d                          f                     

from the Vedas, and ideas of exile and renunciations are one of them. 

The dev          f      d    f  x           d d               f       d           

       T              f      -                                                      

     d                        f                f      T          d                   

                                                           
479
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the existe     f      -division,  śr   theory, and the       ār  system.
481

 Due to 

the strong implantation of the ideas of   r  - śr             d                

importance of the forest as a place for outsiders and renouncer increased.  

If we see the historical a                                d  f     d            f 

       d              d f  d                                         f A           

  d            f      -                      f                       d d                

  d          d                                  d                 f         

      z                  I d    F         d 5   BCE      d                ā ā   ī  

C   ā  Rāj         d  jj             f        
482

  Agriculture was the main 

livelihood, and rice as the main crop. Plough was widely used. Agricultural pests were 

also known: the Chā    y            states that the land of the Kuru was once 

devastated by locusts.
483

 

W              d     f        d   āś                                      x        

of renouncer tradition into the forests. As the v r    divided the society into four 

d ff                  d d     āś      d   d        d   d   ‟    f            f    

different categories, these are  rh    hār   G h  th   ā  r th  and Sa  yā .
484

  

According to Patrick Olivelle, 
485

     āś                                       

construct. The system and its history, therefore, should be carefully distinguished 

from the socio-religious institutions comprehended by the system and from their 

respective histories.
486
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T          d                                d  f                           d    f 

     f     I        d                  f       d               d              

     d   d                d                                         d        d   

and mediations replaced them
487

    

We can also argue that the ranges of Upanisadic texts are actually propagating the 

 d    f āś                                       f     f      f                          

more ideological rather than ritualistic.  

T                                    āś      d f            f             f āś    

                                                  f                              

     ā    d     f                    f              f              ā           d 

     ā     f            d    d          A               f                        

f                   T    ā            f    d                         f           

 x      d        A          T        ā         f    f        d                     

  d               d        d            d   d f              s.
488

  

O                                     f āś                     d    f            

                   d     f        d                                          

f      d      f                                                 f      ā            

     ā       d          d d         f          f            ā    
489

  

A       „  j          d ‟
490

 also focused on the methods to attain yogic or mystic 

trance through the practice of yoga and asceticism. The tapas (asceticism), occupies 

an important place in the practice of yoga and constitutes an element of its 

                                                           
487
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discipline.
491

 Here the importance of forest for the practice of tapas/asceticism could 

be seen from Chā    y          , which tell us that the person who lives in the 

forests, practices faith and austerity goes to the path of the gods whereas the person 

who, living in the village, performs sacrifice and works of public utility and practices 

charity goes to the path of the manes.
492

  

 ā                d        f   f                d d                   f                 

           d   If                    ā                                             

 f         d       ā           f              f                      f           d            

 ā                                     f                              social and 

                                                           
491

 T     F     d     d C      D           „Y     T             O d           d ‟  Annals of the 

Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Vol. 68, No. ¼, 1987, p. 377. 
492

 Chāndogya Upani ad, V.10.1-3 

तद्म इत्थॊ वलदःु। मे चभेेऽयण्मे श्रद्धा तऩ इत्मुऩावत े

तऽेधचवऴभमबवॊबलन्द्त्मधचवऴोऽशयह्न 

आऩूमवभाणऩषभाऩूमवभाणऩषाद्मान्द्ऴडुदङ्ङेतत 

भावाꣳस्तान ्॥ 5.10.1॥ 

„                          d                            f                             F        

austerity," pass into the flame; from the flame, into the day ; from the day, into the half-month of the 

waxing moon ; from the half-month of the waxing moon, into the six months during which the sun 

              d ‟ C   d            d 5       T        d    R      E      H     The Thirteen 

Principal Upanishads, Oxford University Press, Humphrey Milford, 1921, p. 232. 

भावेभ्मः वॊलत्वयꣳ वॊलत्वयादाददत्मभाददत्माच्चन्द्रभवॊ 
चन्द्रभवो वलद्मुतॊ तत्ऩुरुऴोऽभानलः व एनान्द्ब्रह्भ 

गभमत्मेऴ देलमानः ऩन्द्था इतत ॥ 5.10.2॥ 

„f    those months, into the year; from the year, into the sun; from the sun, into the moon; from the 

moon, into the lightning. There is a Person (purusa) who is non-human (a-manava). He leads them on 

   B       T                  d             d  ‟ Chandogya Upanisad 5.10.2, Translated by Robert 

Ernest Hume, The Thirteen Principal Upanishads, Oxford University Press, Humphrey Milford, 1921, 

p. 233. 

अथ म इभे ग्राभ इष्टाऩूत ेदत्तमभत्मुऩावत ेते 
धूभभमबवॊबलश्न्द्त धूभारात्रि 

यािेयऩयऩषभऩयऩषाद्मान्द्ऴड्दक्षषणैतत 

भावाꣳस्तान्द्नैत ेवॊलत्वयभमबप्राप्नुलश्न्द्त ॥ 5.10.3॥ 

„B                                             f         f              d                               

smoke; from the smoke, into the night; from the night, into the latter half of the month; from the latter 

half of the month, into the six months during which the sun moves southward--these do not reach the 

year; from those months, into the world of the fathers; from the world of the fathers, into space; from 

space, into the moon. That is King Soma. That is     f  d  f       d   T     d           ‟ Chandogya 

Upanisad 5.10.3, Translated by Robert Ernest Hume, The Thirteen Principal Upanishads, Oxford 

University Press, Humphrey Milford, 1921, p. 233. 
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material life and then should visit the forest. Visiting the forest for the rest of life and 

               d        d    f āś                        d ff      f                    

Scholars have read this human instinct to visit the forest through philosophical sense 

as well as through its material explanation that why a system was being set up to visit 

the forest after a certain stage of life. 

T                 q              d         d    f  ā                       d      

       d            already there were numerous hermits of sages within the forests 

then why there was indirect instruction to the society to visit and stay the rest of life in 

the forest. It was a pursuit for philosophical attainment to achieve salvation through 

penance and forest hardships then why the forest was chosen. What could have been 

                          d d                         f  ā          f      d        

from society?  We need to also look into this connection between the pursuit of 

knowledge and salvation and forest as a place for its execution.  

I    d                  f             q              d                    f f        d 

                             d                       d                         f          

       d           f      h  ār y            , Chā    y          , and 

T  ttīrīy           , were in the stories various metaphors have been used in the 

coded forms for the understanding of higher socio-religious ideas. 

The Jābā                            d    f      ā              d be taken up directly 

after the studenthood or after spending some years as a householder.
493

 It can be 

inferred from the passage in the Chā    y           that the usual practice was to 

spend forty-four years as a householder, before going to the forest. The first forty-four 

years are called the morning and the next forty-four years, the mid-days. Therefore, it 

                                                           
493
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seems likely that it was not before the age of sixty-eight that a man thought of going 

to the aranya.
494

 

If we see this whole process of forest going              d        d    f  ā         

                 -                           d                                      

               A               d  d       d                   f                       

     f        d               f            f early political states particularly 

northern India, where there was instant need for new agricultural lands as well as new 

lands for settlements of increasing population, therefore, the system of four stages of 

  f                   ā                     he best solution. 

F                            f  ā                             d                   f 

 ā                       d                f       N         d                          

question that why forests have been chosen as the place of executio   f           d 

             A d                    q                                d               

       f          d          d                        f       f                  

     f     T          d  d                           f         d        s: where 

do we come from, why we are here, where go? In other words, with the nature of 

body and soul, their fate after death, and what is their position in the universe.
495

 In 

order to deals with philosophical questions of life, death, and karma there was a need 

to connect with nature as the Vedic society does and worshiped forms of nature and 

therefore forest has become the place of internal philosophical pursuits for all the 

        d  ā             

T    d    f                            d                served through the 

understanding of Sa   ā    I                          f         f        f       d 
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                           I                              f     f      āś           ā    

is commonly used as a synonym of terms such as   r vrāj      r vr j t   śr       

bh   ū  and yati.
496

  

Though sa   ā         f        d            f     āś                               

                  f      d                        d            I                     

seen through the composition of Sa  yā            separately to deals with the 

nuances of asceticism and renouncer traditions. According to Patrick Olivelle, there 

are collections of twenty texts written in Sanskrit and their common characteristic is 

the theme of Sa   ā                          are called     yā            .
497

 

Patrick Olivelle further argues that, the purpose of their composition was the 

establishment of the Vedic scriptural validity of already established ascetic lifestyles 

and renouncer theology, and that they played a central role in the theological 

  f           d d                                         f B ā                 
498

 The 

formulation behind expansion and promotion of Sa   ā       d          -

              f B ā          d                d    f             ā       a was 

devised to create a society within the forest so that they could help the early states for 

socio-political entry into forests.  

The   h  ār  y                   Yāj   ā                                  f   

householder, and the word used in this context is derived from the root Vraja, and pra 

   f x  dd d        T         d            P    āj     d P     āj   d     d     

                                                           
496

 O         P        „C                             H        f      ā ‟   Journal of the American 

Oriental Society, Vol. 101, No. 03 (Jul.-Sep., 1981), p. 265. 
497

 Olivelle, Patrick,     yā         ad: Hindu Scriptures on Asceticism and Renunciation, Oxford 

University  

Press, New York, 1992, p. 5.  
498

            F   „         F     H     N   D f   d: A       P        d E                      

Upan   d ‟  The Journal of Religious Ethics, Vol. 30, No. 3 (Fall, 2002), p. 374. 
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specific sense of Sa   ā     d      ā                 
499

 T              Ś       

  d T                              d    

Presenc   f                Ś        d T           h ār  y              d           

  d             f     Ś          d T        d                   d    f              

          d                         f Ś          d M       d        f A       d 

none Aryan cultural backgrounds in the Vedic forests, that is why we can also argue 

that the process of re-installation of Sa    ā                   f          d            

of coming off a strong state-based counter-culture.  

A  K  M  P                             “       f          ”                     d  f 

                     f        d                                f           j          d 

      d                             d                                       d 

meta                          f           f                         M     f     

       d      f     f          d   f                        h  ār  y    and 

Chā    y            delivers multiple ideas and social aspects in their single and 

simple stories. 

There are two interesting stories in Chā    y           as well as in   h  ār y    

         . In Chā    y          
500

                   f       ā               

               ā  Jā ā    T                            d      d                  

between the hermitages which were situated in the fringes of state-society and forests, 

and how the process of incorporation of new forest lands has happened through the 

events of hermitages. 

                                                           
499

 Sharma, Shubra, Life in the Upanisads, p. 97. 
500

 Shastri, Rampratap, Tripathi, Upanishado ki Kahaniya, Lokbharati Publication, Allahabad, Second 

Publication 2011, pp. 19-28. 
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      ā         d   d      G                   f       d  d       f          t 

with him into the deep forests and advised to come back only after the achievement of 

double numbers of cows. This incident tells us how the forest was used for pastoral 

activities by the sages who staying in the hermits. And it was an indirect process t  

     d              f         d   H                  f                               

          d                            -        d                        f        f     

f                   ā           d      ā         d               d           f  ests. 

The second story is in the    h ār  y            
501

                  d          

        Yā  ā         d M     ī  I              Yā           x                     

f        ā     d   f       d     āś                         W                   d      

      f        ā          f  M      ī     d                           f       ā   

as well as the true and ultimate way to perceive the Brahman. According to 

Yā                    d  ‟    f                                     d        d        

path of a           f B             f        ā                    

F                       f                      d                             

            f      ā     d                                f      f                    

      ā        f     d            P                   f         Yā  ā          

                   f   W                             d                d         d   d 

f              f     āś                                         f            -

political evolutions in the state society. Th        f     f      d               f 

       d               d d                       f              d             f  x  f 

 ā            d      ā       d      f         d  f                       d       

had experience from out of the state-society as well as experience form forest society. 

We can also argue that since  ā  r  th  and      yā        d                     

                                                           
501

 Ibid., pp. 71-79. 
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    f         d              d                    f               d f                    

          d      

 

VI.4 Exile and Renunciation in the Epics 

 ā āy    and M hābhār t  are the two great epics of India; these are the texts 

which has celebrated the ideas of Exile and Renunciation more than any Sanskrit 

texts. The whole story of  ā āy    and M hābhār t  revolves around the idea of 

exile in the forest. In both of the epics, the forest has been presented as the substitute 

or an alternative of state-society, where ungoverned, undiscovered and unrevealed 

materials and ideas have been shown through the journey of protagonists.  

These two Sanskrit epics, the M hābhār t  and  ā āy   , fall within the category of 

„    t ‟            „ t hā  ‟     d                                             d       

suggest that they emerged from a common cultural milieu. The M hābhār t  refers to 

 ā  ī ī   d  ā āy   , as well as the outline of  ā āy    story. While  ā āy    

                      K      H     ā        d J    j        d    ‟              

war.
502

   

The idea of Exile established in a true sense during the epic age. Earlier in the Ved   

  d        d                       d   d d f                               j        f 

f        d               f f    āś      f   f   B                            d    f 

forest visit in the last stage of life was superimposed by the idea of exile, where age 

bar was countered by the situations in the form of punishments to spend life in the 

forest. In this section of the chapter, we will look into each epic regarding their way of 

presentation of exile and renunciation.  

                                                           
502

 Singh, Upinder, A History of Ancient and Early Medieval India, p. 210. 
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     A             

The story of  ā āy    has come down to us in three ancient versions,  ā  ī    

 ā āy   , the  ā     hāy   in the Vanaparva of M hābhār t     d       ḍ   

R j  ā D     P      f M hābhār t .
503

 Here in this section, we are exploring the 

ideas of exile and renunciation by looking into the text of  ā  ī    ā āy   .  

The  ā āy    is also called as the book of exile,  ā āy           d         ā  ī   

                    f Rā     d      d          hen exiled to the forest.
504

 From the 

beginning of the text, the forest has remained an integral part of the story. In the 

Ay  hyā ā                   d         Rā     d L              f                

  ś ā              Tāḍ  ā                  f      f r fourteen years as a period of 

exile. After the completion of exile and re-               f Rā            f 

A  d  ā   ī ā      f       f                     f          ī ī                       

to her two sons. In this text, we can see a continuous appearance of the forest with 

multiple shades and aspects in relation to human emotions and that is why the text has 

also shown the kinds of relationships with forest-dwelling societies. 

Looking into the attraction of this literature towards the wild forest and its strong 

association with forest society and cultures John L. Brockington has argued that, the 

original  ā āy    was a martial epic, and the idyllic rustic elements were introduced 

only later.
505

 He has also suggested that epic  ā āy    was a device for the 

propagation of       v    into outer and exterior forest areas from the mainland and 

                                                           
503

 P         F  E   „T   G          f R   ‟  Ex   ‟  The Journal of Royal Asiatic Society of Great 

Britain and Ireland, Apr 1894, p. 232. 
504

 Brokington, John, The Sanskrit Epics, In Gavin Flood edited, The Blackwell companion to 

Hinduism, Blackwell Publishing Limited, Oxford, 2003, p. 117. 
505

 Brokington, John, L., Righteous Rama: The Evolution of an Epic, Oxford University Press, Delhi, 

1984, p. 99.  
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this is the reason behind the special focus over the forest and virgin lands in the 

j        f Rā  ‟   x        

Within the text, there are various direct and indirect references from where we can see 

and analyze the ideas of exile and renunciations. Since a kind of new social formation 

was under process in the age of  ā āy    when forest people and culture was 

brought under the affluence of   r āśr  -dharma and for that the established norms 

of exile and renunciation were used for acculturation and assimilation of little 

traditions with great traditions.  

 The  ā āy    is the best story to see the parallel progression of exile as well as 

renunciation at one place. W                             f f                  f Rā   

         f                     ā                                     d         f    

d     Tāḍ  ā  H                                    d                  d          

staying within the forest for the    f          f           d           T      Rā   

                x                       ś ā                       f    Rā        

वप्त वप्त च लऴाव दॊडकायण्मभाश्रीतः । 

अमबऴेकमभदॊ त्व्क्मा जताचीयधयो506
 ॥ 

 A  d  ā ā d   C        8        37  

T    x     f Rā         d                  d    d  f K           d Rā   f   f     

       f      ā    H    f                d    f Rā  ‟   x     Rā  ‟                 

about the troubles of the forest for a householder and this description can be taken as 

                                                           
506

 „You have to leave this coronation function and dwell in the forest of Dandaka for fourteen years, 

            d d        d       d          d  ‟ A           d    P  f  P  G         P  f  K  K        d 

Shri V. V. Subba Rao, under the guidance of Prof. H.K. Sathapathy VC, Rashtriya Sanskrit Vidya 

Peetham, Tirupati in a project developed by Indian Institute of Kanpur (IIT) which is available at www. 

Valmiki.iitk.ac.in 
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th              f  x                 f                                f        f        

         d       f  ā           d      ā    

मेभ्मः प्रणाभ व: ऩुि: देलेऴा मातनेळु  च । 

ते च त्लॊमबयषन्द्तु लने वश भशामळवभ्मः507
 ॥   A  d  ā ā d   C        5        4  

 

वमभत्कुळ ऩवलिानी लेदावच मतनानी च  

स्थाश्न्द्दरानी च वलप्राण ळैर लषृ षुऩा ह्व्दः  

ऩतॊगा ऩॊगः मळशास्त्लः यषन्द्तु नयोतभ508
  ॥    A  d  ā ā d   C        5        7  

O             f               f K      ā f   Rā                           f          

                       d         q                d             f              

                                                f    d          Rā         d f      

hardships.  

H                    f         d         d      z      d ff         f  x    f    

       d    d f               I             d       x              d   d       āś    

                     d           f              ā        /    d         ā  /f      

stages of life when he has completed more than sixty years of his life. While in the 

           d    f  ā                        f    d                                      

visit the forest and it was now planned under the umbrella of socio-political 

puni         ā                                            f      -          

           /                     d      Rā     d Pā ḍ     N   d               f 

                                                           
507

 „O my son may the gods in the temples and in other sacred places and the maharshis you bow to 

protect you in the forest ‟ 
508

 „O best of men may sacrificial fuel, kusa grass and sacred rings made of kusha grass, sacrificial 

altars, temples, various levelled sacrificial grounds, mountains, trees, plants, lakes, birds, serpents and 

lions protect you ‟  
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epics forest visits by the people of state-society was become more frequent and more 

common. 

ळयबॊगे ददलॊ प्राप्ते भुतनवॊडा वभागताः । 

अभ्मागाछॊत काकुत्स्थ याभॊ र्जलामरततेर्जवभ509
  ॥  A     ā d   C       6           

लैखानवा लारणखल्मा वम्प्रक्ळारा भयीधचऩाः । 

अस्म्कुत्ताक्स्च फशलः ऩिशयास्च ताऩवः510॥     A     ā d   C       6           

दॊतोरुश्ख्रॊस्र्सस्चले तथलैोंन्द्म्र्जजाका ऩये  । 

गािवच्मा अवर्यमास्च तथलैन लन्द्कमळकमळका511
 ॥      A     ā d   C       6        3  

भुनमः वमरल्शाया लामुबषास्ताथाऩये  । 

अकळातनल्मास्चलै तथा स्थाददल्ळामीॊन512
 ॥               A     ā d   C       6        4  

तथोधवयलामवनो दॊतास्था रप्त्लावव  । 

वर्जऩस्चल ताऩोतनस्ठ ऩस्च्ताऩाओ वलॊता513
 ॥              A     ā d   C       6        6  

The Ar  y  ā               d       f                   Kā ḍ  Rā          d      

           f    d         L      a amongst the hermitages of the sages of Da ḍ    

                                                           
509

 „When Sarabhanga attained the heaven, all the sages collected together and came to Rama whose 

radiance was like fire ‟ 
510

 „The sages called Vaikahanasa-s, [who are born out of the nails of Prajaapati, the first ruler of 

mankind,] also Vaalakhilyaa-s, (those born from His hair,) and those from the water of His feet-wash, 

and those that thrive on drinking rays of sun and moon alone, and those that pound with stones and 

                                                   ‟ 
511

 „Some of them use their own teeth to grid the grain they eat, and some who perform ascesis in neck-

deep water, and some who sleep with their head resting on their shoulders or on chests without using 

any kind of bed, and some who do not use any kind of beds either, and some who meditate without any 

repose sitting in an enclosure without any leg-      ‟ 
512

 „And some sages whose food is water alone, or air alone to some like that some who meditate 

staying in sky and some who sleep on bare ground it-   f ‟  
513

 „Thus some are dwellers on high-peaked places with their senses controlled, and some are wearers 

of wet cloths, always reciting name or hymn japa and like that some who meditate with five kinds of 

f         d      ‟ 
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f       A    d             x                  f     f  ā                 d           

The above verses from Ar  y  ānda                      d   f  ā                

particularly there various kinds of penances and practices.  

Above mentioned verse                                          d   f  ā          

munis as well as their origins. There are twenty-       d   f  ā                  d 

all of them have different penance practices and different origins or schools.  

The first one belongs to the nai    f B    ā       d                  f          d  

       f B    ā      d    d   f                            d         f          f  d 

for others, the fourth kind of sages survives on the rays of sun and moon, the fifth 

section of sages were those who eat uncooked food grinded by stones only, sixth 

school of sages was those who survive only on green leaves, seventh kind of munis 

were those who use their teeth only, eighth were those who meditate in the water 

bodies till their neck, ninth were those who sleep without any soft materials like 

cloths and grass, etc. 

T      ā                  d        ff   f         f               d    x             

powerful that there are very fewer references within the text which show returning or 

          f  ā          f om forest to state society.  

In both the epics either in  ā āy    or in M hābhār t  the representation of women 

   f             āś             d            f                              f             

ascetic is rare. Though in the  ā āy    there is one instance in the K      hā ā    

      H    ā     d                                                     f  ī ā 

      d                  d    T               ā  
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भमो नाभ भशातेजा भामाली लानऴब । 

तेनेदॊ तनमभवतॊ वलव भाममा कॊ चन लनॊ514
 ॥                  

 K     d   ā d   C       5             

 

इदभ च ब्राह्भण दत्तॊ शेभामै लन्द्भुत्त्भभ ।  

ळास्लतः कम्बनस्च गशृभ चदेभ दशयान्द्मभमभ515
 ॥   K     d   ā d   C       5         

15) 

In the Vedas tapas/tapasi terms have been used for the renouncer and ascetics. 

 ā āy                d                     d      d                H          d 

                       f                        f                                    

  d     d        d                          d         d       f            f      

not have presented as independent and alone renouncer at any place. Therefore the 

      f T              ā                                       d         f       

into renouncer tradition.  

In the  ā āy      x   Rā                                                 f      d    f 

 x      d                                  d                                 f     f       

               f         f           Rā        d                 ff                     

ideas of exile and renunciation. We can also argue that not o    Rā           x    

and helping in the diffusion of Aryan culture into unexplored areas but there were 

other various kinds of sages that were also engaged in the same process.  

                                                           
514

 „O bull among monkeys this golden forest was created by the magical power of a deceitful demon 

     d M    ‟ 
515

 „Thus this wonderful forest and the golden house with all luxury were given away permanently to 

Hema by the creator Brahma ‟ 
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I         f      ‟                        f                       ā āy    ca          

                  d    d                                              f         d     

            f        d       ā āy    can be seen as making a new tradition when 

 ī ā           d              f           Rā    W                            f  ī ā    

    f                         f                                      f            f āś     

system were challenged by the steeping out of a woman.  

W       d         d      x     f Rā                       f              d             

forest, where the sages were getting a strong challenge from the so-called counter-

culture. I was a process to mark the expansion of state-society into tribal and forest 

societies. 

 

     B              

The core of the M hābhār t  is a family over control of territory and resources. The 

epic narrative is in part a continuation of actions pertaining to the societies as 

described in the Vedas. It is an, overall an attempt to the reconstruction of some of the 

believed history of the clans.
516

 Since M hābhār t  is called as fif     d        f     

                            d                     d                        d   Id    f      

                      f         “                             f   d                

   ”   d                   
517

   

Like  ā āy   , M hābhār ta is also a text which gives us important insights on the 

ideas of exile and renunciations. The story of M hābhār t  is influenced by the 

bipolarity of state-society as well as forest society.  

                                                           
516

 Thapar, Romila, The Past Before Us: Historical traditions of Early North India, Permanent Black, 

Ranikhet, 2013, p. 151.  
517

 F  z     d  J      L   „I d  ‟  F f     d : T   M  ā  ā     P             f I    f‟  Journal of South 

Asian  Literature,          N      P    I  E             M  ā  ā       W              985       3   
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अधभो ले भशानस्तु लने ला भयणॊ भभ । 

ळयीयस्म वलनाळने धभव एल वलमळष्मते518
 ॥  ( d        C         5         7  

The protagonists of the M hābhār t  went to the forest for fourteen years as their 

period of exile. But their fourteen years of exile was not the first exile in the 

M hābhār t        d    A j   ‟   x                  f      T                      

    d                                     Y d                 D     d    d        

             d                  B ā         d      f         d          f       f       

And here Arju   d                d      f     f                                    d 

       f                         f   f        ā       A    d       J     L  F  z     d  

the tapas (heat, fire, and pain) are the center of M hābhār t .
519

  

The Veda has talked about the same tapas, as Fitzgerald has argued about 

M hābhār t , therefore, M hābhār t  the clan oriented history has a core value for 

the teachings and believes of Vedas.  

Like  ā āy         Pā ḍ       d          f          x    d                      f 

Duryodhana. There are various incidents that also show the process of acculturation 

and assimilation of little tradition with great tradition via marriage alliances and 

negotiations of the land, territory, and power.  

Metaphors are the power of epic literature and they have been used in the 

M hābhār t  to tell the hidden things and inclinations of the contemporary society. 

One verse from the   bhā- Parva helps us to read the act of exile within 

M hābhār t . 

                                                           
518

 „O                             lso be talked all over the kingdom, and we shall certainly incur a 

          ‟ A  T        d    M  N  D     Mahabharata, vol. I, Adi Parva & Sabha Parva, Parimal 

Publications, Delhi, Reprint 1994, p. 288.  
519

 Fitzgerald, James, L., M hābhār t , p. 59. 
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लनॊ गते धभवयाज ेदखु्ळोक्ऩायामण । 

लबुल ु कययल लदृ्धा बळृॊ ळोकेन ऩीडडतः520
 ॥  (    ā     C       5        35 5  

I                                  d                      f Y d       /D      āj        

forest, Dharma will go to the forest and because of that even Kauravas were in grief. 

Here we can extend the expression of this verse as the whole idea of exile into the 

forest could be seen as an act of Aryanization of the uncontrolled, ungoverned forest 

   d    d         T    d    f D      āj     d  f        d    f j         d           

and the places visited by Dhar   āj            f               d   f Pā ḍ              

 B ī  ‟               H d   ā  A j   ‟                       C    ā   dā   d 

R                                       f  x           M hābhār t . 

M hābhār t  is a text which is full of narratives and meta-narratives, where there is a 

linear story of Pandavas and Kauravas and also hundreds of sub-stories to help the 

main story for making of plots and sometimes to give-up a none ending conclusion for 

the sake of future. Within the M hābhār t  there is the celebration of exile through 

various small stories, these are:- 

1. Rā   ā    ā    

2. Nal-Damayanti Katha   

The whole story of  ā āy      d Ex     f Rā              -told in the epic 

M hābhār t . The presence of  ā āy    within the M hābhār t  should be 

investigated critically. Both of the epics have forest and state dichotomy and the visit 

                                                           
520

 „W en dharmaraj Yudhisthir was going to the forest the old Kauravas were in deep pain because 

d                       f      ‟ A  T        d    P   R          D             Mahabharat Vol. 1, 

Geeta Press, Gorakhpur, 1965, p. 938. 
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of the forest as part of the exile and then recapturing of their states after the long 

period of exile and renunciations. 

Since both of the epics revolves around the state, forest and exile then what was the 

need to have the inclusion of  ā āy    within the text M hābhār t . To answer this 

question we need to have explored the material similarities between text and then we 

would have to be either M hābhār t  was trying to get absorb  ā āy    within it or 

M hābhār t  was taking legitimacy for the acceptance of this political text as Bhakti 

text. 

If we exclude the portion of  hā  w t Gītā from the M hābhār t , then the text 

would remain only a long and complex story of the state polity. As scholars like 

Romila Thapar, V. S. Aggrawal, R. S. Sharma and Upinder Singh have argued that 

the section of  hā w t Gītā is a later interpolation in the main text; therefore here we 

can argue that to maintain the essence of Bhakti in the main text, because Bhakti is 

the most receptive element in the society the earliest M hābhār t  had the portion of 

 ā     hyā  but after the inclusion of  hā w t Gītā the importance of 

 ā     hyā  reduced and ignored. 

After the  ā     hyāy   in the M hābhār t              f N      d D             

         d      d          f         d       f Pā ḍ      x     T          f K    N    

and Damayanti has also close relations with the terms like state, forest and exile and it 

has been presented to th  Pā ḍ                           d                            

          f              d    d       z                   d         N          -

     d         d     d       Pā ḍ          d            ff       

Here the story of Nala and Damayanti has some more meaning than it appears. The 

first thing about this meta-story is the projection of the idea of exile as a very common 
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thing in the society that anyone could fall under the circumstances that they have to 

visit the forest in his/her life. The second most important thing is the idea of reward 

after the successful completion of exile, as King Nala achieved his lost kingdom and 

beloved wife Damyanti after the painful period of exile in the forest. 

If               d      d   d      d    f „ x      d             ‟              f   f  

and a social system only, then it would not have been a mass accepted idea as well, 

therefore we can argue that it is was an ideology devised to channelize the various 

things. The idea of exile and renunciation was actually helping to move the wealth in 

the society; it was reducing the dichotomy between vana and    tr , it was the 

working as a tool for the extension of agriculture,   r āśr  -dharma, and Bhakti. 

 ā āy    and M hābhār t  both epics are giving more impetus to the ideas of exile 

and renunciation than any other socio-political ideas. It was the one effective method 

of socio-political as well as religious transformations in the known and un-known 

societies. Forest was the target for all the new socio-political ideologies to capture the 

forest space, people and culture to secure their own prosperity and security. 

 

   5 Ex                            A       ś    

Arth  hāśtra                  x   f K                     d       d                  -

political aspects of the ruling of a state. The concepts of exile and renunciations are 

not much there in the text, though at some places they have come through indirect 

discussions. 
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अकक्रवममाॊ बुभो ऩळुभ्मो वलवलतानी प्रमाछेत । 

प्रददस्टाबम स्थाव्रयार्जभानी च ब्रह्भनेभ्मो ब्रह्म्वोभअयण्मानी, ताऩोलनानी च तऩश्स्लभ्मो 

गोरुत ऩयाणी  

प्रमाछेत । 

तलॊभािभेक्द्लायण खातगुप्तॊ स्लादपुरगुल्भ गुछ्भकॊ टककरभूभुत्तनतोमाळम 

दाॊतभगृाचतुस्ऩाद बाननान्द्नाख  

दॊस्िव्मार भानमुव कशाश्स्तशश्स्तनी करबभ भगृलनॊ वलशायाथव यासः कायमेत521
  । 

(A      āś   , Chapter 2, Verse 1)  

In the second chapter of Arth  hāśtra there are some glimpses and discussion on 

 rh   hārīs, Tapovanis and       mentioned as residing within the forests for their 

ritualistic activities. 

A    d           K                                                d          f      d 

occupy the forest land where these yogis are doing their sacred practices. They have 

been called as Tapovana/Vedavana.   

If                              d        f         d          d                f 

Arth hāśtr  we would find that they are settled over small areas of forest fringes 

because the most of the forest was state-controlled and various activities like training 

of elephants, ore extractions and state sanctuaries were constructed within the 

forests.
522

  

                                                           
521

 Gairola, Vachaspati, Kautiliya Arthshastra, Chaukhmaba Vidyabhawan, Publication, Varanasi, First 

reprint 2009, p. 82.     
522

 Ibid., p. 81. 
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Arth  hāśtr  j      f                            f              d                  

forest but not tell us about them in more details. Since the text is a secular text where 

religion and its aspects have not been deal in detail, therefore, we can say that due to 

the inter struggle between the M hāj        and kingdoms the state machinery was 

engaged in the administration and maintenance of sovereignty. Though the text has 

not mentioned the kinds of religious developments in northern India history tell us 

that it was the time or religious revolutions with the coming of new sects within the 

f  d  f   ā                                  f     f ld like Jainism and Buddhism. 

 

V.6 Conclusion 

Ex      d                                   d     d d       d d               f 

      d                                                       Ex          d      f   

the extension of state-society into the f                   ā          d              

„  r ā r  -dharma‟   d „B     ‟  T     d                d               f tapasi, 

munis, and     yā h   in the forest and focus has been given to the idea of the power 

of tapas which is called as tap/heat.  

V d                   d       d          d                    f          /        

                                     f    Rā         d                      

T          d         d      d     f                             f            f   f  

                d                     d     ā                        f          x    f   

           f B         d                 T   f             f   f       ā            

              d              d                          f            f               

life and attachment and move forward in the forests.  
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 ā āy    and M hābhār t  are the gems of Indian Sanskrit literature where the 

ideas of exile and renunciation have been shown and celebrated at superlative degree. 

In both of the texts, stories and sub-stories have been used to project the idea of 

      v    as well as the forest has been represented through the eyes of state-

society. In the  ā āy     Rā    L           d  ī ā       d     f        f        

d          f                          Pā ḍ     x     d     f        f          I d   

from west to east. 

Exile and renunciations remain the integral parts of forest life where new experience, 

adventures in unexplored lands unfolds the understandings of human values and 

power of nature.    
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Conclusion 

 

 

In this research, we have gone through the stages of development of early ideas 

regarding the forest as a social space, from the wide range of Sanskrit sources. We 

have looked into the texts from Vedas and           to Epics and Arth  hāśtr  that 

how the idea of social space developed within the forests.  

For the Vedic people, the forest was more than just space, their imaginations and 

practices were revolving around the fear and curiosity of this physical space. They 

had constructed their own social space within the forests for their rituals, sacrifices, 

and beliefs. They had personified the forest as    ś  t   v in the Veda from where 

they receive all material as well as spiritual experiences. For the Vedic people forest 

was the means for all-natural resources particularly for the Soma drink.  

During the study of the        , we also come to know about the various kinds of 

forest resources like fruits, woods, A   /f      d         f                  ‟         

were main forest products. According to the Vedas, the forests have been called the 

prime means for the Vedic sacrifices where they receive their homa and Soma. For 

them, Vedic sacrifice was the center of everything.  

In this research, an attempt has also been made to know about the Vedic people, 

particularly about the Vedic Jana. There has been mention about the Vedic sages as 

well as the early Vedic tribes who were struggling for the political power as well as 

for the natural resources and forest lands. It seems that the expansion of the family 

system and evolving social contract led them to a new social formation where the 

forest was the prime concern. 
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We have also tried to see the Vedas for the early seeds of the ideas of exile and 

renunciation. And this research founds that these Ideas were there in the protoforms. 

Since the society was less developed in terms of material development, therefore it 

                               d      d      „        ‟   d philosophical 

speculations about nature and its powers. Terms like tapas, risi, and muni are the 

strong evidence Vedic development of renunciation. In the Vedas forest was the space 

for fear and struggle as well as spirituality and peace. 

In the        ds the Idea of the forest as social space evolved and the installations of 

human stations appeared as hermits and āśr    in the forests. Ideas of vana and 

K  tr  were also evolved with sharp differences.  

We have found that the idea of the forest as a resource has completely changed during 

the time of          . The earlier forest as a resource was used in the material sense 

only but the opening of new knowledge centers within the forests by great sages 

actually transformed the whole idea of the resource. Now the forests were not only 

considered the place for receiving fruits, woods, grass, and water instead it has 

evolved as the centers of learning and development of new philosophical ideas and 

theories.  

From the stories of some major           we come to know that there was a constant 

effort from the mainstream state societies to penetrate in the virgin forest lands so that 

they could meet the requirement of the new lands for agriculture and settlements.  

The study of the           also reviled us about the forest peoples and their 

relationships with mainstream state society. Within the           there is very little 

mention about tribals or other forest habitats, the focus of the texts seems only on 

sages, hermits, and kings particularly in relation to forest and its various aspects. Ideas 
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of exile and renunciation reached its zenith during the period of          . We have 

also found that the emergence of new socio-religious norms like v r āśr   h r   

and four stages of life as āśr   system actually helped the new evolving states for its 

indirect extensions into the forest.  

Through the prism of epic studies in this research, we have been able to see the major 

socio-political transformation in early India. During the time of epic age, the forest 

appears in a completely new form. Now it is wilder and fearful due to the presence of 

various forest-dwelling groups particularly the  ā        N  ā     G   h rv   and 

 ā  r  .  

Finally, an attempt has been made in this research to see and analyze the kinds of 

transformation which have taken place in the perceiving of the forest from           

to Epics. Here we have found that the idea of exile is the most important device 

within these socio-political cum religious texts. Exile in  ā āy    and M hābhār t  

should be understood as the opportunity for the state society to discover and explore 

the forest resources and societies to mark the ways for the entrance of state societies 

for the accomplishment of material and philosophical needs. 

Arth  hāśtr  has been looked in this research as a secular text to know about the 

importance of forest form the state's point of view. We have gone through this text to 

explore the material relationships of state and state-society with forest. It seems that 

the whole idea of the forest has transformed into the text where there is complete 

access to the forest by state. Introductions of the concepts like h śt v      r vy v     

 bhy r    a give us a complete idea of a new kind of forest where the outside society 

is controlling the forest resources and the forest dwellers had negotiations with the 

states for the issues regarding claim over the forest lands and control over the fringes. 
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Throughout this research, we have closely observed the various socio-political aspects 

of forests. Forest was always under a strong pressure to adopt and adjust the new 

socio-political change in society. We can argue that the development in the socio-

political and religious complexities has actually triggered the societies to explore the 

forest for their own material and philosophical purposes.  

Change in the mode of production from pastoral society to agro-pastoral society and 

the emergence of the early state societies are the actual reasons behind the change in 

the presentation and representations of the forest in early Indian Sanskrit sources.    
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